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ABSTRACT

NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING FOR LEXICAL
CORPUS ANALYSIS
SEPTEMBER 2021
ABRAM HANDLER
B.A., COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Brendan O’Connor

People have been analyzing documents by reading keywords in context for centuries. Traditional approaches like paper concordances or digital keyword-in-context
viewers display all occurrences of a single word from a corpus vocabulary amid immediately surrounding tokens or characters, to show readers how individual lexical items
are used in bodies of text. We propose that these common tools are one particular
application of a more general approach to analyzing documents, which we define as
lexical corpus analysis. We then propose new natural language processing techniques
for lexically-focused corpus investigation, and demonstrate how such methods can be
used to create new user-facing tools for analyzing corpora.
Our contributions are divided into three parts. In Part I, we consider how to
represent a corpus lexicon to best reflect human mental and linguistic models of

v

a domain, and propose a natural language processing (NLP) method for enriching
a unigram corpus vocabulary with multiword phases. In Part II, we consider how
lexical systems might show query terms in context to best satisfy user search need,
and offer several new techniques focused on summarizing mentions of a query term in
context. Finally, in Part III, we apply our proposed NLP methods towards new userfacing systems for lexical corpus analysis, and present user studies with journalists
and historians which investigate how new lexical tools can help such users in their
work.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

The concordance

In the first half of the thirteenth century, Dominican monks at the Saint-Jacques
monastery in Paris compiled the first concordance of the Christian Bible, a resource
listing each occurrence of some 10,000 word types within the Latin text. Working from
notes and drafts in the different handwriting of different men from the monastery,
Rouse and Rouse [289] describe how individual monks likely copied the locations of
words within the corpus onto folded sheets devoted to specific portions of the alphabet
(e.g. a single monk likely composed one leaflet devoted to words from stabile to structor ) and then organized the hand-written sheets into small volumes for distribution.
In medieval Europe, priests and scholars used these and other similar references to
compose sermons, impose uniform doctrine, and inform theological debates [289, 31].1
Much like such early religious resources, contemporary printed and digital concordances (also called Keyword-in-Context indexes [208] or KWIC viewers) help users
analyze document collections which are too large to read, by showing keywords amid
immediately surrounding text (Figure 1.1). Over the past two centuries, people have
used concordances to analyze corpora in diverse fields like history [356], sociology
1

The first Saint Jacques concordance indexed the locations of each word in the text, without
showing use in context. Soon after, Dominican monks in England compiled a similar volume showing
a full sentence of context for each occurrence of a word type [289]. Hugh of St. Cher, an administrator
at Saint-Jacques, is sometimes described as either the single author [172, 157] or overseer [199] of
the first concordance; authoritative work from Rouse and Rouse reports that there is little evidence
for these claims. Even earlier religious texts also list occurrences of word types within biblical text,
in alphabetical order [91].
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(a) An 18th-century concordance, showing occurrences of the word “punishment” (abbreviated as p) in the Christian Bible. “Hereby many important things may be observed at one
view,” the author writes [78], “without the trouble of turning over several volumes.”

(b) The Ahrefs Content Explorer, a 21st-century faceted, web-scale concordance for online
marketing. “We can use Context Explorer to find relevant guest blogging opportunities,”
explains a tutorial [1]. “Because these blogs are mentioning your target keyword ... [among
other criteria], they are clearly publishing content that is relevant to your niche.”

(c) A 20th-century printed concordance of the works of William Butler Yeats [267]. "Consider the advantages of cataloging the ... birds that beat ... through Yeats’s poems,” one
scholar writes. “I count, for a beginning, some 8 hawks, 21 owls, 6 bats..."

(d) A concordance of British newspapers, used to analyze media descriptions of refugees [17].
“In line 7 they are ‘fleeing’,” one author writes, before going on to describe other similar
concordance lines. “This pattern suggests that refugees are often described in terms of their
movement.”

(e) The KWIC view feature in Lexis Advance [72], a contemporary commercial concordance
used for legal research. A tutorial explains [197] that the KWIC view feature “allows you to
determine the context of the search terms, and whether or not the document is pertinent."

Figure 1.1: Uses of concordances across centuries and domains. This work proposes
generalizations of this enduring and widely-used text analysis technique.

2

[280, 110], classics [301, 346], politics [234, 222], forensics [75], literary scholarship
(Figure 1.1c), media analysis (Figure 1.1d), marketing (Figure 1.1b) and law (Figure
1.1e). Concordances are also particularly important to lexicography [183], because
uses of a word in context give information about the word’s meanings and grammatical roles in a corpus.2 At the time of writing (January 2021), one popular concordance
tool [196] has been cited over 1,200 times on Google scholar.
1.1.1

Uses of the concordance

We propose that concordances are useful because they offer multiple perspectives
into the contents of a corpus that is too large to read (Figure 1.2). Most obviously,
concordances show mentions of some query keyword within the context of immediately
surrounding tokens or characters. By reading mentions of the keyword in context (e.g.
Figure 1.2b), a reader can quickly gain a sense of a keyword’s use across a corpus.
We thus say that concordances offer a token-level perspective on a corpus, as they
show keywords amid immediately surrounding token spans from text. For instance,
Hammo et al. [137] review keywords in context to study changes in the meaning
of words across time and Zinn [356] similarly reviews keywords in context to study
institutional shifts in the United Kingdom. In the literature from corpus linguistics,
reviewing token spans showing some query keyword in context is sometimes described
as reading the “lines” of a concordance [230].
However, because concordances index the locations of each word type in a text,
concordances can also help people quickly review (and sometimes count) the concepts
or topics in a corpus. For instance, Parrish [267] uses a printed concordance to
2

Some theories of semantics propose that the meaning of a lexical item is determined by the distribution of co-occurring words [146, 111]. From this perspective, reading some co-occurring words
in context is an informal sample of the true co-occurrence distribution, which defines a word’s semantics. Writing from the corpus linguistics tradition, McEnery and Hardie [231] describe the process
of identifying and building linguistic intuition using concordances as “collocation-via-concordance,”
a complement to more formal statistical techniques.

3

Subjects: Milosevic, NATO, peace, Bosnia, Serbia, troops, Clinton

(a) Concordances offer a type-level perspective on a corpus. By reviewing (and sometimes
counting) word types in the concordance index, the user may gain an overview of the subjects
in a body of text. This figure shows a list of subjects which occur frequently in a mock corpus
focused on Balkan wars of the 1990s, which might be identified using a concordance index.
… the peace plan signed by Serbia, Croatia and the federal army …
… opened an assault on Serbia with cruise missiles and bombs …
… continues to unravel, and Serbia has lost its fourth war in nine …

(b) Concordances offer a token-level perspective on a corpus, by showing token spans mentioning a keyword in documents. In this figure, the term “Serbia” is shown in token spans
that fit within 150 pixels of screen space (respecting word breaks).
NATO Hits Serbian Targets
New York Times, Mar. 25, 1999
NATO forces, in the wake of failed peace talks, opened an assault on Serbia
with cruise missiles and bombs as President Clinton denounced President
Slobodan Milosevic of Yugoslavia for feeding the ''flames of ethnic and religious
division'' in Kosovo and endangering neighboring countries …

(c) Concordances offer a document-level perspective on a corpus, by guiding users to underlying text. In this case, the figure shows the start of a full document mentioning “Serbia”.

Figure 1.2: Concordances help users gain three perspectives on a large corpus.

manually count references to birds and animal types in the works of Yeats (Figure
1.1c), and García-Marrugo [119] uses an electronic concordance to count references
to military actors (e.g. “guerrillas” vs. “paramilitaries”) in Colombian newspapers.3
Thus we say that concordances also offer a type-level perspective into a corpus. This
use of a concordance may be interpreted as a form of exploratory data analysis [328],
as it helps a user gain an overview of unfamiliar documents.
3

Some work seemingly unrelated to concordance tools uses word importance scores to rank word
types a corpus lexicon [262, 241]. If we interpret concordances as a data structure mapping word
types to their locations in a corpus, much like the traditional inverted index described in Manning
et al. [216], we can use a concordance to compute many traditional word importance scores, which are
often based on statistics about the frequencies of words in context (e.g. pointwise mutual information,
as in O’Connor [262]).

4

Finally, many traditional printed or hand-written concordances include references
to underlying documents. For instance, early Dominican concordances pointed users
to the locations of words within the Christian bible, and some electronic KWIC
viewers (e.g. Figure 1.1e) allow users to click to access underlying sources.4 Therefore,
we say that concordances also offer a document-level perspective of a corpus, by helping
users navigate to underlying source text.
Overall, it is possible to interpret the type-level perspective, token-level perspective and document-level perspective as offering a unified and lexically-oriented view of
a corpus, with varying levels of context. In the type-level perspective, word types from
the lexicon are presented or analyzed without surrounding context. In the token-level
perspective, some occurrences of some query word from the lexicon are shown within
the context of immediately surrounding tokens. Finally in the document-level perspective, words within the lexicon are shown within the context of an entire document.

1.2

Introducing lexical corpus analysis

Concordances have many clear advantages as tools for helping people form and
answer questions5 from large repositories of unlabeled digital text:
• Concordances do not require domain-specific annotation and are not beholden to
any given linguistic formalism (e.g. abstract meaning representation [24]). Concordances thus work reliably, without supervision, across heterogeneous text.
Many NLP tools do not enjoy this advantage (see, for instance, work from
Bamman [22]).
4

In information retrieval (IR), search engines are said to offer query-biased snippets [325], singledocument summaries shown on a search engine results page (SERP). Such summaries are designed
to help users decide if they should navigate to a query-responsive document. Concordances lines can
be seen as a particular kind of query-biased snippet, which always show keywords amid immediately
surrounding text.
5

In the HCI literature, this process is sometimes described as “sensemaking” [277].
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• Concordances are simple and transparent; meaning the user can easily and
accurately understand how a concordance organizes documents, without having
to learn a new way to think about textual data (e.g. learning to interpret t-SNE
plots [333]).6
• Concordances run quickly. Decades of research in information retrieval (IR)
offers time and space efficient techniques for indexing the locations of words
in documents (see Manning et al. [216]). Concordances can apply this work
towards scalable, low-latency, interactive data analysis. Slow interfaces are
known to hinder a user’s work [205].
• Concordances help people simplify corpora by breaking documents into categories or groups (e.g. all documents containing the word “falcon”, Figure 1.1c),
without requiring the labor-intensive work of constructing an ontology (which
may be brittle or incomplete [329]).
• Because concordances do not attempt statistical inference about unstructured
text, the tools run reliably without inevitable mistakes from probabilistic natural language processing, which introduces tricky design challenges (see Amershi
et al. [10]).7
Inspired by such advantages and noting the broad and long-lasting uses of traditional concordance tools, this work proposes a wider study of lexically-focused corpus
investigation. We argue that modern natural language processing (NLP)
methods can be used to create new, digital tools for analyzing text through
6

See Doshi-Velez and Kim [90] for a broader discussion of transparency in machine learning.

7

Some of these admirable properties can be described in terms of Nielsen’s well-known usability
heuristics [256], which emphasize the need for control, consistency and error prevention in user
interfaces. For instance, concordances can be said to favor recognition over recall (a Nielsen heuristic)
because the user does not have to learn a new mental model of text (e.g. topics, from LDA [38]) to
use a concordance.

6

Thesis

(1) reviewing a corpus lexicon and (2) examining items from that lexicon
in context. We describe this process as lexical corpus analysis.
A tool for lexical corpus analysis both defines a corpus lexicon and shows items
from the lexicon amid surrounding text. By this definition, traditional hand-written,
printed or electronic concordances are one possible tool for lexical corpus analysis,
showing single words from a unigram lexicon amid some number of immediately
surrounding words, characters or pixels of context.8 However, other ways of extracting
and presenting lexical items in context may be better suited to different users in
different circumstances. For instance, a user studying conflict mediation might need
to review mentions of multiword units, which express key subjects from the domain
(e.g. “peace treaty”). But such units would not be indexed in a traditional 1-gram
concordance. Similarly, a historian studying media depictions of a female astronaut
will want to review descriptions of the astronaut’s appearance in news stories (Chapter
7). But such descriptions may not fall within the immediately surrounding context
shown in a traditional KWIC viewer (Figure 1.3). Thus while concordances are
powerful tools, this work proposes that other lexically-oriented systems may better
serve specific groups of users with particular information needs.
1.2.1

Exploratory and query-focused lexical corpus analysis

In this user-centered investigation, we distinguish between two particular kinds
of lexical corpus analysis, which reflect different user goals and objectives.9 In exploratory lexical corpus analysis, the user will seek to gain “insights, understanding, and surprises” [45] by reviewing a type-level perspective on a corpus. For instance,
8

Different implementations of concordances define the context using different units [286, 207, 262].

9

This distinction is inspired by Tukey’s division between exploratory and confirmatory statistics
[328]. We consider query-focused analysis to be more confirmatory than exploratory, because the
user begins with a query which expresses their question. However, this thesis does not consider
methods for confirming or rejecting formal quantitative hypotheses about text.

7

A

of those people.'" Like most astronauts, Dr. Ride works long hours that curtail time for other

B

Dr. Ride works long hours ... The dark-haired, slender-framed woman ... is a longtime athlete.

C

Feminism paved astronaut's way
May 2, 1982

...
She opened up the Stanford newspaper one day and found confronting her an
announcement that the National Aeronautics and Space Administration was accepting
astronaut applications. The announcement included a long list of qualifications. ''I looked at
the list of credentials,'' she recalled, ''and said, 'I'm one of those people.' ''
Like most astronauts, Dr. Ride works long hours that curtail time for other activities. The darkhaired, slender-framed woman, who will turn 31 on May 26, is a longtime athlete, however.
She was once a nationally ranked tennis player who competed on the junior tournament
circuit from about age 14 to 21. At Stanford she played women's rugby. She's given up tennis
now, but runs four to five miles a day.

Figure 1.3: A standard concordance line (A), and a line from an alternative tool
(B), each showing a mention of Sally Ride from a news article (C). Both A and B
are roughly the same length. But B includes descriptions of Ride’s attributes (e.g.
“slender-framed”), and thus would be more helpful for a historian studying media
descriptions of the astronaut. This example comes from Chapter 7.

Chapter 6 describes a system which helps journalists explore important subjects in
a corpus, by reviewing unusually frequent word types from particular time periods.10
Note that in exploratory lexical corpus analysis, the user may not yet have a fullyformed research question.
In query-focused lexical corpus analysis, the user already has a hypothesis
or research question, which they can express with a query (drawn from the corpus
lexicon). The user investigates by reviewing a token-level perspective on a collection
of documents, which shows mentions of the lexical query in context. For instance,
in Chapter 7, we document how a tool built around showing lexical items in context
helps historians investigate questions in archives. The term query-focused lexical
analysis is inspired by the term query-focused summarization, in which a system
10

It is possible to interpret reviewing such word types as roughly similar to reviewing quantitative
or graphical summaries to explore structured data [328], or reviewing corpus contents in a specialized
interface during exploratory search [219]. Other prior work on user-facing text analysis (e.g. Termite
[63] or TIARA [203]) also focuses on word types while helping users explore a body of text.
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must construct a textual summary based on user’s query (see Nenkova and McKeown
[247], and Section 1.3.2).
Although we distinguish between the exploratory and query-focused use cases,
these two approaches are closely intertwined. For instance, in Chapter 6, we present
a system which supports both exploratory and query-focused lexical analysis, using
a unified interface. The system first shows frequent lexical items to encourage exploration, and then allows the user to query for individual lexical items in context.
Together, borrowing terminology from HCI [277], these exploratory and query-focused
phases of investigation can be described as a kind of sensemaking process.
Part I: How to represent the lexicon
Chapter 2. Phrase extraction (NPFST)
Part II: How to show lexical items in context
Chapter 3. Relationship summarization
Chapter 4. Text simplification (clause deletion)
Chapter 5. Text simplification (vertex addition)
Part III: How to design lexical systems for specific user groups
Chapter 6. Rookie
Chapter 7. ClioQuery
Table 1.1: Lexical corpus analysis is based on defining a corpus lexicon and showing
items from the lexicon in context. In Part I of this work, we focus on how to represent
the corpus lexicon, and in Part II we focus on how to show items from the lexicon in
context. In Part III we apply NLP methods from Part I and Part II in user-facing
tools, which examine how to design lexical systems for specific user groups. Section
1.3 describes each part of this work in greater detail.

1.3

Research questions in lexical corpus analysis

In the next three subsections, we review what we assert to be the three major
research questions in lexical corpus analysis: how lexical systems might represent the
corpus lexicon to reflect user mental models of a domain, how to show lexical items in
context based on user search need, and how to design lexical systems for specific user
9

groups. In presenting each question, we also briefly describe our work towards partial
solutions, offering a very short preview of this thesis. Parts I, II and III consider these
same questions in detail.
1.3.1

How to represent the lexicon (Part I)

Traditional concordances often index and list occurrences of single word units
[261], which we describe as unigrams. On the surface, this approach seems to allow
the user to name and investigate any concept from a corpus. For instance, a user
might look up the word “falcon” review all mentions of the concept of falcons in Yeats
(Figure 1.1c). However, flat lists of single words do a poor job representing many
concepts in a domain. For example, meeting minutes from the U.S. Federal Reserve
will include discussion of the concept “interest rates”. But because “interest rates”
consists of two words, this concept will not be included in a unigram concordance
index; a user simply can not look up mentions of “interest rates” using a 1-gram
concordance.
Poor representation of multiword phrases is one example of a much broader phenomenon: flat vocabulary lists do not capture many aspects of human mental models
of a domain. For instance, some concepts in a corpus may have multiple names (e.g.
“George Bush” and “Dubya”), use different grammatical forms (e.g. “frequent fliers”
vs. “people who fly frequently”; an example from Stubbs [321]), stand in for other concepts (e.g. metonymy like “Brussels pressured London”), share properties with other
concepts (e.g hypernymy like “fish” vs. “trout”) or draw their meaning from complex
lexical composition (e.g. “vegan shoes”). Traditional data structures for representing
occurrences of words in context (such as the inverted index described in Manning
et al. [216]) do not capture such complexity.
This disconnect limits the utility of current concordances. Some shortcomings
are obvious. For instance, if multiword phrases are not included in the corpus lexi-
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con, a concordance will not show some concepts from a domain (e.g. “peace treaty”).
Similarly, a concordance will not show some occurrences of concepts which have different names (e.g. references to “Dubya” while reviewing mentions of “Bush”). Yet
other limitations are more subtle. For instance, the linguist García-Marrugo [119]
uses a concordance to manually organize and count complex hierarchical relationships between different names for illegal actors in the Colombian press (e.g. “Front”
vs. “FARC” vs. “Tirofijo” 11 ). Automated lexical systems which similarly organized the
corpus vocabulary might help less experienced users outside linguistics perform such
analysis. Improved representation of the corpus lexicon could also support whole new
kinds of lexically-focused corpus investigation. “Suppose ... I could simply type in the
command supernatural nominatives,” one literary scholar writes [157], “and almost
immediately receive a list of apparitions, devils, ghosts, ghouls, monsters, mummies,
ogres, phantoms, shades, shadows, spirits, vampires, and witches [in a work from
Joseph Conrad].”
Thus, motivated by the possibilities of improved lexical systems which better
reflect how people think, write and talk about subjects described in text, in Part I of
this work, we introduce a high-level research question:
R1: How can lexical systems represent a corpus vocabulary to reflect
human mental and linguistic models of a domain?
In Chapter 2 we describe progress towards a partial solution.12 We propose a computationallyefficient method for enriching a corpus lexicon with multiword phrases (e.g. “interest
11

A nickname for guerrilla leader Manuel Marulanda.

12

Some work in user-facing text analysis can also be seen as taking steps to better reflect user
mental models of a domain. For instance, the WordSeer system [243, 2] supports searching by
root (e.g. for “read” and “reading”) to help users find mentions of the same word across grammatical
forms, and the SPIKE system allows a user to interactively find aliases using specialized queries [322].
Outside of NLP, successful user-facing digital tools such as the influential Smalltalk programming
language [168] and the commonly-used Tidyverse data analysis software [344] also attempt to reflect
the ways that people think about their work.

11

rates”), and compare this technique to baseline phrase extraction strategies. Yet while
we show progress towards addressing R1, our work towards answering this broad question is incomplete. We describe many directions and possibilities for future work in
Chapter 8, where we also consider future challenges in applying related work from
NLP in our user-facing setting.
Note that throughout this work, we use the notation Q to reflect a user’s query
during lexical corpus analysis. Q is an item from a corpus lexicon. In different chapters, Q will take on different grammatical types, based on different representations of
the corpus vocabulary. For instance, Q will sometimes be a single word (e.g. “army”
in Chapter 7), a noun phrase (e.g. “human rights” in Chapter 6) or a noun phrase
pair (e.g. “peace treaty”–“Bill Clinton” in Chapter 3). We often employ our proposed
phrasefinding method from Chapter 2 to enrich a unigram corpus lexicon with noun
phrases. Chapter 4 and 5 present NLP methods which would in principle apply to
any arbitrary (and potentially gappy) value of Q, regardless of its lexical type.
1.3.2

How to show lexical items in context (Part II)

In query-focused lexical corpus analysis, a user reviews mentions of a query word
Q in context. This opens a natural question: how should a system show mentions of
a query in documents? KWIC viewers offer one particular choice for choosing what
to show from a corpus; they always display the tokens or characters immediately
surrounding Q, wherever it appears in text. But there are many other possible ways
to show query words in context. Figure 1.3, Figure 1.4, and Figure 1.5 suggest a few
different possibilities.
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In analyzing the many possible choices, we use the term search need to refer
to the reason that users of a particular application investigate a lexical query,13 and
assume that different users of different applications will have different search needs.
For instance, Chapter 7 describes a historian studying how the news media depicts
Sally Ride. This historian might wish to use an application which displayed physical descriptions of the female astronaut (see Figure 1.3). But similar emphasis on
appearance might be less appropriate in a tool for users trading financial securities.
Noting that search need will vary by application, we then organize Part II around a
central research question:
R2: How might lexical systems show query terms in context, to best
satisfy user search need?
In addressing R2, we argue that regardless of search need, applications will need to
strive for extractions which (1) adhere to some hard or soft brevity constraint, (2)
show mentions that sound natural when removed from the corpus and (3) include the
most important information, based on the search needs of a particular user group. We
describe these as the brevity, acceptability and importance criteria, and detail
each criterion below.
Brevity. Any lexical application will have to contend with limited screen space
and user attention. Thus we assume there is some application-specific limit to how
much context can and should be presented to the user. We also assume that different
applications may need to show shorter or longer mentions of Q in context. For ex13

We distinguish between the user’s search need and their query intent. We use search need to
refer to the reason why a person turns to a particular specialized search tool. We use the IR term [44]
query intent to refer to the (typically unobserved) reason a user performs a particular keyword search
using a general-purpose, open-domain document search engine. We typically assume or observe a
search need, but do not attempt to infer query intent. In industrial settings, inferring query intent
seems to rely on heterogeneous, large-scale and proprietary datasets (e.g. user location data from
the Android operating system [349]). In principle, our methods for meeting search needs could be
applied in general purpose systems which first correctly infer query intent.
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ample, Luhn’s original KWIC index [208] allowed for 60 characters per concordance
line (including the keyword). But some lexicographers report the need for need multiple lines of context to provide a syntactically-complete understanding of word use
[261].14 We use the term context budget to define the number of tokens, characters
or pixels of context allotted per given lexical type in the corpus.15 For instance, a
KWIC view showing J separate 60-character spans containing Q would have an implied context budget of 60 ∗ J characters. (Formally, we say the character length of
Q counts towards the budget.)
Acceptability. A human or machine may string together any arbitrary sequence of
word tokens. But some sequences will sound natural to native speakers (e.g. “Aristide
fled Haiti in 2004”); others will not (e.g. “Aristide Haiti in”). In this work, applying
terminology from linguistics [298], we describe sequences which sound natural as “acceptable.” We then assume that users wish to review well-formed or acceptable output
extractions from a lexical system,16 with an understanding that acceptability might
need to be balanced against other goals.
Based on this assumption, we introduce several methods concerned with creating well-formed mentions of Q in context. In Chapter 3, we propose an approach
to identifying token spans that sound natural when removed from documents. In
Chapter 4, we study how to shorten sentences mentioning Q to create well-formed
output (among other goals). Finally, in Chapter 5, we show how to efficiently create
natural-sounding extractions from single sentence. In each case, our goal is to identify
14

Showing more context for each mention of a word makes it harder to look over many mentions
of a lexical item in context. Rouse and Rouse report that one 13th century concordance showed so
much context that the work ended up an “impossibly long” and “expensive failure” [289].
15

Our term context budget is based on the related term summary budget in NLP; e.g. in Martins
and Smith [224], or Lin and Bilmes [201].
16

This assumption is based on evidence from information retrieval, which suggests that users prefer
snippets which sound natural over jumbled text fragments [66]. A highly-cited textbook on creating
search engines advises creating snippets which read fluidly when extracted from documents [77].
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(possibly gappy) spans of text which will sound natural when they are extracted from
a corpus and shown to a user.
Importance. Because lexical application designers seek to best satisfy user search
need under brevity constraints, we argue that they must consider how to fill the
context budget with what a given class of users will consider to be the most important information from a corpus, based on their search need. Thus, throughout
this work, we present several different methods for defining and identifying important
information from documents.
In Chapter 3, we offer a new supervised approach to identifying the most important descriptions of relationships between pairs of lexical query terms.17 In Chapter
4, we assume that the user’s query term is the only known important information
in a sentence, and offer a method for creating well-formed shortened sentences which
contain Q. In Chapter 5, we present a method for efficiently extracting salient information in sentences, based on natural supervision from newspaper headlines (which
serve as a proxy for user salience judgments). Finally, in Chapter 7, we study what
one particular user group considers the important information in a document or paragraph.
These efforts towards identifying and extracting important information from a
corpus are closely related to work on extractive summarization [82] in natural
language processing, which seeks to choose some small selection of natural-sounding
text from a collection of one or more documents to summarize their contents. Our
17

Our interest in summarizing relationships follows from the capacity of modern text processing,
which offers new techniques for identifying and representing patterns which were not available to
the authors of traditional concordances. New text processing tools like dense vectors [236, 198, 87],
topic models [38] and pairwise co-occurrence statistics [262] both offer new opportunities for lexicallyfocused corpus exploration (e.g. the Termite system [63] or the t-SNE method [333]) and present
new questions about why certain pairs of lexical items co-occur together in a text (e.g. why does
“Slobodan Milosevic” co-occur with “air strikes”?). Note that for some techniques (e.g. t-SNE), the
distance between some pair of lexical items is determined by a global objective considering all pairs
of words; examining co-occurrences of a single lexical pair can build intuition, but not offer full
explanation.
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s some people, since Mr. Tudjman was an active anti-fascistTudjman sought to reconcile ... divisions by arguing that the
ernment bureaucracy. Mr. Tudjman was an active anti-fasc fascist and anti-fascist Croatians performed ... equally
ent campaign, President Tudjman sought to reconcile the valuable service for their country

Figure 1.4: Two choices for showing the lexical item “Tudjman” in context, using an
allotted budget of 150 characters. The left interface shows a traditional KWIC view.
The right interface shows a (manually-constructed) extractive summary, optimized for
traditional summarization criteria such as salience, readability and lack of repetition.
This work revisits KWIC views from the perspective of extractive summarization in
NLP.

efforts may be considered a form of extractive summarization, with an added and
atypical hard constraint that summary output must contain the user’s query.
1.3.3

How to design lexical systems for specific user groups (Part III)

In Part III of this work, we consider how to design, build and evaluate new userfacing systems for lexical corpus analysis, sometimes through applying NLP methods
from Part I and Part II. Creating user-facing lexical systems presents many complex
and interrelated design and engineering choices. At minimum, building any lexical
application requires some consideration of how to organize a corpus lexicon based on
the user’s mental and linguistic models of a domain (Part I), and how to present lexical
items in context based on user search need (Part II). But user-facing applications also
present many other design questions, such as how many occurrences of a query to
show on screen (see Chapters 6 and 7 for detailed discussions). Because we assume
that is impossible to answer such questions in a principled manner without a clear
understanding of the specific needs of specific user groups, in Part III we turn to
research methods from human–computer interaction (HCI) and user-centered design
to address a third research question:
R3: How can we build new lexical systems for specific user groups?
To help answer, we describe the design, development and evaluation of two systems
designed for specific use cases: the Rookie system designed for journalists learning
16

about new topics (Chapter 6) and the ClioQuery system designed for historians
and archivists performing news search (Chapter 7). We validate these approaches
with qualitative and quantitative user studies, which show that Rookie helps journalists learn about new topics and that ClioQuery helps historians conduct archive
research.18

Rookie
ConceptMap
ClioQuery

Lexicon

Context

Users

Unigrams/NPs
NPs (in pairs)
Unigrams

Sentences
Relationship summaries
Sentence summaries

Journalists
General users
Historians/archivists

Table 1.2: This work discusses three possible interfaces for lexical corpus analysis,
ConceptMap(s) (§3.5), Rookie (§6) and ClioQuery (§7). These sytems must
grapple with three central questions: (1) how will the system represent the lexicon
(2) how will the system select context surrounding each lexical item and (3) how do
we design for the user’s search needs? We abbreviate noun phrases as “NPs” above.

1.4

Related work

Our work on lexical corpus analysis lies at the intersection of three subfields of
computer science: natural language processing (NLP), information retrieval (IR) and
human–computer interaction (HCI). Throughout this work, we also apply methods
from psycholinguistics (Chapter 4), and closely investigate specialized search behavior
in journalism, history and library science (Chapters 6 and 7). Because we adopt a
cross-disciplinary approach, our efforts extend and draw from a diversity of related
work, beyond connections with exploratory data analysis described throughout this
chapter.
18

Our Rookie and ClioQuery systems focus on users who are interested in lexical items as a
means towards answering broader research questions. For instance, one historian examined mentions
of the Iraqi city of Fallujah in U.S. newspaper editorials to better understand public perception of the
second U.S.–Iraq war (Chapter 7). However, future systems might serve linguists, lexicographers,
and NLP researchers studying lexical items themselves, by helping such users formalize word senses
[238], explain temporal changes in lexical semantics [136], construct lexical resources [16], or identify
lexical relations [288].
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Figure 1.5: A news corpus (top subfigure), along with several possible systems for
lexical corpus analysis (bottom three subfigures). Each system shows mentions of one
or more lexical items (bolded) in context (underlined, in color). Different systems will
be appropriate for different search needs.
NATO Hits Serbian Targets, New York Times, Mar. 25, 1999
vote
wasofsecretly
filmedtalks,
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(a) A news corpus. The inferfaces below show different lexical items from this corpus in
context. The first document in the corpus is shown in front of other (stacked) documents.

President Slobodan Milosevic of Yugoslavia for fee
roatia and Slobodan Milosevic of Serbia, “stated that
t the conduct of Mr. Milosevic could not be allowed
(b) A traditional keyword-in-context (KWIC) interface, showing three mentions of the
single-word lexical item Q =“Milosevic” with 20 characters of surrounding context. The
first line in the KWIC interface (underlined) is drawn from the first document in the corpus.

Air strikes

President
Clinton

to undermine President
Slobodan
Milosevic

may be indicted for

war
crimes

denounced President

(c) A ConceptMap interface showing pairs of noun phrases (e.g. Q =“President Clinton”/“Slobodan Milosevic”) in context. The system selects from mentions of both phrases
in a corpus to summarize their relationship (see Chapter 3 for a comparison with relation
extraction). Some mentions of Clinton and Milosevic in the corpus (shown stacked beneath
the first document in the corpus) are not selected for display.
NATO, Serbia

March 1,1999

March 31,1999

Showing a summary of NATO and Serbia drawn from 33 documents in March, 1999
•
NATO officials suggested that the air assaults against Serbia may not be enough ...
•
NATO forces … opened an assault on Serbia with cruise missiles and …

(d) A sample interface for lexical corpus analysis showing the single-word lexical items Q
=[“NATO,” “Serbia]” in context. This interface uses text simplification techniques (see
Chapters 4 and 5) to show query terms in context.
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Most obviously, our efforts are closely related to extensive prior study of userfacing text analysis systems from HCI, such as Termite [63] and Jigsaw [126].
In Chapters 6 and 7, we discuss the strengths and weaknesses of these prior tools
and other existing approaches, and compare them to our proposed lexical systems,
Rookie and ClioQuery. Chapter 6 also explains why we avoid topic modeling [38]
and entity tagging [100, Chp. 17], which are sometimes used in prior work.
Our research is also closely related to information retrieval [216], which most
traditionally focuses on developing search engines that return ranked lists of documents in response to a user’s query. Like these traditional keyword search tools,
throughout much of this work (e.g. in Chapters 3, 5, 6 and 7), we assume that a
user wishes to search for some keyword Q in a corpus. We are also mindful of the
computational costs associated with indexing (Chapter 2) and presenting (Chapter
5) mentions of Q across a corpus. Similar concern with computational efficiency is
common in IR.19 Our focus on creating well-formed, shortened query mentions is
also similar to efforts towards constructing query-biased snippets [325] for search
engine results pages.
However, unlike in IR, our work typically responds to keyword input by showing
users mentions of Q in context, rather than by ranking documents. (In this sense,
our work is more similar to recent efforts towards extractive search [322] in NLP,
which explores the idea of searching over patterns in dependency graphs instead of
documents.) Additionally, our work allows Q to take on different grammatical types
(e.g. a noun phrase pair, Chapter 3), and sometimes focuses on exploiting structured
grammatical representations of sentences (e.g. dependency parses, in Chapter 5). This
grammatical orientation is less common in IR, which typically represents language
using a bag-of-words [216].
19

For instance, one popular textbook details the time and space costs associated with many
different ways of representing the locations of words in text [216].
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As we describe in Section 1.3.2, our efforts towards showing Q in context may also
be considered a particular form of query-focused, multi-document summarization
[82, 100]. Many of the methods presented in Part II specifically build on and respond
to the text summarization literature from NLP. In particular, Part II presents several
new approaches to sentence compression, a subliterature from text summarization concerned with summarizing individual sentences (see Knight and Marcu [189]).
We describe related work from sentence compression in Chapters 4 and 5. Chapter
3 presents new summarization techniques focused on summarizing relationships, in
which Q is a pair of noun phrases. In Chapter 3, we include a detailed discussion
explaining the ways in which this effort is both similar to and different from extensive
prior work on relation extraction [100, Chp. 17].

1.5

Evaluation criteria

Our work on lexical corpus analysis is inspired by the traditional concordance, a
computationally-efficient, highly-interpretable, highly-trustworthy and domain-independent
corpus analysis tool, which has proven useful for many centuries. Because we aim
to design other lexical tools with similar properties, we often evaluate our work in
terms of computational efficiency, domain independence, usability, transparency and
trustworthiness.20 We explain the importance of each evaluation criterion below.
To begin, because latency is known to make user interfaces less effective [205],
and because many practitioners work with limited computational resources (e.g. a
single laptop), we often measure the computational efficiency of our proposed
20

Of course, measuring our contributions by such criteria does not mean we fully achieve each
goal. This work describes progress towards these objectives, but there is more work to be done (see
Chapter 8).
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techniques.21 For instance, in Chapter 5, we evaluate the latency of our proposed
VertexAddition sentence shortening technique on a CPU, to simulate performance
on an ordinary laptop. While we sometimes experiment with neural network methods
(e.g. in Chapter 5), our interest in efficient computation often leads us to focus on
techniques which do not require GPUs. Securing special computation (e.g. setting
up a cloud server) presents a barrier to quick data analysis, and some users (e.g.
historians, Chapter 7) may be unable to configure or pay for special computation.
Similarly, because we hope to make tools which work reliably on new corpora, and
because baseline approaches such as concordances and traditional keyword document
search engines work well across different kinds of text, we also measure the domain
independence of many methods proposed in this work. While we can’t test our
contributions in every domain, we do take care to often evaluate our efforts across
heterogeneous corpora. For instance, in Chapter 2, we evaluate our proposed NPFST
method using both 17th century criminal court proceedings and social media posts.22
Additionally, because we aim to develop tools which help groups of users in their
work, we also measure the usability of our proposed systems via user studies. For
instance, Chapter 6 includes both qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the usability and efficacy of our proposed Rookie system. Note that systems from Part III
often employ NLP methods from Part I and Part II, demonstrating how our proposed
NLP techniques can be applied in measurably useful applications.
Finally, evaluating by usability also forced us to implicitly evaluate and emphasize the transparency and trustworthiness of our proposed systems, particularly
21

With exceptions [299], computational efficiency is typically overlooked in contemporary NLP.
For instance, the popular SuperGLUE [338] benchmark evaluates based on F1, accuracy and exact
matching rather than latency or memory use; researchers evaluated based on this common metric
have little incentive to develop low-latency or memory-efficient techniques.
22

Our interest in domain independence also leads us to sometimes avoid supervised techniques,
which will perform less reliably in cases when the underlying data distribution changes from training
to test time. In corpus analysis, such domain shift is all but guaranteed; the goal is to analyze new
corpora, where the distribution is almost necessarily unknown.
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during the course of developing iterative prototypes.23 For instance, speaking with
historians and archivists about early versions of ClioQuery (Chapter 7) revealed
that some such experts do not trust uninterpretable summarization techniques, and
speaking with journalists while developing the Rookie system (Chapter 6) revealed
the importance of simple and reliable visualizations, which users could understand.24
Therefore, we suspect that user studies focused on overall usability also implicitly
measured transparency and trustworthiness; when users did not trust or understand
early prototypes, they offered negative feedback.25

1.6

Summary of contributions and results

Our work offers a collection of systems and methods which together measurably
support users undertaking lexical corpus analysis. We briefly summarize our contributions below, distinguishing between contributions towards exploratory analysis
and contributions towards query-focused analysis. (These terms are first described in
Section 1.2.1).
23

Following prior work, we say that a system is transparent if the user understands the computer’s output (sometimes described as interpretability [90]). We say that a system is trustworthy
if the user believes the system has the capacity to help them undertake a task, and the integrity
to adhere to domain-specific standards. Capacity and integrity are commonly applied criteria for
assessing the trustworthiness of an interface in HCI (e.g. SMILY [50]), based on earlier ideas from
Mayer et al. [226] in organizational management.
24

In Part III, we thus avoid abstractive summarization methods [82] which generate output summary token spans that do not occur in input source text. Abstractive techniques are more flexible
than extractive methods, but may make it harder for users to trust summary output, because the
provenance of information shown a summary (i.e. where the information comes from, in underlying
documents) can not be directly observed. Moreover, abstractive techniques are also prone to factual
errors [191], which may undermine user trust. Both Zhang and Cranshaw [352, Section 3.3.2] and
Chapter 7 of this work discuss issues related to trust and summarization in greater detail.
25

Our experience designing trustworthy NLP systems is consistent with other work [10], which
suggests that designing AI systems (e.g. using NLP) requires accommodating inevitable mistakes
from probabilistic inference, including work considering the relationship between agency and automation [152, 130], and work seeking to combine the strengths of human and machine intelligence
in so-called mixed-initiative [163] or AI-infused [10] user interfaces.
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1.6.1

Exploratory contributions

In exploratory lexical corpus analysis, a user investigates a new body of text
by examining the corpus vocabulary. Therefore, in this work we offer both tools
and methods focused on providing a type-level perspective for exploring a corpus,
including:
• The Rookie system (Chapter 6), which suggests noteworthy items from a corpus lexicon during a particular time period, based on a user’s initial free text
query. In a qualitative usability evaluation, journalism students described how
this form of user interface could help provide a “snapshot” of a news archive in
cases where “you aren’t...familiar [with] the history of the topic” and “want to
build some context first.” We describe a quantitative evaluation of Rookie’s
query-focused contributions in Section 1.6.2.
• The NPFST method (Chapter 2), which extracts noun phrases from text for use
in downstream corpus exploration. In a quantitative evaluation, we demonstrate
that NPFST efficiently extracts many important and interpretable phrases (e.g.
“social security”) across three heterogeneous domains (news, social media and
historical criminal proceedings), without returning too many unimportant or
uninterpretable phrases (e.g. “and the”). Reliability across domains is important
for corpus analysis, as tools for exploring bodies of documents should work well
on different kinds of text. We employ companion software to NPFST in the
Rookie system, offering evidence that the approach can be successfully applied
in user-facing software.
• A new method for summarizing relationships, applied in ConceptMap interfaces (Chapter 3). ConceptMaps are graphical summaries displayed as
directed graphs, which describe the relationships between lexical items in a corpus to help a user explore a new area. Our work on concept maps extends our
23

efforts towards constructing lexicons (Chapter 2) and presenting noteworthy
co-occurring items from lexicons to users (Chapter 6), because concept maps
can help explain why noteworthy phrases may co-occur in a corpus. We evaluate our proposed approach on heterogeneous datasets, to minimize the risk
of overfitting to a particular domain. Although concept maps are designed for
exploratory analysis, our method for summarizing relationships also achieves
high yield, which helps in query-focused analysis. Our technique allows for the
summarization of roughly two times more query pairs than baseline relation
extraction methods, allowing the user to investigate more relationships in a
corpus.
Having now briefly reviewed our chief exploratory contributions, we present our primary query-focused contributions in the next section.
1.6.2

Query-focused contributions

In query-focused lexical corpus analysis, a user investigates a specific item from
the lexicon Q, by reviewing its use in context. To help with this use case, we offer tools
and methods focused on providing a token-level perspective on a corpus, including:
• The Rookie system, which helps users investigate lexical queries across documents. In a quantitative evaluation, we found that by showing lexical items in
context, Rookie helped users answer a historical question 37% faster than a
traditional search interface. Rookie also suggests important lexical items, for
corpus exploration (see Section 1.6.1).
• The ClioQuery system, which helps users investigate lexical queries by presenting all mentions of Q in a corpus, using NLP methods from Chapters 3 and
4. In a qualitative expert interview evaluation and field study evaluation, historians articulated the advantages of the ClioQuery interface over a traditional
keyword search engines for investigating lexical queries.
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• A low-latency, CPU-based VertexAddition algorithm for simplifying mentions of Q to fit within available screen space. In Chapter 5, we compare this
linear method to an earlier approach based on an ILP objective, which requires
worst-case exponential computation. Our implementation of VertexAddition runs 11x faster than the ILP, which is consistent with theoretical results.
Recall that low latency is important, because lags are known to hinder interfaces
for data analysis [205]. We also evaluate our approach based on well-formedness
and token-level F1 score. Our proposed method achieves similar or higher scores
than prior work in such automatic evaluations.
• A study of sentence simplification via clause deletion (Chapter 4), which offers (1) a new corpus of human judgments of the well-formedness of shortened
sentences (2) a computational model of such judgments, and (3) a sentence simplification system based on our model of human perceptions of well-formedness.
Our work in Chapter 4 is motivated by weaknesses in traditional supervision for
the sentence simplification task, which implicitly defines the important information in a sentence by specifying a single “gold” shortening. By contrast, our
proposed approach allows a practitioner to define the important information
which should be included in an shortened sentence (e.g. inclusion of Q), which
reduces dependence on domain-specific supervision (a broad goal for this work).
We evaluate our model based on how well it can predict human judgments of
well-formedness, measured by accuracy and ROC AUC.
We present these contributions in much greater detail in the remaining chapters of
this work. We then end with a discussion of future research directions in lexical corpus
analysis (Part IV).
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PART I: HOW TO REPRESENT
THE LEXICON

CHAPTER 2
NOUN PHRASE EXTRACTION
This chapter is adapted from Bag of What? Simple Noun Phrase Extraction for
Text Analysis [142].

Synopsis
Traditional concordances index and display single word units called unigrams.
For example, Figure 1.1a shows how a reader might use a traditional concordance
to review mentions of the unigram “punishment” in the Christian Bible. Yet, some
concepts in a corpus are best represented by multiword phrases, rather than single
word units. For instance, the concept “social security” is better represented as a twoword phrase (“social security”) than as the single words “social” and “security”. A
reader who wants to understand how U.S. politicians discuss “social security” needs
to review mentions of the words “social” and “security” as they occur together in a
body of text.
In this chapter, we offer the NPFST method to help efficiently identify such multiword units for lexical corpus analysis. NPFST uses a part-of-speech tagger and a finite
state transducer to extract multiword noun phrases from a corpus. We compare this
approach to alternative n-gram and parsing methods, and find that NPFST achieves
lower yield and higher recall. We also observe that NPFST efficiently extracts interpretable phrases without configuration on many different kinds of English text, which
is helpful for corpus analysis (Section 1.5). Open-source software based on NPFST is
available on the web at: https://github.com/slanglab/phrasemachine.
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2.1

Introduction

In exploratory lexical corpus analysis (see Section 1.2.1) a user makes sense of
a corpus by reviewing items from a lexicon. Yet some concepts from a corpus are
best expressed with multiword phrases (e.g. “social security”), rather than single word
units (e.g. “New York” vs. “New” and “York”). Therefore, in this chapter, we consider
how to extract meaningful multiword phrases, without also collecting unimportant or
nonsensical extractions (e.g. “it went to”). Lexically-focused systems such as Rookie
(Chapter 6) can then show such multiword phrases to users during exploratory corpus
analysis.
Throughout this chapter, we refer to the process of identifying all multiword units
in a corpus as an extraction method. We describe and define several common extraction methods, and present a new method, NPFST, which uses a part-of-speech
tagger and a finite state transducer to efficiently extract noun phrases from a corpus. We then evaluate and compare extraction methods in terms of yield, recall,
interpretability, and computational efficiency, where:
• Yield refers to the number of phrases that a method extracts; a lower yield
is desirable because it requires fewer computational and human resources to
process extracted phrases.1
• Recall refers to a method’s ability to recover relevant or important phrases, as
determined by a human. We measure this quality by computing the recall of
named entities, which are clearly important phrases in any domain.
1

A note on measuring precision. In this chapter, we use yield as an approximation of
precision. Measuring precision requires defining all important phrases in a domain in order to record
how many extracted phrases are in fact important. This is a tricky task which is not our focus in
this work. Instead, we use yield as a coarse but clear-cut approximation of precision. We assume
that if a method extracts many phrases (i.e. high yield), it will likely extract many unimportant
phrases (i.e. low precision).
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• Interpretability is a qualitative property of extracted phrases. If a person reading an extracted phrase can easily understand which concept the phrase refers
to in text, we say the the phrase is interpretable. For instance, we consider
the phrase “social security” to be interpretable. We consider the phrase “of the
social” to be not interpretable.
• Computational efficiency refers to the wall clock speed of an extraction method.
Future work might extend this definition to also include a method’s memory
footprint.
Overall, we show that the NPFST strategy efficiently extracts many interpretable
multiword units without extracting a large number of overall phrases. Qualities like
interpretability and efficiency are important for lexical corpus analysis (Section 1.5).

2.2

Background: Baseline extraction methods

We review several baseline extraction strategies below.2
2.2.1

n-gram methods

The simplest extraction method is AllNGrams(K). This method extracts all ngrams, up to length K, from tokenized, sentence-segmented text, excluding n-grams
that cross sentence boundaries. It is commonly used to extract features for text
classification (e.g., Yogatama et al. [350]), but extracts fragmentary lexical units that
cross sentences constituents and may not be meaningful when removed from context.
For example, the text of the Affordable Care Act includes the hard-to-interpret 4gram, “the Internet website of.” This phrase plainly does not refer to any concept in
2

We do not evaluate statistical collocation methods (e.g., Dunning [96] or Hannah and Wallach
[145]), another possible approach. These methods focus on within-n-gram statistical dependence.
In informal analyses, we found their recall unsatisfying for low-frequency phrases, but defer a full
comparison for future work.
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the domain. Additionally, although AllNGrams(K) has high recall (provided that K
is sufficiently large), it suffers from a high yield (requiring more resources to process
and store extracted phrases).
2.2.2

Parsing methods

Another possible extraction method uses syntax to collect phrases which correspond to sentence constituents. In this chapter, we assume that the user wishes to
extract noun phrases (a particular kind of constituent) because unlike verb, prepositional, or adjectival phrases, NPs often are meaningful as standalone phrases even
when stripped from their surrounding context (e.g., [Barack Obama]N P vs. [was inaugurated in 2008]V P ).
There are many methods for extracting NPs. Given the long history of constituent
parsing research in NLP, one obvious approach is to run an off-the-shelf constituent
parser and then retrieve all NP non-terminals from the trees.3 We refer to this method
as ConstitParse. Because the major sources of English training data, such as the
Penn Treebank [221], include determiners within the NP and non-nested flat NP
annotations,4 we find that this method leads to low recall in our context (see Section
2.4). (Since modern parsers rely on these sources of training data, it is very difficult
to change this behavior.)
2.2.3

Shallow parsing methods

Another possible extraction method, proposed by Justeson and Katz [178], is to
use part-of-speech (POS) patterns to find and extract NPs, a form of shallow partial
3

Another type of syntactic structure prediction is NP chunking. This produces a shallower,
non-nested representation.
4

The English Web Treebank (LDC2012T13) has some more nesting structure and OntoNotes
(version 5, LDC2013T19) includes a variant of the Penn Treebank with Vadas and Curran [331]’s
nested NP annotations. We look forward to the availability of constituent parsers trained on these
data sources.
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parsing [3]. Researchers have used this approach in a variety of different contexts [33,
116, 185, 62, 23]. Informally, extracting phrases in this manner requires defining
a part-of-speech pattern and then finding all token spans which match the pattern.
More formally, a pattern-based extraction method can be specified in terms of a triple
of parameters: (G, K, M ), where G is a grammar, K is a maximum length, and M
is a matching strategy. The grammar G is a non-recursive regular expression that
defines an infinite set of POS tag sequences (i.e., a regular language); the maximum
length K limits the length of the extracted n-grams to n ≤ K; while the matching
strategy M specifies how to extract text spans that match the grammar.
The simplest grammar that we consider is

(A | N ) ∗ N (P D ∗ (A | N ) ∗ N )∗
defined over a coarse tag set of adjectives, nouns (both common and proper), prepositions, and determiners. We refer to this grammar as SimpleNP. The constituents
that match this grammar are bare NPs (with optional PP attachments), N-bars, and
names. We do not include any determiners at the root NP.
There are a number of possible matching strategies which might be used to find
strings matching G of length less than K. We consider three baseline matching
strategies, each of which can (in theory) be used with any G and K:
• FilterEnum enumerates all possible strings in the regular language, up to
length K, as a preprocessing step. Then, at runtime, it checks whether each ngram in the corpus is present in this enumeration. This matching strategy
is simple to implement and extracts all matches up to length K, but it is
computationally infeasible if K is large.
• FilterFSA compiles G into a finite-state automaton (FSA) as a preprocessing
step. Then, at runtime, it checks whether each n-gram matches this FSA.
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Like FilterEnum, this matching strategy extracts all matches up to length K;
however, it can be inefficient if K is large.
• GreedyFSA also compiles G into an FSA, but uses a standard greedy matching
approach at runtime to extract n-grams that match G. Unlike the other two
matching strategies, it cannot extract overlapping or nested matches, but it can
extract very long matches.5
In their original presentation, Justeson and Katz [178] defined a grammar that
is very similar to SimpleNP and suggested using 2- and 3-grams (i.e. K = 3). With
this restriction, their grammar comprises seven unique patterns. They also proposed
using FilterEnum to extract text spans that match these patterns. We refer to this
method as JK = (SimpleNP, K = 3, FilterEnum). Many researchers have used this
method, perhaps because it is described in a popular NLP textbook by Manning and
Hinrich Schütze [215].

2.3

Our proposed NPFST method

We propose a new pattern-based extraction method: NPFST = (FullNP, K = ∞,
RewriteFST). In §2.3.1, we define the FullNP grammar, and in §2.3.2, we define the
RewriteFST matching strategy.
2.3.1

FullNP Grammar

FullNP extends SimpleNP by adding coordination of pairs of words with the same
tag (e.g., (VB CC VB) in (cease and desist) order ); coordination of noun phrases;
parenthetical post-modifiers (e.g., 401(k), which is a 4-gram because of common NLP
tokenization conventions); numeric modifiers and nominals; and support for the Penn
5

We implemented both FilterFSA and GreedyFSA using standard Python libraries—specifically,
re.match and re.finditer.
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Figure 2.1: Composed rewrite lattice L = I ◦ P for input I = (JJ NNP NN). Five
spans are retrieved during lattice traversal.

Treebank tag set, the coarse universal tag set [274], and Gimpel et al. [123]’s Twitterspecific coarse tag set. We provide the complete definition in the appendix.
2.3.2

RewriteFST Matching Strategy

RewriteFST uses a finite-state transducer (FST) to rapidly extract text spans that
match G—including overlapping and nested spans. This matching strategy is a form
of finite-state NLP [285], and therefore builds on an extensive body of previous work
on FST algorithms and tools.
The input to RewriteFST is a POS-tagged6 sequence of tokens I, represented as an
FSA. For a simple tag sequence, this FSA is a linear chain, but, if there is uncertainty
in the output of the tagger, it can be a lattice with multiple tags for each position.
The grammar G is first compiled into a phrase transducer P ,7 which takes an input
sequence I and outputs the same sequence, but with pairs of start and end symbols—
[S] and [E], respectively—inserted to indicate possible NPs (see Figure 2.1). At
runtime, RewriteFST computes an output lattice L = I ◦ P using FST composition;8
since it is non-deterministic, L includes all overlapping and nested spans, rather than
just the longest match. Finally, FilterFST traverses L to find all edges with a [S]
6

We used the ARK POS tagger for tweets [123, 265] and used Stanford CoreNLP for all other
corpora [326, 217].
7

We used foma [167, 29] to compile G into P . foma was designed for building morphological
analyzers; it allows a developer to write a grammar in terms of readable production rules with
intermediate categories. The rules are then compiled into a single, compact FST.
8

We implemented the FST composition using OpenNLP [7] and pyfst (http://pyfst.github.
io/).
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Matching Strategy

All Matches?

Large K?

FilterEnum
FilterFSA
GreedyFSA

yes
yes
no

infeasible
can be inefficient
yes

RewriteFST

yes

yes

Table 2.1: RewriteFST matching strategy versus the matching strategies described
in §2.2.3. Like FilterEnum and FilterFSA, RewriteFST extracts all matches up to
length K; in contrast, GreedyFSA cannot extract overlapping or nested matches.
Like GreedyFSA, RewriteFST can extract long matches; in contrast, FilterEnum and
is infeasible and FilterFSA can be inefficient if K is large.

symbol. From each one, it performs a depth-first search to find all paths to an edge
with an [E] symbol, accumulating all [S]- and [E]-delimited spans.9
In Table 2.1, we provide a comparison of FilterFST and the three matching strategies described in §2.2.3.

2.4

Evaluation of NPFST compared to baselines

In this section, we provide experimental results comparing NPFST to the baseline
extraction methods described in §2.2 in terms of yield, recall, efficiency, and interpretability. NPFST has a low yield and high recall, and efficiently extracts highly
interpretable phrases.
2.4.1

Yield and Recall

Yield refers to the number of phrases extracted by a method, while recall refers to
a method’s ability to recover the most relevant or important phrases, as determined
by a human. Because relevance and importance are domain-specific concepts that
are not easy to define, we evaluate recall using three named-entity recognition (NER)
9

There are alternatives to this FST approach, such as a backtracking algorithm applied directly
to the original grammar’s FSA to retrieve all spans starting at each position in the input.
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datasets (named entities are undoubtedly relevant and important phrases in a given
domain):
• Mentions of ten types of entities on Twitter from the WNUT 2015 shared
task [19]
• Mentions of proteins in biomedical articles from the BioNLP shared task 2011 [184]
• A synthetic data set of named entities in New York Times articles [292], identified using Stanford NER [217]
For each data set, we defined a method’s yield to be the total number of spans that
it extracted and a method’s recall to be the percentage of the (labeled) named entity
spans that were present in its list of extracted spans.10
Figure 2.2 depicts recall versus yield11 for NPFST and the following baseline methods: AllNGrams(K) with different values of K, ConstitParse,12 JK, and (SimpleNP,
K = ∞, GreedyFSA).
A good method should have a low yield, but high recall—i.e., the best methods
are in the top-left corner of each plot. The pattern-based methods all achieved high
recall, with a considerably lower yield than AllNGrams(K). ConstitParse achieved a
lower yield than NPFST, but also achieved lower recall. JK performed worse than
NPFST, in part because it can only extract 2- and 3-grams, and, for example, the
BioNLP data set contains mentions of proteins that are as long as eleven tokens
10

We assumed that all methods extracted all unigram spans. Because the yield and recall values for
(SimpleNP, K = 3, FilterFSA) are the same as those of JK, we omit these values from Figure 2.2. We
also omit yield and recall values for (FullNP, K = ∞, FilterEnum) and (FullNP, K = ∞, FilterFSA)
because they are identical to those of NPFST. Finally, we omit yield and recall values for (FullNP,
K = ∞, GreedyFSA) because our implementation of GreedyFSA (using standard Python libraries)
is too slow to use with the FullNP grammar.
11

The WNUT data set is already tokenized; however, we accidentally re-tokenized it in our experiments. Figure 2.2 therefore only depicts yield and recall for the 1,278 (out of 1,795) tweets for
which our re-tokenization matched the original tokenization.
12

We used the Stanford CoreNLP shift–reduce parser.
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(a) WNUT

(b) BioNLP

(c) NYT

Figure 2.2: Recall versus yield for AllNGrams(K) with K = 1, . . . , 6, ConstitParse,
JK, (SimpleNP, K = ∞, GreedyFSA), and NPFST. A good method should have a
low yield, but high recall. Thus, the best methods are in the top-left corner of each
plot. For visual clarity, the y-axis starts at 0.5. We omit yield and recall values for
AllNGrams(K) with K > 6 because recall approaches an asymptote. For the WNUT
data set, we omit yield and recall values for ConstitParse because there is no reliable
constituent parser for tweets. As described in §2.4.1, we also show yield and recall
values for NPFST run on input lattices (denoted by 0.01 and 0.001).

(e.g., “Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase (CaMK) type IV/Gr”). Finally,
(SimpleNP, K = ∞, GreedyFSA) performed much worse than JK because it cannot
extract overlapping or nested spans.
For the WNUT data set, NPFST’s recall was relatively low (91.8%). To test
whether some of its false negatives were due to POS-tagging errors, we used NPFST’s
ability to operate on an input lattice with multiple tags for each position. Specifically,
we constructed an input lattice I using the tags for each position whose posterior
probability was at least t. We experimented with t = 0.01 and t = 0.001. These
values increased recall to 96.2% and 98.3%, respectively, in exchange for only a slightly
higher yield (lower than that of AllNGrams(2)).
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2.4.2

Computational efficiency

We used ten articles from the BioNLP data set to compare the methods’ preprocessing and runtime costs. Table 2.2 contains timing results13 for AllNGrams(∞),
ConstitParse, JK, (SimpleNP, K = 3, FilterFSA), and (SimpleNP, K = ∞, GreedyFSA),
and NPFST. We omit results for (FullNP, K = ∞, FilterEnum), (FullNP, K = ∞,
FilterFSA), and (FullNP, K = ∞, GreedyFSA) because they are too slow to compete
with the other methods.
POS tagging is about twenty times faster than parsing, which is helpful for users
in fields like social science and journalism who may not have high-performance computers. (As described in Section (§1.2) to this work, throughout this work we strive
for efficient computational techniques for lexical corpus analysis.) NPFST is slightly
slower than the simpler pattern-based methods; however, 80% of its time is spent
constructing the input I and traversing the output lattice L, both of which are implemented in Python and could be made faster.
Method

Time

AllNGrams(∞)
ConstitParse
JK
(SimpleNP, K = 3, FilterFSA)
(SimpleNP, K = ∞, GreedyFSA)

44.4 ms
825.3 ms
45.3 ms
46.43 ms
39.34 ms

NPFST

82.2 ms

Table 2.2: Timing results for AllNGrams(∞), ConstitParse, JK, (SimpleNP, K = 3,
FilterFSA), (SimpleNP, K = ∞, GreedyFSA), and NPFST on ten articles from the
BioNLP data set; AllNGrams(∞) is equivalent to AllNGrams(56) in this context. The
pattern-based methods’ times include POS tagging (37.1 ms), while ConstitParse’s
time includes parsing (748.0 ms).
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Data Set

Method

Twitter

unigrams
JK

snow, #tcot, al, dc, gore
al gore’s, snake oil science, snow in dc, mine safety

NPFST

al gore’s, snake oil science, 15 months, snow in dc,
*bunch of snake oil science

Old Bailey

unigrams
ConsitParse
JK
NPFST

NYT

unigrams
ConstitParse
JK
NPFST

Ranked List

jacques, goodridge, rust, prisoner, sawtell
the prisoner, the warden, the draught, the fleet, the house
middlesex jury, public house, warrant of attorney, baron perryn, justice grose
middlesex jury, public house, warrant of attorney, baron perryn,
*middlesex jury before lord loughborough
will, united, one, government, new
he united states, the government, the agreement, the president, the white house
united states, united nations, white house, health care, prime minister
united states, united nations, white house, health care,
*secretary of state warren christopher

Table 2.3: Ranked lists of representative terms for unigrams, ConstitParse, JK, and
NPFST. For NPSFT, we include the highest-ranked phrase of length four or more
(on its own line, denoted by *) in order to highlight the kinds of longer phrases that
JK is unable to extract. For the Twitter data set, we omit results for ConstitParse
because there is no reliable constituent parser for tweets.

2.4.3

Interpretability

To assess the interpretability of the phrases extracted by each method, we used
three existing datasets: tweets about climate change, written by (manually identified)
climate deniers;14 transcripts from criminal trials at the Old Bailey court in London
during the 18th century;15 and New York Times articles from September, 1993. For
each data set, we extracted phrases using ConstitParse, JK, and NPFST and produced a list of top terms for each method, ranked by count. To create a top terms
list for the NPFST method, we merged overlapping phrases (e.g. “social security” and
“security act”) using the term-merging algorithm described in the next section. Ta13

We used Python’s timeit module.

14

https://www.crowdflower.com/data/sentiment-analysis-global-warmingclimate-change-2/

15

http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/
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ble 2.3 contains these lists, demonstrating that NPFST produces highly interpretable
phrases.16
Additional details: Merging related terms
As described in §2.3.2, NPFST extracts overlapping and nested spans. For example, when run on a data set of congressional bills about crime, NPFST extracted
the phrase “omnibus crime control and safe streets act,” as well as the nested phrases
“crime control” and “safe streets act.” Although this behavior is generally desirable,
it can also lead to repetition when returning a list of high-ranking terms.
We therefore outline an high-level algorithm for merging high-ranked terms. The
input to our algorithm is a small ordered list L, ordered by some term-level importance
criterion. (In §2.4.3, L is a ranked list of the most frequent terms in the corpus.) The
output is a list of C top terms, where C is less than the length of L. To merge
nested phrases in L, our algorithm iterates through L, starting with the highestranked term. At each iteration, the algorithm either places some term t in L in a
new (singleton) cluster or adds t to an existing cluster, based on some user-defined
similarity criterion. (In §2.4.3, we add t to some cluster if t is a substring of some t0
in the cluster, or if some t0 in the cluster is a substring of t.) The algorithm stops
iteration once it has generated C clusters. The algorithm then selects a single term to
represent each cluster according to some user-defined criterion. (In §2.4.3, we select
the longest term in each cluster, by character length.) Finally, the algorithm returns
the clusters’ representative terms to return a list of C top terms. By starting with the
highest-ranked term and terminating after forming C clusters, this algorithm avoids
16

We excluded domain-specific stopwords and any phrases that contained them. For example,
for the tweets, we excluded phrases that contained “climate” and “warming.” For the Old Bailey
transcripts, we excluded phrases that contained “st.” or “mr.” (e.g., “st. john” or “mr. white”). We
also used a regular expression to exclude apparent abbreviated names (e.g., “b. smith”) and used a
stopword list to exclude dates like “5 of february.” For the New York Times articles, we excluded
phrases that contained “said.”
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the quadratic cost of comparing all pairs of top terms from the set of extracted lexical
items.

2.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we present NPFST, a new method that efficiently extracts noun
phrases for inclusion in a corpus lexicon. We then compare our method to several
baselines, demonstrating that our proposed approach has low yield, high recall, and
efficiently extracts interpretable phrases across many different kinds of English text.
NPFST is particularly appropriate for lexical corpus analysis, as the method does not
require the user to undertake specialized configuration or annotation to investigate
new corpora. We apply NPFST for user-facing exploratory lexical analysis in Chapter
6.

Open-source companion software is available at:
https://github.com/slanglab/phrasemachine
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2.6
2.6.1

Appendix
FullNP Grammar

The following foma grammar defines the rewrite phrase transducer P :
# POS tag categories. "Coarse" refer to the Petrov Univeral tag set.
# We directly use PTB tags, but for Twitter, we assume they’ve been
# preprocessed to coarse tags.
# CD is intentionally under both Adj and Noun.
define Adj1
[JJ | JJR | JJS | CD | CoarseADJ];
define Det1
[DT | CoarseDET];
define Prep1
[IN | TO | CoarseADP];
define Adv1
[RB | RBR | RBS | CoarseADV];
# Note that Twitter and coarse tags subsume some of this under VERB.
define VerbMod1 [Adv1 | RP | MD | CoarsePRT];
# PTB FW goes to CoarseX, but we’re excluding CoarseX since for Gimpel et al.’s
# Twitter tags, that’s usually non-constituent-participating things like URLs.
define Noun
[NN | NNS | NNP | NNPS | FW | CD | CoarseNOUN | CoarseNUM];
define Verb
[VB | VBD | VBG | VBN | VBP | VBZ | CoarseVERB];
define AnyPOS
[O | Adj1|Det1|Prep1|Adv1|VerbMod1|Noun|Verb |
CoarseDOT|CoarseADJ|CoarseADP|CoarseADV|CoarseCONJ|CoarseDET|
CoarseNOUN|CoarseNUM|CoarsePRON|CoarsePRT|CoarseVERB|CoarseX
]
define Lparen
["-LRB-" | "-LSB-" | "-LCB-"]; # Twitter doesnt have this.
define Rparen
["-RRB-" | "-RSB-" | "-RCB-"];
# Ideally, auxiliary verbs would be VerbMod, but PTB gives them VB* tags.
# single-word coordinations
define Adj
Adj1 [CC Adj1]*;
define Det
Det1 [CC Det1]*;
define Adv
Adv1 [CC Adv1]*;
define Prep
Prep1 [CC Prep1]*;
define VerbMod VerbMod1 [CC VerbMod1]*;
# NP (and thus BaseNP) have to be able to stand on their own. They are not
# allowed to start with a determiner, since it’s usually extraneous for our
# purposes. But when we want an NP right of something, we need to allow
# optional determiners since they’re in between.
define BaseNP
[Adj|Noun]* Noun;
define PP
Prep+ [Det|Adj]* BaseNP;
define ParenP
Lparen AnyPOS^{1,50} Rparen;
define NP1
BaseNP [PP | ParenP]*;
define NP
NP1 [CC [Det|Adj]* NP1]*;
regex NP -> START ... END;
write att compiled_fsts/NP.attfoma
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PART II: HOW TO SHOW
LEXICAL ITEMS IN CONTEXT

CHAPTER 3
RELATIONSHIP SUMMARIZATION

This chapter is adapted from Relational Summarization for Corpus Analysis [139]
and Summarizing Relationships for Interactive Concept Map Browsers [144].

Synopsis
Early paper concordances showed readers how single words were used in context (e.g. Q=“punishment”, Figure 1.1a). But today, computational techniques for
identifying co-occurring lexical items allow for new forms of lexically-focused corpus
investigation (e.g. Termite [63], which shows users co-occurring lexical items, using a
topic model of text [38]). Identifying and presenting related terms suggests a clear
next question: why do any given pair of lexical items often appear together in a
corpus?
To help answer, we define the task of relationship summarization, in which the goal
is to show two co-occurring lexical items in context, in a way that expresses a summary
of their relationship. We then make progress in solving the task by (1) offering
and evaluating a new method for finding natural language sentences which express
relationships between pairs of lexical items and then (2) applying the method towards
constructing summaries for ConceptMap interfaces, which are graphical corpus
overviews designed to help with lexically-oriented corpus exploration (see Section
1.2.1). In automatic evaluation, we show that our method for identifying descriptions
of relationships between lexical items allows for summarization of more than two
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times more query pairs than baseline relation extractors, while returning measurably
more readable output across heterogenous corpora.

3.1

Introduction

Computational text analysis offers many methods for identifying co-occurring lexical items in a corpus, such as word vectors [236, 198, 87], topic models [38] and
pairwise co-occurrence statistics [262]. These methods allow for new forms of lexicallyfocused corpus exploration (e.g. Rookie, from Chapter 6) organized around showing
statistically-related words. Yet identifying such co-occurring terms raises a natural
question: what is the nature of the relationship between items which often appear
together in the text? For instance, why does “Aristide” often co-occur with “liberation
theology” in the Haiti corpus from Chapter 6?
Aristide

concept
map

UN

relied on

Aristide

rival of

criticized

Clinton

influenced by

Gen.
Cedras

Liberation
Theology

Aristide the Haitian leader … governing philosophy informed by liberation theology

snippet
box

Aristide, as a young Catholic priest … was influenced by the liberation theology
Aristide was earlier expelled from Salesian Order for promoting liberation theology

Figure 3.1: An example interface which uses relationship summarization to help explain lexical co-occurrence. The user has queried for the entity “Aristide”. The interface shows a ConceptMap (top), displaying short summaries of relationships
between Aristide and other concepts (noun phrases, Chapter 2) which frequently cooccur with Aristide in the corpus. The user has drilled down to see a more detailed
summary of Aristide’s relationship with liberation theology.
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This chapter seeks to help users understand such relationships by defining and
taking steps to solve the problem of relationship summarization. For instance,
the ConceptMap browser in Figure 3.1 applies relationship summarization to explain why the lexical item “Aristide” often co-occurs with the lexical item “Liberation
Theology” in a corpus of New York Times articles mentioning “Haiti” (see §6). Unlike previous efforts at summarizing relationships [103], in this chapter, we focus on
answering lexical user queries about the connections between two particular terms,
without referencing a knowledge graph [336].1 In order to answer such queries we:
• Formally define the relationship summarization problem (§3.2), which we divide
into two subtasks: the candidate set generation task and the summary
construction task.
• Offer a new method for the candidate set generation task based on naturallyoccurring supervision from news headlines (§3.4). We find that this method
returns more readable output and allows for the summarization of more query
pairs than baseline relation extraction techniques (§3.4.2).
• Offer a new method for the summary construction task, for use in ConceptMap
browsers. Our approach is based on a modeling a new annotated dataset, assembled for this task (§3.5).
• Analyze and discuss the summary construction task for future work (§3.6),
arguing that different summarization techniques are likely most appropriate for
different pairs of lexical query items.
Together, this effort supports new natural language processing methods for corpus
analysis, focused on analyzing relationships between lexical items in text.
1

Relational summaries are intended for general-purpose corpus analysis. Existing knowledge
bases do not cover topics discussed in many corpora, such as historical court records [158]. Therefore,
our approach does not assume access to a knowledge base.
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3.2

Defining relationship summarization

Relationship summarization attempts to summarize the relationship between two
lexical query terms, (t1 ) and (t2 ), in a corpus. In this chapter, we assume that (t1 )
and (t2 ) are noun phrases, a syntactic category which encompasses both traditional
named entities like people and places, as well as less concrete, but important, entities
and concepts like “liberation theology” (§2). We sometimes describe (t1 ) and (t2 ) as
“lexical query terms” or just “terms” (for brevity). In the terminology of lexical corpus
analysis, (t1 ) and (t2 ) are a 2-place query Q, consisting of two NPs.
We define the set of all sentences within a corpus which contain (t1 ) and (t2 ) as
the mention set. A relationship summary is a synopsis of the mention set, which
consists of K relation statements, each displayed on its own line. Relation statements
are natural language expressions which begin with (t1 ) and end with (t2 ), and occur
at least once as a token span in the corpus. Hence, each relation statement is a span
of tokens within some sentence in the mention set; thus, we say that relationship
summarization displays (t1 ) and (t2 ) in context (i.e. a span of token from a sentence
in the corpus).
candidate set generation task

… Jean-Bertrand Aristide restored to power … under watch of United States …
… claimed the United States said that Rev. Jean-Bertrand Aristide wanted to …
… by the United States since the Rev. Jean-Bertrand Aristide argued …
… Jean-Bertrand Aristide, left Haiti for the United States in March …

Jean-Bertrand Aristide restored to power under watch of United States
United States ousted former President Jean-Bertrand Aristide
Jean-Bertrand Aristide, left Haiti for the United States

Candidate set

… the United States ousted former President Jean-Bertrand Aristide to …
…

Jean-Bertrand Aristide restored to power under watch of United States
United States ousted former President Jean-Bertrand Aristide

Mention set

Summary

summary
construction
task

Figure 3.2: A relationship summary is a synopsis of all sentences which mention two
lexical query terms, denoted (t1 ) and (t2 ). We refer to such sentences as a mention
set. In the figure above (t1 ) is Jean-Bertrand Aristide and (t2 ) is United States.
To create a summary first requires identifying all statements in the mention set which
coherently describe some relationship between (t1 ) and (t2 ). This candidate set
generation task is a prerequisite for the subsequent summary construction task,
which selects the top K candidates to create a summary. In this work, we offer a
method for the first task and show how the second task will likely require a diversity
of summarization techniques (§3.6).
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We use specific terminology and notation to describe relation statements. We refer
to the span of tokens in between (t1 ) and (t2 ) as a relation phrase, and we use the
notation (t1 ) r (t2 ) to denote a relation statement, which consists of (t1 ), (t2 ) and
a relation phrase r. In the relation statement, “Aristide fled Haiti”, r is the token
“fled”, (t1 ) is the token Aristide, and (t2 ) is the token Haiti.2
Relation statements, which are strings intended for human readers, are similar to
the 3-tuples, “relations”, from prior work on information extraction [25]. However,
in this work, we show that the assumptions underlying the extraction of 3-tuple
“relations” for machines (§3.3) leads to poor performance in summarizing mention
sets for people (§3.4.2).
In this chapter, we present a strictly extractive method for generating relation
statements; each relation statement must be constructed by deleting tokens from
some context sentence in the mention set.3 Some relation statements constructed by
deleting tokens from a sentence make sense; others do not. We refer to any (t1 ) r
(t2 ) which sounds well-formed to a human reader as acceptable.4 Table 3.1 shows
examples of acceptable and unacceptable relation statements, constructed by token
deletion.
As in traditional summarization [82], a good relationship summary should (i) be
readable, (ii) include the most important aspects of the relationship between (t1 ) and
(t2 ), (iii) avoid redundancy, and (iv) cover the full diversity of topics in the mention
set.
More concretely, relational summaries might be presented with different kinds of
user interfaces. In cases where a user seeks to browse many relationships, a summary

2

In this case, Aristide and Haiti are single-word NPs.

3

In subsequent studies of relation extractors (§3.4.2), we allow extractors to lightly introduce new
tokens, such as adding the word “is” in relations expressed as noun phrases.
4

Linguists sometimes use the term “acceptability” to refer to human judgements of the wellformedness of utterance. See Sprouse and Schütze [314] for an overview.
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s1

Aristide fled Haiti in 2004.
(t1 )

s2

r

(t2 )

For instance Bush told Aristide to leave.
(t1 )

r

(t2 )

Table 3.1: Two relation statements constructed by deleting tokens from source sentences, s1 and s2 . The relation statement extracted from s1 is well-formed; the statement extracted from s2 is not.

might be displayed as a ConceptMap [103], where the two terms are vertexes in a
directed graph and their relationship is printed along the edge label between them. In
cases where user wants to investigate a specific relationship, a relationship summary
might be displayed as a snippet box : a short list of sentences which begin and end
with the two lexical items. Figure 3.1 shows a snippet box and ConceptMap. In a
snippet box, both the number of lines in the summary and the length of the lines in
the summary is longer than in a ConceptMap.
3.2.1

Tasks: candidate set generation and summary construction

In this chapter, we approach the problem of constructing a relationship summary
in two steps. The first step is to identify the set of all possible well-formed relation
statements, called the candidate set and denoted C. We refer to this task of identifying all acceptable relation statements as the candidate set generation task.
Identifying a candidate set presents a subsequent problem of choosing the best collection of K relation statements from C to create a summary. We refer to this second
step as the summary construction task. In this chapter, we propose and evaluate
methods for the candidate set generation task and the summary construction task.
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3.3

Related work

Relationship summarization intersects with a diversity of prior work from natural
language processing, including work on relation extraction, summarization and
sentence compression.
Traditionally, the goal of relation extraction is to cull structured facts for knowledge databases from unstructured text. Often, such facts take the form of a 3-tuple
which defines a relationship between two arguments, such as (arg1=“Angela Merkel”,
rel=met with, arg2=“Theresa May”). If extractors do not make use of a predefined
schema, the task of finding relations is called Open Information Extraction (OpenIE).
OpenIE systems5 provide an off-the-shelf method for generating a candidate set for a
relationship summary. Their output can easily be linearized to (t1 ) r (t2 ) statements
by simply concatenating the three arguments of the 3-tuple to form a string.
However, we find that the recall of relation extractors is often too low to summarize many mention sets. (We measure this disadvantage extensively in section
§3.4.4.) One reason for their poor performance might be that extractors have goals
and assumptions which are poorly suited to relationship summarization. In relation
extraction, the aim is to find relation strings that recur for many different entity
pairs, which allows such systems to build knowledge databases. For instance, relation
extraction might be used to build tables of world leaders who rel=“met with” other
world leaders in order to analyze international politics. From this perspective, long,
sparse, heterogenous and detailed relation strings which might apply only to a pair of
specific arguments are undesirable, as they make it difficult to find general patterns
across many different entity pairs. For example, the influential ReVerb OpenIE system [102] excludes “overly-specific relation phrases” which apply only to two entities.
5

There are many available OpenIE systems; Stanovsky and Dagan [316] offer an overview.
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One way to help ensure that relations generalize across entity pairs is to strive for
arguments which are as short as possible, a common goal in OpenIE [316].6
Our method for generating a candidate set is closer to approaches from sentence
compression [189, 67, 107, 109], an NLP task which seeks to make a source sentence
shorter while preserving the most important information and producing readable
output. We show that our compression-based approach allows us to achieve higher
readability than off-the-shelf relation extractors (§3.4.2).
Sentence compression is often used in traditional extractive summarization to
make more efficient use of a budgeted summary length. We discuss summarization
further later in this Chapter (§3.5, §3.6), where we consider how existing work on
summarization might be applied to the problem of selecting K statements from the
candidate set.
Finally, in this chapter, we describe the collection of a new supervised dataset
for summarizing relationships in ConceptMap interfaces (§3.5). Our dataset has
a different focus from an existing ConceptMap resource from Falke and Gurevych
[103], who seek to create the best overall ConceptMap for a given topic. In our
case, we seek to find the best summary relationship for a given relationship which
a user might wish to investigate. Therefore, unlike Falke and Gurevych [103], our
dataset includes labels for the most readable and informative statement describing
the relationship between any (t1 ) and (t2 ) query pair.

3.4

An approach to the candidate set generation task

This section proposes and evaluates a method for candidate set generation.
6

Methods from the relation extraction literature which seek to deduce facts from extracted relations, such as Riedel et al. [284], might also help identify useful summaries in future work. Relations
which imply that other relations are true might make good summaries.
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Unacceptable statement
Acceptable statement

Auburn police are investigating the death of a Tuskegee woman who died ...
Drug firm Glenmark has opened its new facility in Argentina which would ...

Table 3.2: Token spans between named entities which are selected at random usually
do not express relationships between the two entities. We sample such spans at
random (top) to generate examples of relation statements that are not well-formed.
Gold compressions from the Filippova and Altun [107] sentence compression corpus
that start and end with a named entitiy serve as examples of well-formed relation
statements (bottom). In this figure, named entites are shown in bold.

3.4.1

Candidate generation using headline-based supervision

Traditionally, relation extraction begins with a fixed notion of what constitutes
a desirable “relation” between two arguments, defined by a predefined schema, a
syntactic template [102], or a collection of seed examples [12]. The relation extraction
task is then to correctly identify spans in which arguments are joined by a relation.
The relationship summarization problem is somewhat different: we begin with a
pair of lexical query terms, (t1 ) and (t2 ), and we wish to learn the nature of their
relationship. Therefore, any well-formed statement which describes any relationship
between the two query terms Q is potentially of interest, even if it does not match
prior expectations of what constitutes a relation.
We thus approach the candidate set generation task as a specialized form of sentence compression: we attempt to predict if a sentence from the text can be compressed to a well-formed statement form (t1 ) r (t2 ). Table 3.2 shows examples of
sentences which can and cannot be shortened to this form.
We use gold standard sentence–compression pairs from the Filippova and Altun
[107] benchmark sentence compression dataset constructed automatically from the
headlines of news articles to supervise this prediction.7 In this corpus, gold standard
compressions must be acceptable sentences. Therefore, compressions from the dataset
which happen to begin and end with a named entity, once extracted from source
7

https://github.com/google-research-datasets/sentence-compression
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sentences, can serve as positive examples of acceptable relation statements. On the
other hand, randomly chosen spans of the form (t1 ) r (t2 ), which happen to arise
in source sentences, are very often not well-formed as standalone sentences. These
randomly sampled spans can serve as examples of unacceptable relation statements.
We then predict well-formedness with supervision from known gold well-formed and
sampled, presumed garbled (not well-formed) examples.8
Filtering the original dataset in this manner9 yields 17,529 positive and 30,266
negative sentences. We then downsample negative training examples to create two
balanced classes of equal size, and use 81% of data for training, 9% for validation and
the remaining 10% for testing.

p(c = 1|s, (t1 ) r (t2 ))

(t1 ) r (t2 )

.005
.010
...
.894
.976

Jean-Bertrand Aristide that the United States
United States since the Rev. Jean-Bertrand Aristide
...
United States ousted former President Jean-Bertrand Aristide
Jean-Bertrand Aristide, left Haiti for the United States

Table 3.3: Highest and lowest well-formedness predictions from the set United
States – Jean-Bertrand Aristide

Let p(wf = 1 | s, (t1 ) r (t2 )) indicate the probability that a span of form (t1 ) r
(t2 ) extracted from sentence s is well-formed. We model p(c = 1|s, (t1 ) r (t2 )) using
8

We manually inspect 100 negative examples, selected at random, and find that roughly 80% are
in fact garbled.
9

We also exclude randomly chosen spans which happen to encompass the entire source sentence
and exclude randomly chosen spans where (t1 ) and (t2 ) are joined by only edges of type compound
in the dependency graph of the compression (e.g. “Coup leader Cedras ...”). We use CoreNLP
version 3.8 to extract enhanced++ Universal Dependencies [217, 296, 259]. We also filter positive
and negative examples where the span between (t1 ) and (t2 ) is longer than J=75 characters, to
simulate a space constraint in a user interface. Finally, we remove all punctuation from the end of
the sentence for both positive and negative examples because all gold positive compressions end in
punctuation marks. For positive examples, if the compressed version of a sentence deletes tokens
between t1 and t2 , we replace the span between t1 and t2 in the source sentence with the compression.
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logistic regression, with features based on the position of part-of-speech tags and
dependency edges in s. Specifically, each sentence in the filtered dataset contains a
span of the form (t1 ) r (t2 ). We refer to the tokens in this span as in the compression
because a user would see these tokens in a relation statement compressed from s. Each
sentence also contains spans of tokens which are outside of the compression because
they are deleted from the original source sentence to create a relation statement.
Table 3.2 displays examples.
Our feature vector records the counts of how many times each part-of-speech tag
in the tagset occurs in the compression and also independently records the counts of
how many times each part-of-speech tag occurs out of the compression. We refer to
the count of each part-of-speech tag in the compression and the count of each part-ofspeech tag out of the compression as Φ. We also count the occurrence of each possible
dependency edge label in the compression, and the count of each possible dependency
edge label out of the compression. If a label’s dependent lies in the compression, we
consider the label in the compression.10 We refer to these dependency edge counts as
Ψ. Our final feature vector, Ω, is defined as the concatenation of Ψ and Φ.
Features

Accuracy

Φ (pos)
Ψ (deps)
Ω (deps & pos)

.858
.892
.896

Table 3.4: Test accuracies

We implement our model with scikit-learn [272] and manually tune the inverse
regularization constant to the setting, c = 1, which achieves the highest accuracy on
the validation set. For evaluation, a sentence is presumed well-formed if p(c = 1|s,
(t1 ) r (t2 )) > .5. Using the feature vector Ω we achieve an accuracy of .896 on the
10

Enhanced dependencies allow for a token to have more than one incoming edge (i.e., multiple
parents). If there is more than one incoming edge, we pick an edge at random.
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test set. We also present results using only the Ψ and Φ features (Table 3.4) because
reliable dependency parses are not available in some settings [40, 22].
Two limitations of this approach suggest areas for future work. First, in some
cases, the relationship between (t1 ) and (t2 ) might not be expressed in the form,
(t1 ) r (t2 ), as in “Russia and France signed an agreement”. In order to generate
candidate relation statements it would be helpful to lightly rewrite the sentence, as in
“Russia signed an agreement with France”. Additionally, a sentence might express a
relationship between two lexical items but be too long to display on a ConceptMap
or a snippet box. In these cases, it would be helpful to compress the sentence to
create a more concise relation statement.
3.4.2

Evaluating headline-based candidate set generation

Any relationship summarization system should deliver a high-quality summary
when a user queries for Q, a tuple of two lexical items. Therefore, ideally, a system should generate the largest possible candidate set, without selecting any garbled
relation statements as candidates. We thus evaluate our query-focused generation
method in terms of both readability and yield (total relation statements recalled).
Our method generates three times more relation statements than OpenIE systems,
allowing for summarization of two times more query pairs. We also achieve higher
scores in a test of human acceptability judgements (Table 3.5).
3.4.3

Creating a corpus

We evaluate our compression-based method for generating candidate sets against
two relation extractor baselines on two very different corpora: (1) all comments from
the “relationships” 11 subreddit from June, 2015 – September, 201712 and (2) a col11

“relationships” refers to interpersonal relationships

12

https://medium.com/@jason_82699/pushshift-reddit-api-md-c2d70745c270
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lection of New York Times articles from 1987 to 2007 which mention the country
“Haiti” [292]. For each corpus, we first find a collection of multi-word phrases using
the phrasemachine package (§2) which extracts all multi-word, noun phrase lexical items from the corpus. We require all relation statements be less than or equal
to J = 75 characters, which excludes overly verbose relation statements which are
unsuitable for many user interfaces.
3.4.4

A yield evaluation

After extracting all multiword phrases with phrasemachine, we determine the
top 100 noun phrases, by count. We then examine all possible combinations of two
top terms and record which pairs have a non-empty mention set of sentences which
mention two lexical query terms (§3.2). We examine all mention sets because an
investigator should be able to investigate any entity she chooses while analyzing a
corpus.
We compare the yield of our query-focused generation method to off-the-shelf
relation extractors. Such extractors generate 3-tuples from each mention set. Some
but not all of those 3-tuples might have one argument which is equal to (t1 ) and
another argument which is equal to (t2 ). Each such 3-tuple can be linearized into a
string of the form (t1 ) r (t2 ) which will generate a candidate set.
More precisely, we identify the 3-tuples which an OpenIE system extracts from
a mention set such that exactly one argument from the triple is equal13 to (t1 ) and
exactly one argument from the triple is equal to (t2 ). We refer to these 3-tuples
as “matching”. We then count (1) the total number of mention sets which contain
13

Note that OpenIE systems might not extract the literal string (t1 ) or (t2 ) as arguments. For
instance, if (t1 ) is “Merkel” the OpenIE system might extract the argument “Angela Merkel”. If some
term and some argument from a relational triple share the same head token in the dependency parse
of the sentence we say that they are equal. Falke and Gurevych [104] employ a similar equality
criterion. We tokenize with CoreNLP. In extremely rare cases, tokenization mismatches between
CoreNLP and ClausIE make it impossible to apply this criterion.
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at least one matching 3-tuple and (2) the total number matching 3-tuples across all
mention sets. We refer to such counts as the yield of a candidate generation system.
We measure the yield of Stanford OpenIE [12] and ClausIE [85] on the New York
Times and Reddit corpora, and compare each system to our compression-based approach (§3.4).14 We measure these two relation extractors because Stanford OpenIE
is included with the popular CoreNLP software and ClausIE achieves the highest
recall in two systematic studies of relation extractors [316, 353].
We find that using extractors to generate candidate sets achieves a low yield (total
number of extracted relations), which is undesirable both because it limits the number
of mention sets which may be summarized and generates fewer relation statements
from which to select an optimal relationship summary. Additionally, we find that,
for the great majority of sentences, relation extractors do not extract any relations
between (t1 ) and (t2 ). Moreover, for many mention sets, the number of relations
extracted with off-the-shelf systems is often zero. We show these results in Table 3.5.
This suggests that although relation summarization is superficially similar to relation extraction, off-the-shelf extractors are poor tools for creating textual units to
summarize mention sets. Very often, two terms are related to each other in ways
which are simply not captured by relation extractors.
3.4.5

An evaluation with human acceptability judgments

Our compression-based method achieves higher yield than off-the-shelf relation
extractors. However, because all sentences in a mention set include (t1 ) and (t2 ), it
is always possible to generate a maximally large candidate set by simply extracting all
spans between (t1 ) and (t2 ) from the mention set, regardless of whether such relation
statements are well-formed. We examine if gains in yield come at the expense of
14

For our compression-based approach, we count all cases where p(wf = 1 | s, (t1 ) r (t2 )) > .5
as extracting a relation statement.
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Yield

Well-formedness

Total non-empty pairs

Total rel. stmts.

Mean judgment

ClauseIE
StanfordOIE
This work

Haiti
128
443
739

Reddit
1,121
1,488
3,766

Haiti
279
972
2,954

Reddit
3,949
5,605
21,495

Haiti
3.67
3.69
3.94

Upper bound

2,472

4,496

43,051

123,760

Reddit
3.71
2.97
3.85

Range: 1-5

Table 3.5: We compare Stanford OpenIE, ClausIE and our headline-based compression method for the candidate set generation task on two different corpora (Haiti
articles from New York Times, and the Reddit relationships forum) in terms of (1)
how many entity pairs have a non-empty candidate set, (2) how many total relation
statements are generated, and (3) the average human judgment of well-formedness
(§3.4.5). For yield measures, the upper bound on the left shows the total number of
non-empty entity
 pairs (i.e. how many pairs actually cooccur in at least one sentence,
out of all 100
= 4950 theoretically possible pairs) and the upper bound on the right
2
shows the total number of sentences in the corpus which mention at least two of the
terms. Our method summarizes more entity pairs across both corpora, and achieves
the highest well-formedness scores among all techniques (§3.4.5).

acceptability by presenting randomly selected relation statements to workers on the
platform Figure Eight15 (formerly Crowdflower) and asking workers to rate the extent
to which they agree or disagree as to whether a relation statement is a “coherent
English sentence” on a scale from 1 to 5. Each relation statement is shown to three
workers in total.16 Our approach is broadly similar to the readability experiments
reported in Filippova and Altun [107].
We solicit 481 total judgements from workers and calculate the mean acceptability
score, by method and corpus (Table 3.5). Our method achieves the highest mean
acceptability score for both corpora.
15

https://www.figure-eight.com/

16

We use seven test questions to filter out careless or bad faith responses. Workers must answer
70% of test questions correctly to be included in a task’s results. We construct test questions blindly,
without knowledge of the system which generated the relation statement.
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Additionally, aggregating judgments across corpora, we observe a statistically significant (p=8 x 10−4 ) difference between our method (µ = 3.89, σ = 1.38) and Stanford
OpenIE (µ = 3.33, σ = 1.46) in a two-tailed t-test. Our method also achieves a higher
mean score than ClausIE (µ = 3.69, σ = 1.44), although the difference is not significant.

3.5

An approach to the summary construction task

After a relationship summarization system generates a candidate set, the next task
is selecting the top K candidate statements for inclusion in a summary. The value
of K will vary by application. Some applications will allow for longer summaries,
while others will need more terse explanations of relationships. Therefore, as a case
study, this section proposes and evaluates an annotated method for the summary
construction task in ConceptMap browsers, described below.
3.5.1

Introducing ConceptMap browsers

ConceptMaps are are visual summaries, structured as directed graphs (Figure
3.1). Important concepts from a corpus are shown as vertexes. Natural language
descriptions of the relationships between concepts are shown as textual labels, along
the edges on the map. Initial attempts to generate English-language ConceptMaps
within natural language processing [103] have focused on creating static diagrams
which summarize collections of documents. However, in interactive settings, users
will want to query relationships with a ConceptMap browser interface, rather than
simply read over fixed output from a summarization system. For instance, in the
ConceptMap browser17 shown in Figure 3.1, a user has queried for Aristide and
the system identifies some co-occurrence relationship between Aristide and Liberation Theology. In this case, the system needs to describe a relationship between
(t1 ) =“Aristide” and (t2 ) =“Liberation Theology” at query time, and describe their
17

We use the term ConceptMap browsers to refer to interactive concept map interfaces.
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relationship using a labeled edge in the graph (“Bertrand Aristide influenced by Liberation Theology” in 3.1). Later, we discuss this approach to summary construction
(§3.6).
3.5.2

Annotated summary construction for ConceptMaps

Because there is no existing supervision to help select the best summary statement
from the candidate set for ConceptMaps, we collect a new dataset of annotated
summary statements, which we use to supervise a new model for this task.
We construct our annotated dataset from news stories focusing on the Balkan
Peninsula in the 1990s.18 Political scientists use rich news archives from this complex
period to better understand conflict [295]. We describe our two-step approach to
creating the dataset below.
Step One. For each country, we once again (§3.4.3) use the package phrasemachine
(§2) to identify the 100 highest-frequency noun phrases within articles which mention that country, and examine all pairs of highest-frequency noun phrases which
co-occur at least twice in articles about the country. Then we sample a total of 689
non-empty pairs with more than two extracted candidates. In total there are 5,214
candidate statements across 689 sampled sets.19 On average there are 7.56 statements
per set (σ = 10.6). A sample candidate set is shown in Table 3.6.
18

We create our dataset from New York Times articles [292] published from 1990–1999, which
mention at least one country from the Balkans. The countries are: Kosovo, Albania, Serbia, Croatia, Montenegro, Macedonia, Bulgaria, Romania, Moldova and Bosnia. We exclude the former
Yugoslavia; its landmass included other countries on our corpus.
19

Additional notes. phrasemachine sometimes returns overlapping phrases, leading to duplicate
sets. We merge duplicates with a heuristic which uses hand-written rules based on (i) token overlap
between concepts and (ii) overlapping sentences between sets. We exclude pairs which are very
obviously unrelated to the Balkans (e.g. “Chinatown” and “Little Italy”). Our annotation budget
determined the number of annotated sets. As in earlier portions of this chapter, we also allow
statements which begin with (t2 ) and end with (t1 ); the order of query concepts is important in
interfaces which display ConceptMaps, but beyond the scope of this work. We limit statements
to a maximum of 75 characters.
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To create the dataset, we first identify candidate summary statements beginning
with (t1 ) and ending with (t2 ) which read as a fluid and well-formed sentence when
extracted from naturally-occurring text. As in earlier experiments, we define all spans
between (t1 ) and (t2 ) with a probability of well-formedness greater than .5 to be the
candidate set for the pair (t1 ) and (t2 ).

c1
c2
c3
c4
c5

General Grachev’s favor is his loyalty to Mr. Yeltsin
Mr. Yeltsin openly accused General Grachev
General Grachev, Defense Minister by dint of his loyalty to Mr. Yeltsin
General Grachev’s plea today will do nothing to help Mr. Yeltsin
Mr. Yeltsin might also appear weak if he had to replace General Grachev

A1

A2

A3

W
B

W
B

W
B

Table 3.6: A candidate set for (t1 ) = “Mr. Yeltsin” and (t2 ) = “General
Grachev,” along with decisions from three annotators (A1, A2 and A3) selecting the
best (B) and worse (W) summary statement in the set. All annotators agree that c5
is the best, so α(c5 ) =3. (During annotation, the order of all sets was randomized).

Step Two. After defining candidate sets we collect annotations to choose the
best summary statement from each candidate set. Our annotation procedure assigns
a score α(c) ∈ {−3, −2, ...+3} to each candidate c = (t1 ) r (t2 ) in a candidate set,
which is intended to reflect how well s summarizes a particular relationship. We use
this supervision to train a model to predict α(c). We propose that the statement with
the highest predicted α(c) score should be displayed on a ConceptMap.
Some candidate sets in our dataset are easy for a person to judge and rank.
For instance, it is possible to quickly read over the small set shown in Table 3.6
and identify statements which are clearly better and clearly worse synopses of the
relationship between “General Grachev” and “Mr. Yeltsin”.
However, other candidate sets in our dataset are too large and too complex to
read and analyze quickly. (The largest candidate set in our dataset contains 143
statements in total). We accommodate both large and small sets with a “low-context”
[103] annotation technique; we split candidate sets into one or more subsets, and ask
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annotators to rank the best and worst summary statements in each subset. Then
we aggregate these local judgements about the best and worst candidates within
each subset to create a global score. This global score, α(c), attempts to capture the
overall quality of a given a candidate summary statement c. This method of soliciting
local judgements about subsets and then aggregating into an overall score is known
as Best-Worst Scaling [206]; it has been shown to make more efficient use of human
judgements for a natural language task than traditional techniques [186].
The annotation process assigns a score α(c) ∈ {−3, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, 3} to each c
in each candidate set. A higher value of α(c) indicates greater agreement among
annotators that a given c should summarize the candidate set.
3.5.3

Annotation: Additional details

We present all candidate sets to three different non-native English speakers, hired
via a professional annotation firm. All annotators completed graduate work in either
linguistics or the humanities, and were based in the Middle East. For each annotator,
we divide each candidate set into J random tuples (a tuple consists of up to eight
candidate statements), and ask the annotator to choose the best and worst from each
tuple. Annotators are instructed that the best statement should be the one that
both sounds the most natural and that most helps them understand the history and
politics of the Balkan region. They are instructed that the most unnatural sounding
and least informative statement should be chosen as worst. In total, each candidate
statement is shown to each annotator exactly once.20 After annotators have judged
each individual set, we aggregate with Orme [264]’s counting formula: we set the score
20

Unlike in traditional Best-Worst annotation, the number of candidates in each tuple may vary
depending on the size of the candidate set. If a candidate set has a cardinality of less than eight,
the size of the tuple is set to the size of the candidate set; otherwise the size of a tuple is capped at
eight. We make this choice because many candidate sets have a small cardinality, and it does not
make sense to break up small sets (e.g. 5 or 6 candidates) into very small tuples.
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α(c) ∈ {−3, −2, . . . , +3} of each summary statement c to be the number of times c
was chosen as the best, minus the number of times it was chosen as the worst.
Following prior work [186], we evaluate inter-annotator agreement via split-half
reliability. For each candidate set, we randomly split annotators into two groups,
and compute the score for each c using each group of annotators. Then we compute
the Spearman correlation (ρ) between the two sets of scores, yielding an average of
ρ = 0.495 across 1000 random splits.
3.5.4

Modeling annotated data

The previous section describes a procedure for assigning a score, α(c) for each c
in our dataset. We use these scores to train a model, p(α(c)|s). During modeling,
we divide the dataset into training and test sets at the entity level, ensuring that
there are no relationships between concepts in the training and test set. Ensuring
that there are no relationships shared across sets is important because a model might
use knowledge about relationships gleaned from training data (e.g. “Milosevic led
Serbia”) to make inferences about relationships in the test data (e.g. “Milosevic led
the Serbian Socialist party”). 627 candidates are used for training; the remaining 62
are for testing.21
We model p(α(c)|s) using ordinal regression, implemented with the MORD package [273]. We use unigram features, morphological features, part-of-speech-tag features and binary features (e.g. s includes punctuation mark) to represent the candidate statement. We also include p(wf = 1 | s, (t1 ) r (t2 )) as a feature in our model,
along with the token length of a summary statement. We tune MORD’s regulariza21

To implement the train–test split, we form an initial provisional division of concepts into two
sets. For all relationships between concepts that cross the two sets, we move the entity from the
test set to the training set. All scored summary statements between concepts in the training set are
used for training; the remainder are for test. We manually tune the size of the initial split so that
10% of concepts are in the final test set.
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tion penalty parameter to maximize 5-fold, cross-validated Spearman’s ρ using the
training set.22
3.5.5

Model evaluation

We use the test set to measure the extent to which our model’s predictions correlate with gold scores, achieving a Spearman’s ρ = 0.443 between our model’s predictions and the gold scores. This is close to the ρ = 0.495 computed to measure
inter-annotator agreement (see §3.5.3).
We instructed annotators to select summary statements that were both informative and grammatically wellformed. We use the probability of grammatical wellformedness p(wf = 1 | s, (t1 ) r (t2 )) as a feature in our model. This measure appears
to partially reflect annotator judgements: there is a Spearman’s ρ = 0.154 between
the two metrics across the dataset. Research into human perceptions of grammatical
well-formedness [314, 341] could be applied to make better predictions in the future.
Model

Spearman’s ρ

p(α(c)|s) (Ordinal regression)
Logistic regression
Inter-annotator agreement

0.443
0.304
0.495

Table 3.7: Spearman’s ρ for our ordinal regression model p(α(c)|s), compared both
to the inter-annotator agreement and a simpler logistic regression model.

Predicting annotator perceptions of informativeness is more challenging. For instance, annotators preferred “Mr. Milosevic has been formally charged with war
crimes” (α(c) = 3) to “President Slobodan Milosevic may be indicted for war crimes”
(α(c) = 1). The former expresses a completed action which arguably entails the lat-

22
We examine 10i for i = −3, −2..2, 3 and select 101 for the final value of the hyperparameter. Additionally, the MORD API implements several variants of ordinal regression. We use the LogisticSE
variant because it achieves the highest cross-validated ρ on the training set.
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ter, hypothetical action. How to best model [42], formalize [210] and even study [134]
such complex semantic relationships is an unsolved problem in NLP.
We use the number of tokens in a summary statement (subtracting out the length
of query concepts) as a feature. We observe a Spearman’s ρ = .337 between α(c) and
the token length of s. We hypothesize that this feature might serve as a very coarse
proxy for informativeness: although not instructed to do so, annotators might choose
longer statements ahead of shorter statements because they express more about the
Balkans.

3.6

A discussion and analysis of the summary construction
task

The previous section describes a the collection and modeling of a new annotated
resource for selecting statements from the candidate set to summarize relationships.
Our approach adopts the basic supervised paradigm underlying much current work
on summarization [156, 132]. We collect human judgements of salience and wellformedness (in our case, judgements are expressed via Best-Worst Scaling), and then
train a model to best replicate such judgements. Results are mixed. We find that
shallow cues like statement length and grammatical well-formedness are helpful for
identifying good summary statements, but also that representing deeper semantic relationships (e.g. entailment) remains an ongoing challenge for automatically building
ConceptMaps. Thus in this section, we analyze the summary construction task
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more deeply, by analyzing mention sets and articulating how their properties might
affect future supervised and unsupervised approaches to summary construction23
To begin, we observe that mention sets are inherently heterogenous. Some describe a single, temporally-focused event. Others describe a consistent, unchanging
relationship. Still others describe intricate sagas unfolding across time. For instance,
within the Haiti corpus, one mention set describes events in 1994 when “General Cedras fled to the Dominican Republic”. This mention set is quite different from a set
of sentences in the Reddit corpus in which users assert that “video games are a deal
breaker” in interpersonal relationships. Figure 3.6 displays hand-crafted summarizes
for these mention sets.
In general, the properties which guide how a mention set should be summarized
are its size, topical diversity, temporal focus and the degree to which the set
expresses states or events. In this section, we use the notation (t1 ) – (t2 ) to refer
to a mention set. For instance, New York – London would refer to all sentences from
a corpus which contain the names of both of these cities.
Size. In general, because many word types in a corpus occur infrequently [357],
the number of sentences which mention (t1 ) and (t2 ) is often small. For instance,
of the 320,670 total sentences in the Haiti corpus, only 160 mention “Jean-Bertrand
Aristide” and the “United States,” which is nonetheless among the larger mention
sets in the corpus. In general, larger sets often describe complex and noteworthy
relationships, which are more difficult to summarize (Figure 3.5). Note that although
individual mention sets are often small enough to simply read (unlike in some multi23

Because such supervision is costly and difficult to collect, carries risks of annotation artifacts
[134] and might transfer poorly to new domains, future work might explore if other forms of taskbased supervision and task-based evaluation [176] may be better suited to the specialized task
of automatic ConceptMap summarization. For instance, instead of asking a human to identify
better and worse summary statements, we might examine how well a user (or model) presented with
summary statement s can answer if other summary statements s0 are true or false [101]. If some s
helps users identify many other true s0 , then s is (potentially) a good summary.
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Figure 3.3: Mention sets are heterogeneous, requiring a diversity of summarization techniques. In
this work, we analyze the diversity of mention sets towards future attempts that the relationship
summarization problem.
video games and I don’t want that to be a deal breaker
video games was a deal breaker
video games is a deal breaker

Figure 3.4: A hand-crafted summary for the mention set video games–deal breaker. The
mention set contains many stative descriptions of the relationships between the two terms, indicating
that a summary might focus on presenting fixed relationships rather than evolving events.
General Cedras ... last week fled to the Dominican Republic
Dominican Republic ... will not permit permanent residence by General Cedras

Figure 3.5: A hand-crafted summary for the mention set General Cedras–Dominican Republic. The set has a high number of mentions which all fall within a several month span, hinting at a
relationship focused on a particular event at a particular point in time.
United States supports the restoration of ... Jean-Bertrand Aristide (Aug. 1994)
Jean-Bertrand Aristide was restored ... a year ago under the watch of United States (Oct. 1995)
United States ... withheld contributions, hoping to spur President Jean-Bertrand Aristide (Sep. 2002)
Jean-Bertrand Aristide asserted ... he had been driven from power by the United States (Mar. 2004)

Figure 3.6: A hand-crafted summary for the mention set Jean-Bertrand Aristide–United
States, one of the largest in the Haiti corpus. The mention set describes a complex, shifting
relationship; at different times over several decades, Aristide was a beneficiary, opponent and critic
of the United States.

document summarization settings), summarization of mention sets is still quite useful,
as practitioners will often seek to understand many different relationships as they
investigate a new topic (e.g. Figure 3.1).
Topical diversity. In general, some mention sets are focused on a single topic,
others are more diffuse. For instance, after losing power in a second, 2004 coup Haiti’s
Jean Bertrand Aristide was forced into exile in South Africa. The mention set for Jean
Bertrand Aristide – South Africa contains twelve sentences which (mostly, but not
exclusively) describe Aristide’s removal from power and life in exile in South Africa
from 2004 onwards. Detecting and including diverse or complex topics is a classic
aim of traditional multi document summarization (e.g. Lin and Hovy [200]), which
might be applied in this new setting.
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Temporal focus. In timestamped corpora such as news archives or social media
posts, some mention sets are focused within certain time periods; others are spread
across the span of the corpus. For instance, in the Haiti corpus, General Cedras –
Dominican Republic are only mentioned together during a few months of 1994 (Figure
3.4). A good summary for this mention set should describe a central event from this
time period: when General Cedras fled to the Dominican Republic. On the other
hand, Jean-Bertrand Aristide – United States are mentioned together in 67 months
in the corpus, covering a number of important events spread across decades (Figure
3.5). For this mention set, a narrow summary focusing on a single event would be
inappropriate.
Many existing methods specialize in detecting [54], tracking [6] and summarizing
evolving topics in timestamped documents. Some systems focus specifically on summarizing event “spikes”: both in news (e.g. Alfonseca et al. [5]) and on social media
(e.g. Nichols et al. [254]). In some cases, the event described in a mention set will
even match the loose form of a common narrative template [53], such as when (t1 )
and (t2 ) are codefendants at a trial.
Mention sets which are more temporally diffuse are also more challenging. Update
summarization refers to summarizing changes introduced by new documents, possibly
from a high volume stream [180]. This form of summarization is important in cases
when a relationship shifts or changes through time, as in figure 3.5.
States or events. Mention sets may be coarsely divided into cases where the
set expresses a stable state or property of the world in the eyes of the author (e.g.
“England is a close ally of the US” or “video games are a deal breaker”) and cases
where the relation statement expresses a change or event (e.g. “Gen. Cedras fled to the
Dominican Republic” or “dad left mom”). In many interesting cases, the mention set
contains a mix of stative and eventive relation statements which express a narrative,
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such as “America is an ally of South Korea” and “America sent a destroyer to South
Korea”.
Defining [281], extracting [4] and determining relationships between events [164]
is a challenging research area. But a better understanding of states and events would
improve future work. For instance, if a summary includes the event “Jolie divorced
Pitt”, it does not need to include the stative relation phrase “Jolie was married to
Pitt”. To our knowledge, there is no prior work which considers how fine-grained relations between states and events might be employed for summarization. MacCartney
and Manning [210] offer a framework for enumerating possible relationships between
propositions, which might serve as a useful starting place.

3.7

Conclusion

This chapter presents a new NLP method for summarizing relationships between
lexical items, which can help explain why particular lexical items co-occur in text.
We show that our method can summarize more query pairs than baseline relation
extraction systems, and analyze one application of our approach in ConceptMap
interfaces. In Chapter 7, we also show how relationship summarization can help in a
user-facing system designed for historians and archivists.
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CHAPTER 4
TEXT SIMPLIFICATION (CLAUSE DELETION)
This chapter is adapted from a preprint entitled Human acceptability judgements
for extractive sentence compression [143].

Synopsis
In query-focused lexical corpus analysis (see Section 1.2.1), the user investigates a
particular lexical item (or group of lexical items) in a body of text. But because the
user’s query Q may be mentioned many times within a corpus, reading all mentions of
Q within long passages may be burdensome. We thus propose applying text simplification methods from natural language processing to help shorten sentences containing
user query words, to speed the review of lexical items in context. Specifically, in this
chapter, we consider how to simplify English sentences by collecting and modeling
human judgments of simplified text, and then use a model of such judgments in a
new sentence simplification system. Later, we apply findings from this effort in the
ClioQuery interface (Chapter 7).
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4.1

Introduction

In natural language processing, sentence compression refers to the task of automatically shortening a longer sentence [189, 67, 109]. This technique has obvious
applications in lexical corpus analysis, because it reduces the amount of text a user
must read to review mentions of a lexical query Q in a corpus. Therefore, in this
chapter, we investigate how to shorten sentences containing Q. Specifically, we collect a crowdsourced dataset of human judgments describing the well-formedness of
shortened sentences (§4.4), present and evaluate a model of such human judgments
(§4.5), and use this model in a new sentence compression technique (§4.6), which
predicts the well-formedness of a shortening. We then show how this approach allows
a practitioner to identify well-formed shortenings which include Q. Later, we apply
a version of our clause-deletion approach in the ClioQuery system (Chapter 7).

4.2

Related work

Researchers have been studying extractive sentence compression for over two
decades [189, 67, 109]. Recent approaches are often based on a large compression
corpus,1 which was automatically constructed by using news headlines to identify
“gold standard” shortenings [107]. State-of-the-art models trained on this dataset
[109, 11, 339] can reproduce gold compressions (i.e. perfect token-for-token match)
with accuracy higher than 30%.
However, learning from parallel corpus supervision has clear downsides for lexical corpus analysis. Parallel corpus supervision implicitly assumes a given rate of
compression, which may not be appropriate for a given application (e.g. maybe a
user needs very short compressions), and encodes assumptions about the distribution
1

https://github.com/google-research-datasets/sentence-compression
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of Q within sentences (e.g. is Q usually the subject, does it appear in embedded
clauses?).
Therefore, in this Chapter, we investigate the use of human acceptability judgements, as a new and more flexible form of supervision for the sentence compression
task. Our approach is based on prior research which seeks to model human judgements
of the well-formedness of English sentences [154, 314, 195, 341]. However, unlike more
general studies, our work is strictly concerned with human perceptions of shortened
sentences (for application in lexical corpus analysis).2 Unlike prior work, our study
also solicits human judgements of shortenings from naturally-occurring news text,
instead of sentences drawn from syntax textbooks [315, 341] or created via automatic
translation [195].
We note that our effort focuses strictly on anticipating the well-formedness of
extractive compressions, rather than identifying compressions which contradict or
distort the meaning of the original sentence. Identifying which compressions do not
modify the meaning of source sentences is closely connected to the unsolved textual
entailment problem, a recent area of focus in computational semantics [42, 271, 227].
In the future, we hope to apply this evolving research to the compression task. Some
current compression methods use simple hand-written rules to guard against changes
in meaning [67], or syntactic mistakes [175].
Finally, following much prior work, this study approaches sentence compression
as a purely extractive task. Closely related work on abstractive compression [68, 291,
214] and sentence simplification [355, 347] seeks to shorten sentences via paraphrases
or reordering of words. Despite superficial similarity, extractive methods typically
use different datasets, different evaluation metrics and different modeling techniques.
2

We compare our model to Warstadt et al. [341] in §4.5.
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Sentence

Pakistan launched a search for its missing ambassador to
Afghanistan on Tuesday, a day after he disappeared in a Taliban
area.

Headline

Pakistan searches for missing ambassador.

“Gold” compression

Pakistan launched a search for its missing ambassador.

Alternate 1

Pakistan launched a search for its missing ambassador to
Afghanistan on Tuesday.
(A(c) = -1.367, Brevity = 84 characters max., Query = 1)

Alternate 2

Pakistan launched search Tuesday.
(A(c) = -6.144, Brevity = 59 characters max., Query = 0)

Table 4.1: A sentence, headline and “gold compression” from a standard sentence
compression dataset [107], along with two alternate compressions constructed with
a system supervised with human acceptability judgements (§4.6). The alternate
compressions reflect different Brevity requirements and different adherence to an
application-specific, lexical Query criterion. In this case, the brevity requirement is
expressed with a hard maximum character constraint and the importance criterion is
expressed with a binary score, indicating if a sentence includes a user’s query term
Q=“Afghanistan”. We use our A(c) ∈ (−∞, 0] metric (§4.6) to measure the Acceptability of each compression; a higher score indicates a compression is more likely
to be well-formed. Alternate 2 is neither entirely garbled nor perfectly well-formed,
reflecting the gradient-based nature of acceptability (§4.4).

4.3

Compression via subtree deletion

Any sentence compression technique requires a framework for generating possible
shortenings of a sentence, s. (In §5 we denote each input sentence with an uppercase S
to emphasize that S is a set. In this chapter, we use a lower case s, because s refers to
a dependency parse graph, rather than a vertex set.) We generate compressions with
a subtree deletion approach, based on prior work [189, 108, 107]. To generate a single
compression (from among all possible compressions) we begin with a dependency
parse of s.3 Then, at each timestep, we prune a single subtree from the parse. After M
subtrees are removed from the parse (one at a time, over M timesteps) the remaining
3

We use Universal Dependency [259] trees (v1), parsed using CoreNLP [217].
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vertexes are linearized in their original order. Formally pruning a subtree refers to
removing a vertex and all of its descendants from a dependency tree; pruning singleton
subtrees (one vertex) is permitted.
We find that is possible to construct 88.2% of the gold compressions in the training
set of a standard corpus [107] by only pruning subtrees. Therefore, we only examine
prune-based compression in this work.4

4.4

Human acceptability judgements for sentence compression

Our data collection methodology follows extensive research into human judgements of linguistic well-formedness [314]. Such work has shown that non-expert participants offer consistent judgements of natural and unnatural sounding sentences with
high test-retest reliability [192], across different data collection techniques [14, 315].
We apply this research to sentence compression, with confidence that our results
reflect genuine human perceptions of shortened sentences because:
1. We carefully screen out many workers who offer judgements that violate wellknown properties of English syntax, such as workers who approve deletion of
objects from obligatory transitive verbs.
2. We observe that workers approve and disapprove of classes of sentences that
English speakers would categorize as “grammatical” and “ungrammatical,” respectively. For instance, workers rarely endorse deletion of nominal subjects,
and often endorse deletion of temporal modifiers.
3. Annotator agreement in our dataset is similar to agreement in prior, comprehensive studies of acceptability judgments (§4.4.4).
4

Extracting nested subclauses from source sentences is not possible with prune-only methods,
because the root node of the compression must be the same as the root node of the original sentence.
We plan to address this in future work.
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The Appendix (§4.8) details our screening procedures, and discusses classes of
accepted and rejected compressions in our dataset.
4.4.1

Methodology: measuring well-formedness

Our study adopts a standard distinction between acceptability and grammaticality [61, 297]. Grammaticality is a binary and theoretical notion, used to characterize
whether a sentence is or is not generable under a grammatical model. Acceptability is
a measurement an individual’s perception of the well-formedness of a sentence. Empirical studies have shown acceptability to be a gradient-based phenomenon, affected
by a range of factors including plausibility, syntactic well-formedness, and frequency
[314]. Based on this work, we expect that workers will have graded (not binary)
perceptions of the well-formedness of compressions shown in our task.
Although acceptability is gradient-based, we nevertheless measure worker perceptions by collecting binary judgements of well-formedness. Earlier studies [14, 315, 192]
have shown that such binary measurements of acceptability correlate strongly with explicitly gradient collection techniques, such as Likert scales (Figure 4.1). We chose to
collect binary judgements instead of graded judgments because (1) binary judgments
avoid ambiguity in how participants interpret a gradient scale (2) binary judgements
allowed us to write clear screener questions to block unreliable crowdworkers from
the task and (3) binary judgements allowed us to apply binary logistic modeling to
directly predict observable worker behavior.
4.4.2

Data collection prompt

We show crowdworkers on Figure Eight5 a naturally-occurring sentence, along
with a proposed compression of that same sentence, generated by executing a single
prune operation on the sentence’s dependency tree. We then ask a binary question:
5

https://www.figure-eight.com/.
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Likert
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count
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no
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Figure 4.1: Binary judgements and graded (Likert) judgements from Sprouse and
Almeida [315] for the slightly-awkward sentence, “They suspected and we believed
Peter would visit the hospital”. Bader and Häussler [14] describe correlations between
such measurement techniques.

can the longer sentence be shortened to the shorter sentence? Our prompt is shown
in Figure 4.2. We instruct workers to say yes if the shorter sentence “sounds good” or
“sounds like something a person would say,” following verbiage for the acceptability
task [314].
Because we designed our task to follow typical acceptability prompts, we expect
that workers completing the task evaluated the well-formedness of each compressed
sentence, and then answered yes and if they deemed it acceptable.
We instruct workers to say yes if a compression sounds good, even if it changes
the meaning of a sentence. While practitioners performing lexical corpus analysis will
need to identify shortenings which are both syntactically well-formed and which do
not modify the meaning of a sentence, this work focuses strictly on identifying wellformed compressions. In the future, we plan to apply active research in semantics
(§4.2) to identify disqualifying changes in meaning.
4.4.3

Dataset details

We generate 10,128 sentence–compression pairs from a freely-distributable corpus
of web news [354]. Each source sentence s is chosen at random, and each compression
c is produced by a single, randomly-chosen prune operation on s. Our data thus
reflects the natural distribution of dependency types in the corpus.
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Figure 4.2: Prompt to collect human judgements of acceptability for sentence compression. Workers are instructed to answer yes if the shorter sentence “sounds good”
or “sounds like something a person would say.”
N judgements (train)
N judgements (test)
class balance
overall compression rate

6010 (4522 sents.)
640 (486 sents.)
64.2%/35.8% (no/yes)
µ=0.867 σ=0.174

Table 4.2: Corpus statistics.

We present each (s, c) pair to 3 or more workers,6 then conservatively exclude many
judgements from workers who are revealed to be inattentive or careless (see Appendix
4.8), in order to be certain that worker disagreements in our dataset reflect genuine
perceptions of well-formedness. We then divide filtered data into a training and test
set by (s, c) pair, so that our model does not use a train-time judgement about (s, c)
from worker k to predict a test-time judgement about (s, c) from worker k 0 . Table 4.2
presents dataset statistics.7 Our organization does not require institutional approval
for crowdsourcing.
4.4.4

Measuring inter-annotator agreement

There are at least two sources of inter-annotator disagreement which could arise in
our data. First, in cases when a compression is neither entirely garbled nor perfectly
6

FigureEight will sometimes solicit additional judgements automatically.

7

Note that we use a character-based Filippova et al. [109] rather than token-based [245] definition
of compression rate.
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well formed, previous empirical studies [315, 192] suggest that annotators will likely
disagree. (See Figure 4.1 and §4.4.1). Second, we suspect that different individuals
set different thresholds on how acceptable a sentence must be before they give a “yes”
response: a compression that one person rates as acceptable might be rated by the
next as unacceptable, even if they have the same impression of the compression’s
acceptability. Such between-annotator variability might represent a form of response
bias, which is common in psychological experiments [211, 212]. We attempt to control
for such bias by including a worker ID feature in our model (§4.5.1).
To evaluate the extent of such disagreement, and to compare with other work, we
measure inter-annotator agreement using Fleiss’ kappa [113], computing a κ = .294
on the entire filtered dataset.8 We observe a similar rate of agreement (κ = .323) in a
comprehensive study of acceptability judgements [315].9 Our κ is lower than typical
in standard annotation paradigms in NLP, which often attempt to assign instances
to hard classes, rather than measure graded phenomena.

4.5

Intrinsic task: Modeling single operation compressions

We train a binary logistic regression model, p(Yk = 1|W , x) to predict if worker
k will endorse a deletion transforming s to c, where x = φ(s, c, k) is a feature vector
described in §4.5.1. We then show how the intrinsic task of modeling and controlling
for individual worker behavior can be used for the extrinsic task (§4.6) of predicting
the Acceptability of multi-operation compressions, without reference to worker
information.
8

See Appendix (§4.8) for details of Fleiss κ for crowdsourcing.

9

We compute this number using publicly released data from the YN study.
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4.5.1

Model features

The major features in our model are: (i) language model features, (ii) dependency
type features, (iii) worker ID features, (iv) features reflecting properties of the edit
from s to c and (v) interaction features. We discuss each below.
Language model features. Our model builds upon earlier work examining the
relationship between language modeling and acceptability judgements. In a prior
study, Lau et al. [195] define several functions which normalize predictions from a
language model by token length and by word choice; then test which functions best
align with human acceptability judgements. We use their Norm LP function in our
model, defined as:

Norm LP(ξ) , −

log pm (ξ)
log pu (ξ)

(4.1)

where ξ is a sentence, pm (ξ) is the probability of ξ given by a language model and
pu (ξ) is the unigram probability of the words in ξ.
We use Norm LP as a part of two features in our approach. One real-valued
feature records the probability of a compression computed by Norm LP(c). Another
binary feature computes Norm LP(s) - Norm LP(c) > 0. The test set performance
of these language model (LM) features is shown in Table 4.3. The appendix further
describes our implementation of Norm LP.
Dependency type features. We use the dependency type governing the subtree
pruned from s to predict the acceptability of c. This is because workers are more
likely to endorse deletion of certain dependency types. For instance, workers will
often endorse deletion of temporal modifiers, and often reject deletion of nominal
subjects.
Worker ID features. We also include a feature indicating which of the workers
in our study submitted a particular judgement for a given (s, c) pair. We include this
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feature because we observe that different workers have greater or lesser tolerance for
more and less awkward compressions.10
Including the worker ID feature allows our model to partially account for an individual worker’s judgement based on their overall endorsement threshold, and partially
account for a worker’s judgement based on the linguistic properties of the edit. The
feature thus controls for variability in each worker’s baseline propensity to answer
yes. Because real applications will not have access to worker-specific information,
we do not use the worker ID feature in evaluating our model and dataset for use in
practical compression systems (§4.6). All workers in the test set submit judgements
in the training set.
Edit property features. We also include several features which register properties of an edit, such as features which indicate if an operation removes tokens from
the start of the sentence, removes tokens from the end of a sentence, or removes tokens which follow a punctuation mark. We include a feature that indicates if a given
operation breaks a collocation (e.g. “He hit a home run”). The appendix details our
collocation-detection technique.
Interaction features. Finally, we include seventeen interaction features formed
by crossing exit property features with particular dependency types. For instance,
we include a feature which records if a prune of a −−→ removes a token following a
conj

punctuation mark.
4.5.2

Model evaluation

We compare our model of individual worker judgements to simpler approaches
which use fewer features (Table 4.3), including an approach which uses only language
model information [195] to predict acceptability. We compute the test set accuracy of
10
More formally, we define a given worker’s deletion endorsement rate as the number of times a
worker answers yes, divided by their total judgements. We observe a roughly normal distribution
(µ = .402 , σ = .216) of worker deletion endorsement rates across the dataset.
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Hard classification (t=0.5)

Ranking

Model

Accuracy

Fleiss κ

ROC AUC (p)

CoLA

0.622

-0.210

0.590 (< .001)

language model (LM)
+ dependencies
+ worker ID

0.623
0.664
0.695

-0.232
0.124
0.232

0.583 (< .001)
0.646 (< .001)
0.746 (< .001)

full , p(Yk = 1|W , x)
- dependencies
- worker ID

0.742
0.731
0.667

0.400
0.368
0.170

0.807
0.797 (0.073)
0.691 (< .001)

worker – worker agreement
Sprouse and Almeida [315]

0.636∗
—

0.270
0.323

—
—

Table 4.3: Test set accuracy, Fleiss’ κ and ROC AUC scores for six models, trained
on the single-prune dataset (§4.4), as well as scores for a model trained on the CoLA
dataset [341]. The simplest model uses only language modeling (LM) features. We
add dependency type (+ dependencies) and worker ID (+ worker IDs) information
to this simple model. We also remove dependency information (- dependencies) and
worker information (- worker ID) from the full model. The full model achieves the
highest test set AUC; p values beside each smaller AUC score show the probability
that the full model’s gains over the smaller AUC score occurs by chance. We also
compute κ for each model by calculating the observed and pairwise agreement rates
[113] for judgements submitted by the crowdworker and “judgements” submitted by
the model. Models which can account for worker effects achieve higher accuracies
than the observed agreement rate among workers (0.636∗ ), leading to higher κ than
for worker–worker pairs.

each approach in predicting binary judgements from individual workers, which allows
for comparison with agreement rates between workers. However, because acceptability is a gradient-based phenomenon (§4.4), we also evaluate without an explicit
decision threshold via the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC
AUC), which measures the extent to which an approach ranks good deletions over bad
deletions. ROC AUC thus measures how well predicted probabilities of binary positive judgements correlate with human perceptions of well-formedness. Other work
which solicits gradient-based judgements instead of binary judgements evaluates with
Pearson correlation [195]; ROC AUC is a close variant of the Kendall ranking corre-
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lation [252]. Our full model also achieves a higher AUC than approaches that remove
features from the model. We use bootstrap sampling [34] to test the significance of
AUC gains (Table 4.3); p values reflect the probability that the difference in AUC
between the full model and the simpler model occurs by chance.
The probability that two workers, chosen at random, will agree that a given s in
the test set may be shortened to a given c in the test set is 63.6%. We hypothesize
that the full model’s accuracy of 74.2% is higher than the observed agreement rate
between workers because the full model is better able to predict if worker k will
endorse an individual deletion.
We also compare our full model to a baseline neural acceptability predictor trained
on CoLA [341], a corpus of grammatical and ungrammatical sentences drawn from
syntax textbooks. Using a pretrained model, we predict the probability that each
source sentence and each compression is well formed, denoted CoLA(s) and CoLA(c).
We use these predictions to define four features: CoLA(c), log CoLA(c), CoLA(s) CoLA(c), and log CoLA(s) - log CoLA(c). We show the performance of this model in
Table 4.3. CoLA’s performance for extractive compression results warrants future examination: large corpora designed for neural methods sometimes contain limitations
which are not initially understood [58, 173, 42].

4.6

Extrinsic task: Modeling multi-operation compressions

In this chapter, we argue that a single sentence may be compressed in many
ways; a user performing lexical corpus analysis may wish to see any lexical item Q in
context, regardless of whether it occurs in the “gold standard” compression. Thus, in
the remainder of this study, we examine how our clause-based sentence compression
framework (§4.3), supervised with human acceptability judgements (§4.5), may be
used to provide Acceptability scores which align with human perceptions of well-
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formedness. Such scores could be used as a component of many different practical
sentence compression systems, including a method described in §4.6.3.
4.6.1

Defining multi-operation acceptability scores

We consider any function which maps a compression to some real number reflecting
its well-formedness to be an Acceptability score. In §4.5, we present a model,
p(Yk = 1|W , x), which attempts to predict if worker k will judge a single-operation
compression to be well-formed. If we execute a chain of M such operations, and
assume that each operation’s effect on acceptability is independent, we can model the
probability that M prune operations will result in an acceptable compression with
QM
i p(Yk = 1|W , xi ), which is equal to the chance that a person will endorse each of
the M deletions. We test this model with a function that expresses the probability
that all operations are acceptable:

A(c) ,

M
X

log p(Y = 1|W , xi )

(4.2)

i=1

where each xi are features reflecting the nature of the prune operations which shortens
ci to ci+1 in the chain of operations, and where p(Y = 1|W , xi ) is the predicted
probability of deletion endorsement under our full model. Because no worker observes
the deletion, we do not use the worker ID feature in predicting deletion endorsement,
and we write p(Y = 1) instead of p(Yk = 1).
The sum of log probabilities in A(c) reflects the fact that any operation on a
well-formed sentence carries inherent risk: modifying a sentence’s dependency tree
may result in a compression which is not acceptable. The more operations executed
the greater the chance of generating a garbled compression. We use this intuition
to define a simpler alternative, AM (c) , −M , where M is the number of prune
operations used to create the compression. We also examine a function Amin (c) ,
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min{log p(Y = 1|W , xi ) | i ∈ 1..M }, which represents our observation that a single
operation with a low chance of endorsement will often create a garbled compression.
We compare these functions to ALM (c), which is equal to the probability of the
compression c under a language model, normalized by sentence length. (We use the
Norm LP formula defined in §4.5. Language model predictions have been shown
to correlate with the well-formedness of a sentence [195, 179].) Finally, we test a
function ACoLA (c), which is equal to the predicted probability of well-formedness of
the compression from a pretrained acceptability predictor (§4.5).
4.6.2

Evaluating multi-operation acceptability scores

To evaluate each Acceptability function, we collect a small dataset of multiprune compressions.11 We draw 1000 initial candidate sentences from a standard
compression corpus [107], and then remove sentences which are shorter than 100
characters to create a sample of 958 sentences. We then compress each of the sentences
in the sample by executing prune operations in succession until the character length
of the remaining sentence is less than B, a randomly sampled integer between 50 and
100. This creates an evaluation dataset with a (roughly) uniform distribution, by
character length.
To generate each compression, we use a sampling method which allows us to
explore a wide range of well-formed and garbled shortenings, without generating too
many obviously terrible compressions.12 Concretely, we sample each prune operation
in each chain in proportion to p(Y = 1), a model’s prediction (§4.5) that the edit will
be judged acceptable. This means that we delete vertex v and its descendants with
probability
11

1
p(y
Z

= 1|W, s, cv ), where cv is the compression formed by pruning the

Rather than single-prune compressions (§4.4).

12

Very many exponential possible compressions of a single sentence will be garbled or non-sensical.
Pruning even a single subtree at random from an acceptable sentence (§4.5) destroys acceptability
more than 60% of the time.
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subtree rooted at v and Z =

P

v∈V

p(y = 1|W, s, cv ) is the sum of the endorsement

probability of all possible compressions.13
We show each sentence in the evaluation dataset to 3 annotators, using our acceptability prompt (Figure 4.2). This creates final evaluation set consisting of 2,388
judgements of 940 multi-prune compressions, after we implement the judgement filtering process described in Appendix 4.8. We compute κ=0.099 for the evaluation
dataset.
For all defined Acceptability functions, we measure AUC against binary worker
deletion endorsements (yes or no judgements) in the evaluation dataset to determine
the quality of the ranking produced by each Acceptability function (§4.5.2). The
function A(c), which integrates information from a language model, as well as information about the grammatical details of the process which creates c from s, achieves
the highest AUC on the evaluation set, best correlating with human judgements of
well-formedness.
Function

Description

ROC AUC

ACoLA (c)
ALM (c)
AM (c)
Amin (c)
A(c)

CoLA pretrained
Language model
Number of operations × -1
Least acceptable operation
All operations acceptable

.510
.557
.580
.581
.591

Table 4.4: ROC AUC for several Acceptability functions for the multi-operation
compression task. The A(c) model achieves a gain of .034 in AUC over the ALM (c)
model (p = 0.005).

13

In the behavioral sciences, this method of choosing actions is sometimes called probability matching [337].
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4.6.3

Exploring many compressions of one sentence

This work argues that there is no single best way to compress a sentence. We
demonstrate this idea by examining some of the exponential possible compressions of
the sentence shown below. (This same sentence is also shown in Table 4.1.)
s = Pakistan launched a search for its missing ambassador to Afghanistan on
Tuesday, a day after he disappeared in a Taliban area.
cg = Pakistan launched a search for its missing ambassador
c1 = Pakistan launched a search for its missing ambassador to Afghanistan on
Tuesday
c2 = Pakistan launched search Tuesday
Table 4.5: A sentence s and a “gold” compression (cg ) from a standard corpus [107],
along with two alternate compressions (c1 and c2 ).

We generate an initial list of 1000 possible compressions of this 126-character sentence via the procedure defined in §4.6.2, and we score the Acceptability of each
compression by A(c). In this instance, we define Brevity(c) to be the maximum
character length of a compression and Query(c) to be a binary function returning 1
only if the compression includes the lexical query term, Q=“Afghanistan”. Compressions which do not include Q=“Afghanistan” would not be suitable for a user seeking
to examine mentions of “Afghanistan in context.14
Following deduplication steps described in the Appendix 4.8, we generate a final
list of 554 different possible compressions of the sentence. We plot each of the 554
compressions in Figure 4.3, which shows many possible shortenings with high A(c)
scores. The “gold standard” compression is just one arbitrary shortening of a sentence.
14

Practical compression systems would also need to check for changes in meaning resulting from
deletion (§4.2), but we leave this step for future work.
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Figure 4.3: 554 possible compressions of a single sentence (Table 4.5), displayed by
A(c) score, Brevity constraint and lexical Query criterion. The “gold standard”
compression, cg , is shown with a large red square, along with alternate c1 (large
triangle), and alternate c2 (large circle).

4.7

Conclusion and future work

Our effort suggests a number of obvious steps for future work. To begin, our
study is strictly concerned with grammatical and not semantic acceptability. In the
future, we hope to apply active research in semantics (§4.2) to identify meaningchanging compressions. We also plan to add support for additional operations (e.g.
paraphrasing), develop improved models of multi-prune compression, and adapt our
Acceptability scores to offer differentiable add-ons to neural network loss functions.

4.8
4.8.1

Appendix
Crowdsourcing details

We paid workers 5 cents per judgement and only opened our task to US-based
workers with a level-2 designation on Figure Eight.
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Following standard practice on the crowdsourcing platform, we used test questions
to screen out careless workers [312]. All workers began our job with a quiz mode of 10
screener questions, and then saw one screener question in every subsequent page of 10
judgements. Workers who failed more than 80% of test questions were screened out
from the task. Screener questions were indistinguishable from our regular collection
prompt.
We wrote test screener questions based on established understanding of English
syntax, to avoid biasing results with our own subjective judgements of acceptability.
For example, linguists have extensively examined which English verbs require objects
and which verbs do not require objects via corpus-based, elicitation-based and eyetracking methods [117, 318]. We used this work to write screener questions which
check that workers answer no for operations that prune direct objects of obligatory
transitive verbs. Similarly, we wrote screener questions which check that workers
answer no to deletions which split a verb and a known obligatory particle in a multiword expression [18], or remove determiners before singular count nouns [166, p. 354].
For the multi-prune dataset (§4.6.2), we added test questions which confirmed that
workers approved of well-formed, gold standard compressions from a standard corpus
[107].
We also include screener questions which check if a worker is paying attention,
along with several poll questions which ask workers if they grew up speaking English.15
We ignore judgements from known non-native speakers and known inattentive workers
in downstream analysis.16 We defined rules for filtering the dataset before examining
the test set to ensure that filtering decisions did not influence test-set results. We
15

Workers are instructed there is no right answer to questions about language background, so
there is no incentive to answer dishonestly.
16

We also exclude 1663 suspected fraudulent judgements from 17 IP address associated with
multiple worker IDs.
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release screener questions and task instructions along with crowdsourced data for this
work.
4.8.2

Per-dependency deletion endorsements

Breaking out worker responses by dependency type provides additional validation
for our data collection approach. We observe that workers are unlikely to endorse
deletion of dependency types which create compressions that English speakers would
deem “ungrammatical,” and likely to endorse deletions which speakers would deem
“grammatical.”
For example, in UD, the −−→ relation is most commonly used to link two or
mwe

more function words that obligatorily occur together (e.g. because of, due to, as well
as). Since deleting a −−→ amounts to suppressing a critical closed-class item, it is
mwe

not surprising that, overall, workers only assented to deleting −−→ in 9.5% of cases.
mwe

Similarly, low deletion endorsement for the −→ relation (15.6%) is consistent with
cop

the grammatical rules of mainstream varieties of American English, which generally
require an overt copula in copular constructions.17
On the other hand, we found that optional [193] pre-conjunction operators like
both or either were almost always considered removable (80.0% deletion endorsement).
Workers also endorsed the deletion of temporal adverbs such as tomorrow or the day
after next 78.9% of the time, which is sensible as temporal adverbs are typically
considered adjuncts.
Since these response patterns generally align with well-established grammatical
generalizations [166], they serve to validate our data collection approach.
17

Not all dialects require overt copulas [129].
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4.8.3

Experimental details

We report additional details regarding several of the experiments in the paper,
presented in the order in which experiments appear.
Fleiss κ. Fleiss’ original metric [113] assumes that each judged item will be judged
by exactly the same number of raters. However, our data filtering procedures create
a dataset with a variable number of raters per sentence-compression pair. (This is
common in crowdsourcing.) We thus calculate the observed agreement rate for an
individual item (Pi , in Fleiss’ notation) by computing the pairwise agreement rate
from among all raters for that item. We ignore cases where only one rater judged a
given (s, c) pair, which occurs for 73.2% of pairs.
Tuning and implementation. We implement our model , p(Y = 1|W , x)
with scikit-learn [272] using L2 regularization. We tune the inverse regularization
constant to c = 0.1 to optimize ROC AUC in 5-fold cross validation over the training
set, after testing c ∈ {10j | j ∈ {−3, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2}}. We do not include a bias term.
All other settings are set to default values.
NormLP. Following Lau et al. [195], in this work, we use the Norm LP function
to normalize output from a language model to predict grammaticality. Our Norm
LP function uses predictions from a 3-gram language model trained on English Gigaword [266] and implemented with KenLM [148]. Lau et al. [195] report identical
performance for the Norm LP function using 3-gram and 4-gram models.
Lau et al. [195] found that another function, SLOR, performed as well as Norm
LP in predicting human judgements. We found that Norm LP achieved higher AUC
than SLOR in 5-fold cross-validation experiments with the training set.18
Collocations. Our model includes a binary feature, indicating if an edit breaks a
collocation. We identify collocations by computing the offsets (signed token distances)
18

Kann et al. [179] also examine SLOR for automatic fluency evaluation.
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between words [215, ch. 5.2] in English Gigaword [266]. If the variance in token
distance between two words is less than 2 and the mean token distance between the
words is less than 1.5 we deem the words a collocation. We identify 647 total edits
(across train and test sets) which break a collocation; only 11 of such edits are for
−−→ relations. Examples include: “forget about it” ’, “kind of” and “as well”.
mwe

CoLA. All reported results for the CoLA model use the Real/Fake + LM (ELMo)
baseline from Warstadt et al. [341].19 Across our entire dataset, the mean predicted
acceptability of source sentences from the CoLA model is 0.867 (σ=0.264) and the
predicted acceptability of compressions is 0.740 (σ = 0.363). We hypothesize that
compression scores have a greater variance and a lower mean because only some
compressions are well-formed.
Deduplication of possible compressions. In this work, we describe a method
for generating multiple compressions from a single sentence. In our generation procedure, it is possible to randomly select the exact same sequence of operations multiple
times. During these experiments, we remove any such duplicates from the initial list.
Additionally, in our compression framework, the sequence of operations which
produces a given shortening is not unique.20 In cases where different sequences of
operations return the same compression, we select the compression with the highest
A(c) score, which represents the best available path to the shortening.

19

https://github.com/nyu-mll/CoLA-baselines

20

For instance, it is possible to prune a leaf vertex with one operation, and then prune its parent
vertex with a second operation; or just remove both vertexes at once via a single prune of the parent.
(Each sequence returns the same compression.)
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CHAPTER 5
TEXT SIMPLIFICATION (VERTEX ADDITION)

This chapter was originally published as Query-focused Sentence Compression in
Linear Time [140].

Synopsis
During query-focused lexical corpus analysis (§1.2.1), users review mentions of lexical items in context. However, reading over all mentions of a lexical item in a corpus
can be burdensome. Sentences which mention a lexical item may be long and complex,
and there may be hundreds or thousands of mentions within a corpus. Therefore, this
chapter introduces a new transition-based sentence simplification technique to help
users review simplified mentions of a query Q in context.
Our vertex addition method takes an English sentence as input, and grows a
subgraph of the dependency parse of the sentence to return a shortened output sentence which both contains lexical query terms and adheres to a sentence-level context
budget. This theoretically efficient approach achieves a corresponding 11x empirical
speedup over a baseline integer linear programming method, while better reconstructing known good shortenings in a benchmark corpus. Such speedups help in user-facing
applications such as Rookie or ClioQuery (Chapters 6 and 7), because users are
measurably hindered by interface lags. Additionally, vertex addition does not
require access to specialized ILP software or an expensive GPU, which is important
for practitioners in fields like journalism and history.
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5.1

Introduction

In natural language processing, the extractive sentence compression task seeks to
create short, readable, single-sentence summaries which retain the most “important”
information from source sentences. Extractive sentence compression methods can
assist with query-focused lexical corpus analysis (e.g. §7), by simplifying text to help
users quickly read over query mentions; provided that shortened sentences include a
user’s lexical query Q and fit in the screen space available in a user interface. For
instance, Rookie (§6), ClioQuery (§7) and the systems shown in Figure 1.5d and
Figure 5.1 each show sentences mentioning Q in particular UIs.
There are no known methods to efficiently shorten sentences so that they always
include Q and adhere to a character-level length budget. While techniques based on
integer linear programming (ILP) can trivially accommodate such length and lexical
restrictions [67, 107, 339], these approaches rely on slow third-party solvers to optimize
an NP-hard integer linear programming objective, causing unwelcome user wait time
[205]. An alternative LSTM tagging approach [109] does not allow practitioners to
specify length or lexical constraints, and requires an expensive graphics processing
unit (GPU) to achieve low runtime latency (access to GPUs is a barrier in fields
like social science and journalism). These deficits prevent application of existing
compression techniques in user interfaces for lexical corpus analysis, where length,
lexical and latency requirements are paramount.
Therefore, in this chapter, we examine the English-language compression problem
under such length and lexical requirements. In our constrained compression setting, a
source sentence S is shortened to a compression C which (1) must include all tokens in
a set of lexical query terms Q and (2) must be no longer than a maximum budgeted
character length, b ∈ Z+ . Formally, constrained compression maps (S, Q, b) → C,
such that C respects Q and b. We describe this task as query-focused compression
because Q places a hard requirement on words from S which must be included in
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C. We then present a new stateful method for query-focused compression, which is
theoretically and empirically faster than ILP-based techniques, and more accurately
reconstructs gold standard shortenings in a benchmark corpus.
Q

Gazprom Ukraine
Kremlin-backed Gazprom transports gas to Europe through Ukraine
Ukraine’s dependence on Gazprom left the country vulnerable
Gazprom announced increase in the price of gas sold to Ukraine

C

b = 75 char. max.

S

Gazprom the Russian state gas giant announced a 40 percent increase
in the price of natural gas sold to Ukraine which is heavily dependent
on Russia for its gas supply.

Figure 5.1: An interface for lexical corpus analysis (boxed, top) returns a snippet
consisting of three compressions which must contain a users’ query Q (bold) and
must not exceed b = 75 characters in length. The third compression C was derived
from source sentence S (italics, bottom).

5.2

Related work

Extractive compression shortens a sentence by removing tokens, typically for text
summarization [189, 67, 109, 339].1 To our knowledge, this work is the first to consider
extractive compression under hard length and lexical constraints.
We compare our vertex addition approach to ILP-based compression methods
[67, 107, 339], which shorten sentences using an integer linear programming objective.
ilp methods can easily accommodate lexical and budget restrictions via additional
optimization constraints, but require worst-case exponential computation.2
Finally, compression methods based on LSTM taggers [109] cannot currently enforce lexical or length requirements. Future work might address this limitation by
applying and modifying constrained generation techniques [182, 278, 122].
1

Some methods compress via generation instead of deletion [291, 214]. Our extractive method
is intended for practical, interpretable and trustworthy search systems [64]. Users might not trust
abstractive summaries [352], particularly in cases of factual error [191].
2

ILPs are exponential in |V | when selecting tokens [67] and exponential in |E| when selecting
edges [109].
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Approach

Complexity Constrained

ILP
exponential
LSTM tagger
linear
linear
Vertex Addition

yes
no
yes

Table 5.1: Our vertex addition technique (§5.3) constructs constrained compressions in linear time. Existing methods (§5.2) have higher computational complexity
(ILP) or do not respect hard constraints (LSTM tagger).

5.3

Compression via vertex addition

We present a new transition-based method for shortening sentences under lexical and length constraints, inspired by similar approaches in transition-based parsing
[258]. We describe our technique as vertex addition because it constructs a shortening by growing a (possibly disconnected) subgraph in the dependency parse of a
sentence, one vertex at a time. This approach can construct constrained compressions with a linear algorithm, leading to 11x lower latency than ILP techniques (§5.4).
To our knowledge, our method is also the first to construct compressions by adding
vertexes rather than pruning subtrees in a parse [189, 9, 106], as in §4. Our vertex addition assumes a Boolean relevance model; S must contain the user’s lexical
query Q.
5.3.1

Formal description

vertex addition builds a compression by maintaining a state (Ci , Pi ) where
Ci ⊆ S is a set of added candidate vertexes, Pi ⊆ S is a priority queue of vertexes, and
i indexes a timestep during compression. Figure 5.2 shows a step-by-step example.
During initialization, we set C0 ← Q and P0 ← S \ Q. Then, at each timestep,
we pop some candidate vi = h(Pi ) from the head of Pi and evaluate vi for inclusion
in Ci . (Neighbors of Ci in Pi get higher priority than non-neighbors; we break ties
in left-to-right order, by sentence position). If we accept vi , then Ci+1 ← Ci ∪ vi ; if
not, Ci+1 ← Ci . We discuss acceptance decisions in detail in §5.4.2.2. We continue
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adding vertexes to C until either Pi is empty or Ci is b characters long. We linearize
C by left-to-right vertex position in S, common for compression in English [107].
Algorithm 5.3.1 shows the steps of vertex addition. Figure 5.2 shows a single
example.
D
C
A

D

D
C

C
B E

F

A

Legend

B E

Ci

F

A

D

D
C

C
B E

F

vi

Pi

A

B E

F

A

B E

F

¬Ci

Figure 5.2: A dependency parse of a sentence S, shown across five timesteps of vertex addition (from left to right). Each node in the parse is a vertex in S. Our
stateful method produces the final compression {A,C,B,E} (rightmost). Each candidate vi at each timestep is shown with a surrounding square box; rejected candidates
¬Ci are unshaded.

Algorithm 1: The vertex addition algorithm. The function ` linearizes
an unordered set of vertexes to a shortened sentence. The notation |P |
indicates the number of tokens in the priority queue.
input: s = (V, E), Q ⊆ V , b ∈ R+
C ← Q; P ← V \ Q;
while `(C) < b and |P | > 0 do
v ← pop(P );
if p(y = 1) > .5 and `(C ∪ {v}) ≤ b then
C ← C ∪ {v}
end
end
return `(C)

vertex addition is linear in the token length of S because we pop and evaluate
some vertex from Pi at each timestep (and set P0 ← S \ Q). Additionally, because
(1) we never accept vi if the length of Ci ∪ vi is more than b, and (2) we set C0 ← Q,
our method always respects Q and b.
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5.4

Evaluation

We observe the latency, readability and token-level F1 score of vertex addition, using a standard dataset for sentence compression [107]. We compare our
method to an ilp baseline (§5.2) because ILP methods are the only known technique
for constrained compression. All methods have similar compression ratios (shown in
Appendix §5.7), a well-known evaluation requirement [245]. We evaluate the significance of differences between our CPU-based vertex addition and the ilp with
bootstrap sampling [34]. All differences are significant (p < .01).
5.4.1

Constrained compression experiment

In order to evaluate different approaches to constrained compression, we require
a dataset of sentences, constraints and known-good shortenings, which respect the
constraints. This means we need tuples (S, Q, b, Cg ), where Cg is a known-good
compression of S which respects Q and b (§5.1).
To support large-scale automatic evaluation, we reinterpret a standard compression corpus [107] as a collection of input sentences and constrained compressions. The
original dataset contains pairs of sentences S and compressions Cg , generated using
news headlines. For our experiment, we set b equal to the character length of the
gold compression Cg . We then sample a small number of nouns3 from Cg to form a
query set of lexical items Q, approximating both the observed number of tokens and
observed parts of speech in real-world search [170, 26]. Sampled Q include reasonable
lexical queries like “police, Syracuse”, “NHS” and “Hughes, manager, QPR”.
By sampling queries and defining budgets in this manner, we create 198,570 training tuples and 9949 test tuples, each of the form (S, Q, b, Cg ). Filippova and Altun
[107] define the train/test split. We re-tokenize, parse and tag with CoreNLP v3.8.0
[217]. We reserve 25,000 training tuples as a validation set.
3

1 to 3 nouns; cardinality chosen uniformly at random.
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5.4.2
5.4.2.1

Models
ILP

We compare our system to a baseline ilp method, presented in Filippova and
Altun [107]. This approach represents each edge in a syntax tree with a vector
of real-valued features, then learns feature weights using a structured perceptron
trained on a corpus of (S, Cg ) pairs.4 Learned weights are used to compute a global
compression objective, subject to structural constraints which ensure C is a valid
tree. This baseline can easily perform constrained compression: at test time, we add
optimization constraints specifying that C must include Q, and not exceed length b.
To our knowledge, a public implementation of this method does not exist. We
reimplement from scratch using Gurobi Optimization [133], achieving a test-time,
token-level F1 score of 0.76 on the unconstrained compression task, lower than the
result (F1 = 84.3) reported by the original authors. There are some important differences between our reimplementation and the original approach which might explain
the discrepancy (described in detail in the Appendix §5.7). Since vertex addition
requires Q and b, we can only compare it to the ILP on the constrained (rather than
traditional, unconstrained) compression task.
5.4.2.2

Vertex Addition

Vertex addition accepts or rejects some candidate vertex vi at each timestep i.
We learn such acceptance decisions yi ∈ {0, 1} using a corpus of tuples (S, Q, b, Cg ),
described in §5.4.1. Given such a tuple, we can always execute an oracle path shortening S to Cg by first initializing vertex addition and then, at each timestep: (1)
choosing vi = h(Pi ) and (2) adding vi to Ci iff vi ∈ Cg . We set yi = 1 if vi ∈ Cg ; we set
yi = 0 if vi ∈
/ Cg . We then use decisions from oracle paths to train a model of inclusion
4

Another ILP [339] sets weights using a LSTM, achieving similar in-domain performance. This
method requires a multi-stage computational process (i.e. run a LSTM then an ILP) that is poorlysuited to query-focused settings, where low latency is crucial.
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decisions, p(yi = 1|vi , Ci , Pi , S). At test time, we accept vi if p(yi > .5). We implement p(yi |vi , Ci , Pi , S) in two ways, vertex additionN N and vertex additionLR ,
described below.
Model One. Our vertex additionN N model broadly follows neural approaches
to transition-based parsing (e.g. Chen and Manning [57]): we predict yi using a LSTM
classifier with a standard max-pooling architecture [69], implemented with a common
neural network framework [120]. Our classifier maintains four vocabulary embeddings
matrixes, corresponding to the four disjoint subsets Ci ∪ ¬Ci ∪ Pi ∪ {vi } = V . Each
LSTM input vector xt comes from the appropriate embedding for vt ∈ V , depending
on the state of the compression system at timestep i. The appendix details network
tuning and optimization.
Model Two. Our vertex additionLR model uses binary logistic regression,5
with 3 classes of features.
Edge features describe the properties of the edge (u, vi ) between vi ∈ Pi and
u ∈ Ci . We use the edge-based feature function from Filippova and Altun [107],
described in detail in the Appendix §5.7. This allows us to compare the performance of
a vertex addition method based on local decisions with an ILP method that optimizes
a global objective (§5.4.4), using the same feature set.
Stateful features represent the relationship between vi and the compression Ci
at timestep i. Stateful features include information such as the position of vi in the
sentence, relative to the right-most and left-most vertex in Ci , as well as history-based
information such as the fraction of the character budget used so far. Such features
allow the model to reason about which sort of vi should be added, given Q, S and Ci .
5

We implement with Python 3 using scikit-learn [272]. We tune the inverse regularization constant
to c = 10 via grid search over powers of ten, to optimize validation set F1.
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Interaction features are formed by crossing all stateful features with the type of
the dependency edge governing vi , as well as with indicators identifying if u governs
vi , if vi governs u or if there is no edge (u, vi ) in the parse.
5.4.3

Metrics: F1, Latency and SLOR

We measure the token-level F1 score of each compression method against gold
compressions in the test set. F1 is the standard automatic evaluation metric for
extractive compression [109, 188, 339].
In addition to measuring F1, researchers often evaluate compression systems with
human importance and readability judgements [189, 109]. In our setting Q determines
the “important” information from S, so importance evaluations are inappropriate. To
check readability, we use the automated readability metric SLOR [194], which is
known to correlate with human judgements [179].
We check the theoretical gains from vertex addition (Table 5.1) by measuring
empirical latency. For each compression method, we sample and compress N =
300, 000 sentences, and record the runtime (in milliseconds per sentence). Because
we observe that runtimes are distributed log-normally (Figure 5.3), we summarize
each sample using the geometric mean. ilp and vertex additionLR share edge
feature extraction code to support to fair comparison. We test vertex additionN N
using a CPU (Table 5.2), to test performance for users without access to specialized
hardware. The Appendix §5.7 further details latency and SLOR experiments.
5.4.4

Comparisons: Ablated & Random

For comparison, we also implement an ablated vertex addition method, which
learns inclusion decisions using only edge features from Filippova and Altun [107].
ablated has a lower F1 score than ilp, which uses the same edge-level information
to optimize a global objective: adding stateful and interaction features (i.e. vertex
additionLR ) improves F1 score. Nonetheless, strong performance from ablated
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hints that edge-level information alone (e.g. dependency type) can mostly guide acceptance decisions.
We also evaluate a random baseline, which accepts each vi randomly in proportion to p(yi = 1) across training data. random is a strong F1 baseline because (1)
C0 = Q ∈ Cg and (2) F1 correlates with compression rate [245], and b is set to the
length of Cg .
Approach

F1

SLOR

∗

Latency

random (lower bound) 0.653
ablated (edge only)
0.827
vertex additionN N 0.873

0.377
0.669
0.728

0.5
3.7
2929.1 (CPU)

0.852
0.881

0.756
0.745

44.0
4.1

ilp
vertex additionLR

density

Table 5.2: Test results for constrained compression. ∗ Latency is the geometric mean
of observed runtimes (in milliseconds per sentence). vertex additionLR achieves
the highest F1, and also runs 10.73 times faster than the ilp. Differences between all
scores for vertex additionLR and ilp are significant (p < .01).

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

method
ilp
vertex addition (lr)

0.001

0.01

0.1

1

10

seconds (log scale)

Figure 5.3: Density plot of log transformed latencies for Vertex AdditionLR
(left) and ilp (right). Theoretical gains (Table 5.1) create real wall clock speedups.
The ilp shows greater runtime variance, possibly reflecting varying approaches from
Gurobi Optimization [133].

5.5

Future work: Vertex Addition in practice

This work presents a new method for fast, query-focused, sentence compression,
motivated by lexical corpus analysis. While our approach shows promise in simulated
experiments, we expect that further work will be required before the method can be
employed for practical, user-facing search.
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To begin, both our technique and our evaluation ignore the conventions of search
user interfaces, which typically display missing words using ellipses. This convention
is important, because it allows snippet systems to transparently show users which
words have been removed from a sentence. However, we observe that some wellformed compressions are difficult to read when displayed in this format. For instance
the sentence “Aristide quickly fled Haiti in September 1991” can be shortened to the
well-formed compression “Aristide fled in 1991." But this compression does not read
fluidly when using ellipses (“Aristide...fled...in...1991"). Human experiments aimed
at enumerating the desirable and undesirable properties of compressions displayed
in ellipse format (e.g. compressions should minimize number of ellipses?) could help
guide user-focused snippet algorithms in future work.
Our method also assumes access to a reliable, dependency parse, and ignores any
latency penalties incurred from parsing. In practical settings, both assumptions are
unreasonable. Like other NLP tools, dependency parsers often perform poorly on
out of domain text [22], and users looking to quickly investigate a new corpus might
not wish to wait for a parser. Faster approaches based on low-latency part-of-speech
tagging, or more cautious approaches based on syntactic uncertainty [181], each offer
exciting possibilities for additional research.
Our approach also assumes that a user already knows a reasonable b and reasonable Q for a given sentence S.6 However, in some cases, there is no well-formed shortening of which respects the requirements. For instance, if Q=“Kennedy” and b=15
there is no reasonable shortening for the toy sentence “Kennedy kept running”, because the compressions “Kennedy kept" and “Kennedy running" are not well-formed.
We look forward to investigating which (Q, S, b) triples will never return well-formed
compressions in later work.
6

Recall that we simulate b and Q based on the well-formed shortening Cg , see §5.4.1.
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Finally, some shortened sentences will modify the meaning of a sentence, but we
ignore this important complication. In the future, we hope to apply ongoing research
into textual entailment [42, 271, 227] to develop semantically-informed approaches to
the task.

5.6

Conclusion

We introduce a query-focused vertex addition method for shortening sentences
containing one or more query words Q. Our method has much lower theoretical
complexity (and empirical runtimes) than baseline techniques, while achieving similar
performance in reconstructing known good sentence shortenings. vertex addition
thus takes steps towards our goal of developing computationally-efficient methods for
lexical corpus analysis (§1.5).

5.7
5.7.1

Appendix
Neural network tuning and optimization

We learn network parameters for vertex additionN N by minimizing crossentropy loss against oracle decisions yi . We optimize with AdaGrad [93]. We learn
input embeddings after initializing randomly. The hyperparameters of our network
and training procedure are: the learning rate, the dimensionality of input embeddings, the weight decay parameter, the batch size, and the hidden state size of the
LSTM. We tune via random search [35], selecting parameters which achieve highest
accuracy in predicting oracle decisions for the validation set. We train for 15 epochs,
and we use parameters from the best-performing epoch (by validation accuracy) at
test time.
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Parameter

Value

Batch size
135
Embedding dim.
315
158
Hidden dim.
Learning rate
0.025
Weight decay
1.88 ×10−9
Table 5.3: Hyperparameters for vertex additionN N

5.7.2

Reimplementation of Filippova and Altun

In this work, we reimplement the method of Filippova and Altun [107], who in
turn implement a method partially described in Filippova and Strube [108]. There
are inevitable discrepancies between our implementation and the methods described
in these two prior papers.
1. Where the original authors train on only 100,000 sentences, we learn weights
with the full training set to compare fairly with vertex addition (each model
trains on the full training set).
2. We use Gurobi Optimization [133] (v8) to solve the integer linear program.
Filippova and Strube [108] report using LPsolve.7
3. We implement with the common Universal Dependencies (UD, v1) framework
[259]. Prior work [108] implements with older dependency formalisms [47, 84].
4. In Table 1 of their original paper, Filippova and Altun [107] provide an overview
of the syntactic, structural, semantic and lexical features in their model. We
implement every feature described in the table. We do not implement features
which are not described in the paper.
7

http://sourceforge.net/projects/lpsolve
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5. Filippova and Altun [107] augment edge labels in the dependency parse of S as
a preprocessing step. We reimplement this step using off-the-shelf augmented
modifiers and augmented conjuncts available with the enhanced dependencies
representation in CoreNLP [296].
6. Filippova and Altun [107] preprocess dependency parses by adding an edge
between the root node and all verbs in a sentence.8 We found that replicating
this transform literally (i.e. only adding edges from the original root to all
tokens tagged as verbs) made it impossible for the ILP to recreate some gold
compressions. (We suspect that this is due to differences in output from partof-speech taggers). We thus add an edge between the root node and all tokens
in a sentence during preprocessing, allowing the ILP to always return the gold
compression.
We assess convergence of the ILP by examining validation F1 score on the traditional sentence compression task. We terminate training after six epochs, when F1
score stabilizes changes by fewer than 10−3 points.
5.7.3

Implementation of SLOR

We use the SLOR function to measure the readability of the shortened sentences
produced by each compression system. SLOR normalizes the probability of a token
sequence assigned from a language model by adjusting for both the probability of the
individual unigrams in the sentence and for the sentence length.9
Following Lau et al. [194], we define the function as:
8

This step ensures that subclauses can be removed from parse trees, and then merged together
to create a compression from different clauses of a sentence.
9

Longer sentences are always less probable than shorter sentences; rarer words make a sequence
less probable.
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SLOR =

logPm (ξ) − logPu (ξ)
|ξ|

(5.1)

where ξ is a sequence of words, Pu (ξ) is the unigram probability of this sequence
of words and Pm (ξ) is the probability of the sequence, assigned by a language model.
|ξ| is the length (in tokens) of the sentence.
To define language model probabilities, we use a 3-gram model trained on the
training set of the Filippova and Altun [107] corpus. We implement with KenLM
[148]. Because compression often results in shortenings where the first token is not
capitalized (e.g. a compression which begins with the third token in S) we ignore case
when calculating language model probabilities.
5.7.4

Latency evaluation

To measure latency, for each technique, we sample 100,000 sentences with replacement from the test set. We observe the mean time to compress each sentence using
Python’s built-in timeit module. In order to minimize effects from unanticipated confounds in measuring latency, we repeat this experiment three separate times (with a
one hour delay between experiments). Thus in total we collect 300,000 observations
for each compression technique. We observe that runtimes are log normal, and thus
report each latency as the geometric mean of 300,000 observations. We use an Intel
Xeon processor with a clock rate of 2.80GHz.
5.7.5

Compression ratios

When comparing sentence compression systems, it is important to ensure that all
approaches use the same rate of compression [245]. Following Filippova et al. [109],
we define the compression ratio as the character length of the compression divided
by the character length of the sentence. We present test set compression ratios for
all methods in Table 5.4. Because ratios are similar, our comparison is appropriate.
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random

0.405

ilp
ablated
vertex additionLR
vertex additionN N

0.408
0.387
0.403
0.405

Cg Train
Cg Test

0.384
0.413

Table 5.4: Mean test time compression ratios for all techniques. We also show mean
ratios for gold compressions Cg across the train and test sets.
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PART III: HOW TO DESIGN
LEXICAL SYSTEMS FOR
SPECIFIC USER GROUPS

CHAPTER 6
ROOKIE
This chapter is adapted from Rookie: A unique approach for exploring news
archives [138].

Synopsis
In this section, we describe the development, implementation and evaluation of
Rookie, a tool for lexical corpus analysis designed for journalists, readers and editors
learning about new topics from news archives. Rookie facilitates exploratory lexical
corpus analysis by drawing the user’s attention to unusually frequent noun phrases
from a corpus vocabulary (applying methods from Chapter 2), and also facilitates
query-focused lexical corpus analysis by helping users quickly investigate such noun
phrases in context. (Exploratory and query-focused lexical analysis are defined in
§1.2.1)
Our effort designing and testing Rookie offers a case study in building user-facing
lexical systems. It also shows one way in which current search interfaces are imperfect
tools for making sense of broad narratives across individual archived documents; we
observe that Rookie users complete an archive-based sensemaking task 37% faster
than other users assigned to complete the same task using a traditional search user
interface. This finding inspires our search for alternative text user interfaces, which
may also assist other users in other domains.
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A

B

C

Figure 6.1: The Rookie interface running on a corpus of New York Times articles
about Haiti. The user has queried for “United States.” The interface features three
linked visualization and summarization views: (A) an interactive timeline, (B) a Subjects Summary showing automatically-generated related subjects, and (C) a Snippet
Summary showing sentence summaries. The temporal spikes indicate major events
such as a 1994 U.S. intervention in Haiti and a 2004 military coup. Related subjects
include specific actors in some of these events (Jean-Bertrand Aristide, President
Clinton) as well as long-running topics (human rights). Users can click and drag
along the timeline to investigate specific time periods.

6.1

Introduction

News archives offer a rich historical record. But if a reader or journalist wants
to learn about a new topic with a traditional search engine, they must enter a query
and begin reading or skimming old articles one-by-one, slowly piecing together the
intricate web of people, organizations, events, places and concepts that make up “the
news.”
To help such users identify broader stories across documents, we propose Rookie,
which began as an attempt to build a useful tool for journalists. With Rookie, a
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user’s query generates an interactive timeline, a list of important subjects drawn
from the corpus lexicon, and a summary of a user-selected lexical item, all displayed
together as a collection of interactive linked views (Figure 6.1). Quantitative user
testing shows that such features help Rookie users correctly complete a historical
sensemaking task 37% faster than users assigned to complete the same task with a
traditional search user interface. Additionally, qualitative user testing suggests how
Rookie might help users fluidly investigate complex news stories as they evolve across
time.
More broadly, throughout this thesis, we argue and strive for a number of design
goals in user-facing lexical systems (Section 1.5). Many of these goals emerged from
our work on Rookie; because we developed Rookie for real-world journalists, we
were forced to cope with limitations in the speed, accuracy and interpretability of
current natural language processing techniques. We describe these limitations in
NLP methods, and our efforts to design around them, in Section 6.4.

6.2

The Rookie system

The Rookie interface always reflects the user selection state, a triple (Q, Q0 ,
T ) where:
• Q is a free text query string (e.g. “Bashar al-Assad”)
• Q0 is a related subject string (e.g. “30 years”) or is null
• T is a timespan (e.g. Mar. 2000–Sep. 2000); by default, this is set to the span
of publication dates in the corpus.
Users first interact with Rookie by entering a query, Q into a search query bar
using a web browser. For example, in the Figure below, a user seeking to understand
the roots of the Syrian civil war has entered Q = “Bashar al-Assad”. In response,
Rookie renders an interactive time series visualization showing the frequency of
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query-matching documents from the corpus (§6.2.4), a list of subjects in the matching documents called Subjects Summary (§6.2.2) and a textual summary of those
documents called Snippet Summary (§6.2.3).

A

B

C

Figure 6.2: A user searches for Q =“Bashar al-Assad”. Rookie shows: (A) a time
series visualization, (B) Subjects Summary (a lexical view), and (C) Snippet Summary
(a text view). In this figure, Q0 is null.

After entering Q, the user might notice that “Bashar al-Assad” is mainly mentioned
from early 2000 onwards. To investigate, they might adjust the time series slider to
select T = Mar. 2000–Sep. 2000 (Figure 6.3).

Figure 6.3: The user zooms to T = Mar. 2000–Sep. 2000.

When the user adjusts T to Mar. 2000–Sep. 2000, Snippet Summary and Subjects
Summary change to reflect the new timespan (Figure 6.4). Subjects Summary now
shows subjects like “President Assad”, “TRANSITION IN SYRIA”,1 and “Hafez al1

In this example, the corpus is a collection of New York Times world news articles from 1987 to
2007 that contain the string “Syria”. All of the country-specific examples in this study are subsets of
the same New York Times (NYT) LDC corpus [292]. Capital letters are from NYT section headers.
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Assad” which are important to Q during T . (Bashar al-Assad succeeded Hafez alAssad in the year 2000.)

Figure 6.4: Subjects Summary shows important subjects for Q =“Bashar al-Assad”
during T = Mar. 2000–Sep. 2000.
At this point, the user might explore further by investigating the related subject,
Q0 =“Hafez al-Assad”. When they click to select, Snippet Summary attempts to
summarize the relationship between Q =“Bashar al-Assad” and Q0 =“Hafez al-Assad”
during T = Mar. 2000–Sep. 2000 (see Figure 6.5) If the user wants to understand any
sentence from Snippet Summary in context, they can click to open the underlying
document in a modal dialog.

Figure 6.5: Rookie now adds mentions of Q0 =“Hafez al-Assad” to the time series
graph. Snippet Summary updates to reflect the updated state, (Q =“Bashar al-Assad”,
Q0 =“Hafez al-Assad”, T = Mar. 2000–Sep. 2000).

Q0 and Q are assigned red and blue colors throughout the interface, allowing users
to quickly scan for information. Bolding Q and Q0 gives additional clarity, and helps
ensure that Rookie still works for colorblind users.
This example demonstrates how Rookie’s visualization and summarization techniques work together to offer linked views of the underlying corpus. Linked views
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(a.k.a. multiple coordinated views) interfaces are common tools for structured information [49, 332, 262]: each view displays the same selected data in a different
dimension. For instance, a linked view system might show a geographic map of a
city in one view, and update a histogram of housing values in a second view when
a user clicks a zip code. In Rookie’s case, linked views display different levels of
resolution. The time series visualization offers a temporal view of query-responsive
documents, Subjects Summary displays a medium-level lexical view of important
subjects within the documents, and Snippet Summary displays a low-level text view
of parts of the underlying documents. The documents themselves (shown when the
user clicks extracted sentences) offer the most detailed level of zoom. Thus Rookie
supports the commonly advised visualization pathway: “overview first, zoom and
filter, and details on demand” [308].
Note that we use the term summarization to mean selecting a short textual
span, or a sequence of short textual spans, to represent a body of text. By this definition, both Subjects Summary and Snippet Summary are a form of summarization,
as each offers a textual representation of the corpus, at two different levels of resolution (phrases and sentences). In the NLP literature, “summarization” usually means
generating a sentence or paragraph length summary [82].
Rookie is a web application implemented in Python.2
6.2.1

Linked views in the Rookie system

Rookie’s user selection state (Q, Q0 , T ) picks out a set of documents D(Q,Q0 ,T ) ,
which were published within T , match the query Q in Whoosh and contain Q0 (if Q0
is not null). The selection state also specifies a set of sentences S, used to construct
2
We use the Flask (http://flask.pocoo.org/) framework with a Postgres (https://www.
postgresql.org/) database and a React front end (https://facebook.github.io/react). We
used the open-source search engine Whoosh (https://whoosh.readthedocs.io), which is broadly
similar to Lucene, to find documents matching Q.
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a summary (§6.2.3). These documents and sentences are then shown to the user in
the linked views, described individually in the following sections.
6.2.2

Lexical view: Subjects Summary

Rookie uses natural language processing methods to find and recommend a list
of subjects related to the query Q, during time T . These subjects are presented as a
concise list of terms, offering a lexical view of the D(Q,T ) selection (Figure 6.1, bottom
left).
Rookie’s subject-finding algorithm works in two stages. At index time, Rookie
makes a single pass over the corpus to find and record all phrases which match certain
part-of-speech patterns. Specifically, Rookie uses the NPFST method (§2) to extract
phrases, which Rookie stores in a document–phrase index.3 Then, at query time,
Rookie uses this index to rank phrases which occur in documents responsive to Q,
returning top-ranked phrases as subjects for display in the UI.
Each time a user changes Q or T , Rookie identifies all phrases which occur in the
matching documents D(Q,T ) . Rookie then assigns each phrase a subject relevance
score. Relevance scores for each subject s are calculated with qf-idfs = qs ∗ df1s where
the first term, qs (“query frequency”), is a count of how many times term s occurs
in D(Q,T ) and the second term,

1
dfs

(“inverse document frequency”), is the inverse of

the number of documents which contain s across the corpus. Highly relevant phrases
occur frequently in query-matching documents, D(Q,T ) , but less frequently overall,
similar to pointwise mutual information [262]. Rookie places such high-ranking
phrases at the top of Subjects Summary.
Note that NP extraction often produces split or repeating phrases (§2) such as
“King Abdullah”, “Abdullah II” and “King Abdullah II”. Rookie uses several simple
3

We only index subjects that occur at least five times in the corpus for use in subject list generation, though document retrieval for Q utilizes a standard full text index.
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hand-written string-matching rules based on character-level Levenshtein distance and
token-level Jaccard similarity to avoid displaying duplicate terms.
6.2.3

Text view: Snippet Summary

Rookie’s time series visualizations offer an immediate question: what does Q
have to do with Q0 during T ? For example, in Figure 6.1, the user might wish to
learn: what does “United States” have to do with the phrase “human rights” in articles
about Haiti from the early 90s? Rookie attempts to answer using extractive summarization, picking sentences from D(Q,Q0 ,T ) that can explain the relationship. Unlike in
traditional NLP, in Rookie the goal is not just to summarize some topic expressed by
Q (as in traditional query-focused summarization [82]), but to describe what Q0 has
to do with Q during T . (Rookie does not use relationship summarization3, but this
might be applied in future versions of the system.) Rookie also requires that any
summary can be produced quickly enough to support interactive search (see §6.4).
Thus, in building Rookie, we found it useful to require that the client be able to
generate a summary in less than half a second without server communication.4 This
principle allowed us to achieve fluid, exploratory interactions. The details of Snippet
Summary are discussed below.
6.2.3.1

Summary implementation: server side

After Rookie sends a user query, Q to the server, each query-responsive document
in D(Q,Q0 ,T ) is permitted to send exactly one sentence to the client. This sentence is
selected via a two-tiered priority queue of sentences (from a given document). Each
sentence’s tier 1 score in the queue records if the sentence contains both Q and Q0
(top priority), Q or Q0 (medium priority) or neither Q nor Q0 (low priority). The
sentence’s tier 2 score is simply the sentence’s sequential number in the document.
4
Half a second is a rough rule of thumb for acceptable latency in interactive systems, informed
by work from both Nielsen [255] and Liu and Heer [205].
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(Sentences that come earlier in the document get higher priority). Rookie pops the
first sentence in each document’s queue to sent to the client, along with its publication
date, sentence number and tier 1 score. We use S to denote the set of sentences passed
to the client.
6.2.3.2

Summary implementation: client side

Rookie seeks to help explain what happened during a particular timespan, T .
So where traditional summarization seeks topical diversity [82], Rookie aims for
temporal diversity. It achieves this diversity by sampling sentences with probability
in proportion to the count of each monthly bin. For instance, if S contains 1000
sentences and 100 of them come from March of 1993, then there ought to be a one in
ten chance that a sentence from March 1993 is included in the summary.
In choosing sentences for the summary, Rookie will first pick randomly from
among sentences containing Q and Q0 , then pick randomly in proportion to publication date from among sentences that contain Q or Q0 and, finally, pick randomly
from sentences containing from neither Q nor Q0 .
Rookie draws sentences, one-by-one, until each sentence from S is selected and
placed into a list. Rookie allows users to page through this list (Figure 6.1), starting
from highest-ranked and moving towards lowest-ranked.
6.2.4

Temporal view: Interactive time series

Rookie’s time series visualization is a standard line graph showing both D(Q)
and D(Q,Q0 ) across the time variable. The y-axis represents counts of documents and
the x-axis represents time. For instance, in Figure 6.1, the blue line shows counts of
documents which match Q = “United States”. A small copy of the time series graph for
each subject is shown in the subject list (Figure 6.1). These small graphs (sometimes
called “sparklines” [327]) give cues about a subject’s importance at difference times
in a corpus, even if the subject is not selected.
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The time series graph allows the user to specify a desired time range T . Users can
select particular areas of the time series graph by clicking and dragging a timebox
[159] to create specialized summaries of certain time periods. If the user holds down
their mouse, clicks the grey rectangle, and slides the mouse across the timeline, the
user state changes to reflect the new T . Subjects Summary and Snippet Summary
show the evolving relationship through time.
dragging mouse

updates summary

Figure 6.6: Rookie’s summaries and time series offer linked views of the corpus.
The Snippet Summary panel updates in less than half a second, so users can drag
a cursor across the timeline to read about unfolding events. In this example, as
the user drags the rectangle to the right, they read about the 1991 coup that
removed Bertrand Aristide from power, and then his return several years later
with American support.

6.3

Evaluation

We evaluate Rookie using several established practices for evaluating exploratory
search [342, 343] including (1) surveys and questionnaires to measure user experience
and (2) quantitative measurements of human performance in completing a search
task.5
5

All studies were approved by IRB.
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Figure 6.7: A baseline interface “IR” interface for exploring news archives, similar
to the search functionality found on many news websites. Users enter a (Q,T ) query
pair and the system returns a list of document–snippet pairs. We compare Rookie
to this baseline interface.

For each evaluation, we compared Rookie to a traditional search engine, the
baseline tool for answering any question from a collection of documents.
Traditional information retrieval (IR) systems return a ranked list of document–
snippet pairs in response to a user’s textual query. Users read or skim these snippets
and documents until they better understand some aspect of the corpus, possibly requerying for new documents during the search. We implemented the IR baseline
using Whoosh. Because Rookie allows limiting documents by date, we also added
a frequently-downloaded datepicker widget so that IR users can limit results to date
ranges.

6

6

Like other traditional search engines, Whoosh creates small snippets which highlight portions of
each query-responsive document, boldfacing matching unigrams from the query. We tuned Whoosh
snippets by adjusting the top and surround parameters to help the IR system fairly compete with
Rookie, which displays whole sentences. Top controls how many “...”-delimited fragments Whoosh
returns for each document result, while surround is the maximum number of characters around each
highlighted text fragment. By default, Whoosh sets surround =20, but we found that this made for
choppy, confusing snippets, so we adjusted it to 50. We then did a grid search over possible values of
the top parameter—seeking the value that minimized the average absolute difference in the number
of characters shown for each snippet between Rookie versus Whoosh, arriving at top=2. All other
Whoosh parameters were set to default values. We used react-datepicker for the datepicker widget
https://www.npmjs.com/package/react-datepicker
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We compared to a traditional search engine for a number of reasons: users are
familiar with Google (but not with alternatives), there are few robust implementations
of text analytics research systems available and previous work rarely compares to
traditional search, which we believe is a robust and powerful baseline.
6.3.1

In-person group evaluation

While building Rookie, we solicited ongoing feedback from working journalists.
Once we were confident in the final design, we conducted a larger and more formal user
test with 15 undergraduate journalism students. Undergraduate journalism students
are a good choice for a user group, as Rookie is built for reporters and readers
learning about new topics. (An additional qualitative evaluation with professional
journalists would have improved our study).
During the study, we loaded Rookie with a corpus of 5496 articles from the New
York Times from 1987 to 2007 which mentioned the country “Syria”. After a short
tutorial demo, we presented the users with a exploratory search prompt: “Imagine
you just got your first job as a fact checker and production assistant on a world news
desk. Your organization frequently covers the civil war in Syria. Use Rookie to
better understand the roots of the Syrian civil war so that you can begin contributing
at your new job”.
We gave users twenty minutes to try Rookie using this prompt; then presented
a questionnaire about their subjective experience. We did not to tell users about the
design intentions behind Rookie. We synthesize answers to each question below.
Q1: Did you enjoy using Rookie? What was good about it? Or bad
about it?
Users overwhelmingly reported that they “really enjoyed using this tool” and found
it useful “extremely useful in doing research”. One user said: “It made me feel like I
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could find things that may be buried on a more generic search engine”. Another said:
“It makes a fluid way to search through a lot of information quickly”.
Q2 “How do you think something like [Rookie] could help journalists?”
Many users reported that Rookie could be helpful for journalists or other researchers starting to learn about a new topic, which was our intention in designing
Rookie. One wrote: “As journalists, it’s important to have a large-view grasp of
a story before writing about it. The system could be helpful in providing both a
snapshot and an ability to then dive deeper into your story”.
Q3 “When would Rookie be better than using a traditional search engine? When would it be worse?”
At the end of the user study, students tried researching the same topic with an IR
iterface loaded with the same corpus. We asked which tool would be better and when.
Many mentioned that Rookie would be superior if you were starting out researching
a new topic, but that a traditional search engine would be superior if you already
had a clear search need. As one student wrote in praising Rookie: “If you aren’t
... familiar about the history of the topic you probably want to build some context
first”.
6.3.2
6.3.2.1

Task completion evaluation
Historical sensemaking task

Gary Marchionini [219] distinguishes between simple fact-finding tasks and exploratory search, which involves activities like comprehension, interpretation and synthesis. These activities are difficult to measure, but a simple and direct way to test
how well an exploratory system supports them is to record how long it takes a person
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to accomplish a sensemaking task which requires these behaviors. This method is
ometimes called measuring “task time” [342].7
We thus measured how long it takes users to correctly answer the same complex,
non-factoid research question when using Rookie and the IR system. The question
asks a question about the complex historical relationship between the United States
and the Haitian political figure Jean-Bertrand Aristide. We asked users to pick the
correct answer from among these four: (1) The United States has been a longtime
opponent of the Haitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide. (2) The United States has
been a longtime ally of the Haitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide. (3) The United
States was initially an ally of Bertrand Aristide – but then stopped supporting him.
(4) The U.S. government was initially an opponent of Bertrand Aristide, but then
started supporting him.
The third answer is broadly correct, within the timespan of the corpus: the Clinton
administration used U.S. troops to restore Bertrand Aristide’s democratically-elected
government following a coup in the mid 1990s. Then, ten years later, the Bush
administration did not support Aristide during a later coup.
Users were asked to answer this question by searching for information New York
Times articles which mention “Haiti.” Within this corpus, articles exist describing
events in this historical relationship, but there does not appear to be a complete
narrative summary of this history in a single document. Users have to sort through,
comprehend, and synthesize many pieces of information across multiple articles until
they know the correct answer. The task took up to 21 minutes to complete (36
seconds minimum, 1261 maximum) and was fairly difficult: only 52% IR users and
54% Rookie users answered correctly.
7

White and Roth [342, Chp. 5] note that ideally exploratory search evaluations would also
measure depth of learning and understanding; however, task time is a good place to start.
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Rookie’s evaluation simulates a practical task that a journalist might undertake
in learning about a new subject: either to write an “explainer” piece8 or to research
the historical context for current events.
6.3.2.2

Experiment design

We employed a between-subjects design with U.S. users from Amazon Mechanical
Turk, placing fifty workers into a Rookie group and fifty workers into an IR group
and comparing their task completion times and other behaviors. Turkers had a maximum of 30 minutes to complete the task, much more than the roughly 15 minutes
required.9 We limited our study to U.S.-based users.
For each group, the study began with a few short screening questions, checking
to make sure that workers had their volume turned on and were using a laptop or
desktop (this version of Rookie is designed for these modalities). Rookie users also
practiced interpreting a timeseries graph by explaining why mentions of Afghanistan
might have spiked in the New York Times in 2001 and 2002. Each group then watched
a short video explaining their interface and task.
During iterative prototyping (§6.4), we observed that it takes a few minutes to
learn to use Rookie. Thus the final preliminary phase for the Rookie group was
a practice session to learn the Rookie interface on a different corpus of articles
mentioning “Cuba”. During this tutorial, users practiced manipulating T to select T
= 1994–1995 and then answered a question about the U.S and Fidel Castro during
this time period. After this session was complete, users then were given the main task
with the Haiti corpus. This helped ensure the main task was measuring how long it
took users to find answers using Rookie, as opposed to learning how to use it. IR
users did not practice using their interface.
8

e.g. http://www.vox.com/2015/9/14/9319293/syrian-refugees-civil-war

9

Amazon suggests giving workers a generous maximum time limit so that they do not feel rushed.
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Users then attempted to answer the question using Rookie or IR. In each case,
users saw the question and answers on a panel on their screen as they completed their
work. To better constrain the task, we presented each group of users with interfaces
already loaded with a useful pre-filled query, rather than relying on users to think of
such queries themselves. We set Rookie to user state (Q =“Betrand Aristide”, Q0
=“United States” and T =1987-2007) which selects 830 documents—and we loaded
IR with the query “Betrand Aristide United States” which selects 841 documents.
For the IR system, we disabled the search button during the task—users were not
allowed to change the query, but could use datepickers to zoom in on certain dates.
For Rookie, users could not change Q or Q0 , but could vary T . Thus, this experiment
measures well Rookie’s linked temporal browsing and Snippet Summary help users
learn the answer to a question, it does not measure other aspects of the full Rookie
UI.
Users were instructed to research until they were reasonably confident in their
answer, then submit a response. They were also required to copy and paste two sentences from Snippet Summary to support their multiple choice selection. By requiring
evidence, we avoided junk responses and signaled to participants that answers will
be scrutinized, following best practices [187] for user interface studies conducted via
MTurk. In the analysis below, we analyze time to completion in cases where workers
answered the question correctly, in order to ensure we are measuring “good faith”
[187] attempts to complete the task.
6.3.2.3

Results and analysis

Limiting our results to the 26 workers who found the correct answer with the IR
system and 27 workers who found the correct result with the Rookie system, we find
Rookie users complete the task faster. We show results below, in seconds. While
there is considerable variation within each group, Rookie users, on average, com-
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pleted the task 166 seconds faster (using 37% less time); the difference is statistically
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We also observe that the fastest IR user completed the task in 210 seconds, but
12 Rookie users finished faster than that. Interestingly, the choice of system did not
affect accuracy of the results; roughly half of both groups got the question right, and
among users who submitted incorrect answers, completion times were similar (232
(149)

vs. 460 (277)).

Examining system logs for Rookie and IR, we find that 25 successful (i.e. answered the question correctly) IR users opened individual news stories for inspection
(viewing 6.4 stories on average) while only 7 successful Rookie users opened individual stories for inspection (viewing 2.0 stories on average). This suggests that IR
users solved the task by reading documents, but Rookie users solved the task by
reading summaries. Interestingly, the most frequently requested document by Rookie
users, which describes how Aristide fled Haiti in 2004 ahead of U.S. troops, was not
requested by a single IR user. The headline and Whoosh snippet for that document
only describe the United States, not its relationship to Aristide. In contrast, for that
document, Rookie’s Snippet Summary shows a sentence that describes the U.S. and
Aristide. Rookie users were able to find relevant information within this document.
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6.4

Discussion

Natural language processing researchers have developed many techniques for extracting entities, relations, events, topics or summaries from news text.10 Such work,
in the words of Jonathan Stray [320], sometimes “discusses journalism as a potential
application area without ever consulting or testing with journalists”. Rookie is one
of a handful of projects, including Vox Civitas [88] and Overview [43] which seek
apply work from the NLP research community using feedback and input from actual
readers, writers and editors.
During development, we consulted with three reporters, two news editors, a journalism professor and a new media applications developer. We spent nearly 18 months
testing features and modifying the design before we began formal user testing. Several crucial themes emerged from this process. We strongly suspect that these lessons
would apply to others seeking to join journalism and NLP.
6.4.1

Practical systems should handle NLP failures with grace

Early versions of Rookie attempted to produce authoritative summaries of queried
documents. One early version of Snippet Summary attempted to combine multiple
phrases and sentences from across documents without line breaks (similar to Zagat11
reviews). Another early version showed only the top N topics in Subjects Summary,
or the top N sentences in Snippet Summary, without pagination. These designs were
well-intentioned: we hoped to cut through “information overload” [304] and present
users with only the most important data.
However, users reported confusion and frustration with our first attempts. They
did not understand Rookie’s long and sometimes incoherent summaries—and they
were annoyed when Rookie only showed the top 5 most important sentences or
10

Eisenstein [100] offers a broad introduction to NLP.

11

e.g. http://www.zagat.com/r/franklin-barbecue-austin
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phrases for display. In the first case, we had trouble accounting for discourse effects
in summaries, so sentences strung together into a long summary did not necessarily
make sense as a whole. In the later case, we attempted to create an authoritative,
fixed-width summary (either with a list of 5 terms or a list of 5 sentences), without
allowing users to expand the summary as needed using pagination (as in the current
design).12
Because NLP systems are not able to produce perfectly well-formed summaries
which include the most salient information in text, we argue that it is important to
design summarization interfaces which are robust to NLP errors. In Rookie, we
did this by (1) splitting each extracted sentence into a standalone snippet (protecting against ungrammatical or semantically nonsensical multi-sentence summaries)
and (2) allowing for pagination (protecting against poor computational judgments
about importance). Informal feedback improved. This insight about summarization
generalizes to other sorts of software that uses NLP judgements for computational
journalism, such as newsroom software which uses NLP to find entities, extract events
or resolve coreference. Designers and developers must build systems which can handle
inevitable failures [10].
6.4.2

Text visualization should allow drill down to actual words

Early versions of Rookie’s time series graph simply showed the frequencies of
stories through time, without the rich interactions described above. However, in
testing Rookie, we found that users assumed that they could manipulate the time
series graph to drill down for more detail, and were confused when they could not do
so. One editor explained: “It is useful to see how many stories appear in a given month.
But that is not clickable. How are you helping the user by providing information that
they can’t act on”?
12

We also heard similar feedback on early versions of the ClioQuery interface (§7).
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We thus modified the time series graph to allow users to move smoothly from
visualization to underlying text. Again, informal feedback improved. We think that
this insight might also be applied to other text visualizations like metro maps [303],
entity–relation graphs [317] or t-SNE plots of word distances [333]. In particular,
popular time series frequency visualizations such as the Google N-Grams Viewer13 or
New York Times Chronicle14 , which show the frequency of a word or phrase through
time, could be improved with some form of textual drilldown like a KWIC view or list
of underlying documents. As Görg et al. [126] explain following years of development
of one text analytics system, “interactive visualization of connections between entities
and documents alone cannot replace the reading of reports”. Such experiences with
Rookie informed our work on the Document Viewer component in ClioQuery(§7).
6.4.3

NPs, not entities (or topics)

Many text previous systems have sought to help users explore and make sense
of documents [242, 317, 169, 88], including software specifically designed for news
archives [98, 348], software specifically designed for reporters [43], and software focused on evolving topics though time [92, 79, 80, 203].
All such systems extract some interesting aspects of text, and present them to users
for visualization and navigation. Some find and display entities and relationships.15
Others find and display learned word clusters or “topics” [92, 79, 80, 203], sometimes
arranged in a hierarchy. A third approach relies on manually-created tags [98, 348].
Each of these established method has limitations. State of the art NER systems
[115, 97] incorrectly tag or fail to recognize entities. Learned topics can miss categories
13

https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=mobile

14

http://chronicle.nytlabs.com/?keyword=mobile

15

e.g.
https://www.media.mit.edu/projects/news-graph/overview/ or https://neo4j.
com/blog/analyzing-panama-papers-neo4j/
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defined by domain experts, or generate topics that do not make sense [65]. Human
annotation is expensive and often infeasible.
Rookie thus takes a very different approach: find noun phrases (NPs) and let
the user quickly browse them, drawing attention to co-occurrence relationships and
phrases in context. This rapid browsing replaces topical term clustering or relation
identification in other systems for exploring news text. NPs have many advantages
over entities and topics. Unlike topics, NPs can be expressed concisely and understood
quickly, without reading and interpreting lists of (possibly nonsensical) words from
a topic model. Moreover, where inference for a topic model incurs latency (a major
disadvantage in a user-facing system), simple lists of important NPs can be generated
very quickly in response to user queries. This is discussed further in §6.4.4. Similarly,
unlike NER and relations, NPs can be extracted with very high accuracy, which is
vital to user-facing systems, where nonsensical output from NER systems may confuse
users unfamiliar with NLP. Additionally, where NER systems require a predefined
ontology, NPs work without configuration on many corpora (§2), offering the finegrained specificity of entity–relation systems without specialized annotations or a
predefined knowledge base.
Note that unlike the NER systems that are usually more popular in computational
journalism [320, p. 4], NP extraction is less tied to annotation decisions in labeled data
and imposes fewer assumptions about the semantic types needed for an application.
In Rookie, NPs included valuable concepts like “eye doctor” or “Assad family”, which
are important to understand queries like Q = “Bashar al-Assad”, but which do not
refer to the sort of concrete entities which typically serve as the basis for conventional
NER systems.
The particular justification and theory for Rookie’s Subjects Summary extraction method is discussed in earlier chapters (§2), following an active area of NLP research in automatically identifying “important” phrases in corpora, sometimes called
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keyphrases [62], multiword expressions, or facets [319]. We consider Subjects Summary an application of faceted search; see Hearst [151] for more discussion of this
user interface technique.
6.4.4

Speed, correctness and interpretability are not optional

In designing Rookie, we required that each UI component could be generated
quickly, interpreted easily by ordinary users, and would never make a mistake in
presenting some semantic representation of the underlying text. These requirements
proved useful.
Speed. Heer and Shneiderman [153] have pointed out that “To be most effective,
visual analytics tools must support the fluent and flexible use of visualizations at
rates resonant with the pace of human thought.” We followed this advice in building Rookie. In particular, NLP has developed many techniques for summarization
which require several seconds of compute time [229], which is much too slow for use in
a UI. During the design process, we implemented one such method [83] using a multithreaded implementation in C which employed CVBO [13], a variational method
for rapid inference for topic models. Our implementation still proved too slow for
interactive use. The trouble is that if summarization code runs on the server, then
each time a user adjusts Q, Q0 or T , Rookie must (a) make a call across a network
to fetch a new summary (b) wait for the server to generate the summary and (c) wait
for the reply. Such latency costs are unacceptable in user-facing applications. Fast,
approximate summarization techniques [229] which run client-side in the browser are
an exciting possibility for future research.
Correctness and interpretability. Rookie’s time series is considerably simpler
than other text visualizations proposed for news archives, many of which show evolving themes across time [92, 79, 80, 203, 147]. This was a deliberate design choice.
Rookie’s line charts showing a single lexical item certainly cannot represent clusters
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of related vocabulary words or “topics”, nor can they show the relationships between
such topics. However, accurately summarizing topical relationships and their evolution is an AI-hard research challenge. Because Rookie was designed for real world
use, we chose a visualization technique that could not confuse or mislead users by extracting and displaying nonsense clusters or missing important topics in the text. We
show that Rookie’s simple line charts improve user understanding, and we welcome
such demonstrations for other more complex approaches.

6.5

Conclusion and future work

Rookie began as an effort to create a useful tool for news reporters. Because we
set out to develop a user-facing software system, in building Rookie, we were forced
to address and design around some of the shortcomings of modern NLP techniques.
While we eventually were able to apply language engineering methods to build a tool
which measurably helps end users quickly complete historical sensemaking tasks, our
experiences presenting NLP methods to real users helped us define broader design
goals, outlined in Section 1.5. Many of these design goals also proved important in
the ClioQuery system, described in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 7
CLIOQUERY

Synopsis
In this chapter, we describe the design, development and implementation of ClioQuery, a system for lexical corpus analysis built to help historians answer research
questions from newspaper archives. To create ClioQuery, we first investigated the
search needs of historians and archivists, and then used our understanding of such
needs to inform the design of a custom interface which helps historians gather and
analyze the comprehensive set of all mentions of a lexical query in a corpus.
Our work on ClioQuery demonstrates how text simplification methods from
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 can be applied in a user-facing system. During a field
study evaluation and qualitative interview evaluation, we found that experts could
use ClioQuery’s text simplification features to answer substantive questions based
on their own research. In particular, some explained how system features designed
to support rapid query-focused lexical corpus analysis offered an advantage over traditional keyword document search tools. Such results suggest a role for text simplification in future lexical systems.

7.1

Introduction

Newspaper archives are fundamental resources for historians, librarians and social
scientists [55, 8], because they offer a detailed primary source record of how social
processes evolve across time [276]. For instance, social researchers have used news
archives to examine vital questions such as why the United States abolished slavery
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Figure 7.1: ClioQuery, an interactive text analytics system for helping historians investigate queries in news archives. Features (letters A to K) include: (D) a
Time Series View showing the frequency of a user’s query through time, (H) a linked
Document Feed showing a skimmable query-oriented summary of every mention of
the query in the corpus, and (I) a linked Document Viewer showing a selected news
story, with text from the query-oriented summary highlighted in yellow. Section 7.4
describes the full system, explaining each feature.

[114] and how different jurisdictions slowed the spread of the 1918 flu [223]. While historians are known to use archives in different ways (e.g. sequential browsing [8]), prior
work reports that historians often look for “specific keywords” [8, p. 2] in newspaper
corpora. For instance, scholars in history and social science journals describe tracking down and reviewing occurrences of words like “William Benbow” [282], “Frances
Maule” [313], “watermelon” [37], “Japanese beetles” [307], “refugee” [275], “Loving”
[161], and “race suicide” [213] in news archives to help answer questions about society.
In this work, we describe such search terms (e.g. “William Benbow”) as queries and
we describe each exact occurrence of a query in an archive as a query mention. (Section 7.9 discusses possible improvements to exact string matching.) We then describe
the task of locating query mentions as mention gathering, and the closely-related
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task of reviewing and drawing conclusions from mentions amid surrounding text as
mention analysis.1
Mention gathering and mention analysis have not been carefully explored in existing work on interactive text analytics. Instead, many prior systems often focus
on offering overviews of corpus contents (Section 7.2). For instance, many systems
including Termite [63], TIARA [203], Overview [43], and ConVisIT [162] show users
groups of thematically-related words using word cluster displays to suggest broad
topics across documents. Others show users textual summaries [233, 21], or time
series graphs of word frequencies [147, 286] to help users survey large corpora. Such
overview features may help users form questions or define queries when exploring new
texts. However, they are not designed to help users who already know what to search
for, and wish to review specific query terms in underlying documents. This need is
common among historians [8, p. 2], and has also been reported among journalists
[320] and intelligence analysts [126].
Yet while prior text analytics systems are not specifically designed for mention
gathering and analysis, it is certainly possible to use some but not all existing systems
for this purpose. For example, although tools like Termite [63] or Overview [43] lack
features to gather and analyze query mentions, in principle, a historian could use
Jigsaw’s list view [317] to identify documents containing some named entity, and then
click, open, and scroll through such documents one-by-one in the Jigsaw document
view to find and review mentions of the entity.
In practice however, social researchers like Shinozuka [307] and others [282, 313,
161, 37, 275, 213] often use traditional keyword document search engines such as
ProQuest [279] to gather and analyze mentions in newspaper archives and other corpora. (In this work, we use corpus and archive interchangeably; we assume the corpus
1

Using terminology from prior work [277], it is possible to interpret mention gathering as a kind
of information foraging and mention analysis as a kind of sensemaking.
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is an archive.) Keyword document search engines return relevance-ranked document
lists in response to a free-text query. Because such systems are widely used in historical practice [8, 282, 55, 313], we propose that keyword document search systems are
baseline tools for mention gathering and analysis (see Section 7.2.2.1).
Regardless of whether a historian uses a specialized interactive text analysis tool
like Jigsaw, or a baseline search engine like ProQuest, performing mention gathering and analysis by opening and reviewing individual documents has two downsides.
First, because almost all words are very rare (a well-known property of text [357]),
any given query will very likely appear only a small number of times within a document. Therefore, finding and analyzing query mentions by reading whole documents
requires examining many passages that will not directly mention the query. While
search within document features (e.g. control + F in Chrome [70]) can certainly
help, gathering and analyzing mentions still requires opening each article in its own
window or tab,2 locating mentions within the article, reading passages which mention
the query, and integrating information from such passages with existing knowledge,
before moving on to the next document in the corpus. This means that the user
must context switch across stories as they perform a multi-step process to gather and
analyze query mentions, mentally or otherwise keeping track of information from one
document as they jump to the next (see Figure 7.2). Navigating between documents
is thought to impose cognitive costs in keyword document search tools [105, 351], and
context switching across views is thought to impose cognitive costs in visual analytics
systems [340].
2

Showing a single document in a single window or tab is a common interface pattern. It is
employed, for instance, in the Overview [43] and Jigsaw [317] document viewers, and in traditional
search user interfaces, which often link to individual documents from a main search engine results
page [77, Section 6.3].
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User study
Needfinding study to guide system design (Sec. 7.3)
Expert interview study (Sec. 7.5)
Field study (Sec. 7.7)

Num. participants
5
5
2

Total hours
4.5
5
5

Table 7.1: This work presents three separate user studies with historians and
archivists. Section 7.3 describes institutional approval. Tables 7.4, 7.6 and 7.7 describe the backgrounds of participants in greater detail.

Noting the importance of historical investigation and the limitations of existing
approaches, we propose the ClioQuery text analytics system3 to help historians in
their practice of mention gathering and analysis. We designed ClioQuery in collaboration with historians and archivists, using iterative prototyping [121] and usercentered design techniques [290], while drawing from prior study of the informationseeking behavior of historians.
Because our needfinding investigations revealed the importance of comprehensive review in historical research (Section 7.3.2.2), ClioQuery includes a skimmable
summary showing every single mention of a user’s query term across a corpus. Such
summaries are designed to reduce reading burden and context switching, by condensing all query mentions into a single interface view, using techniques from natural
language processing (NLP). Additionally, because we found that historians require
transparency and contextual information in archive search, ClioQuery’s summaries
are presented alongside a linked full-text document view. Such linking is designed
to quickly and transparently show summary text within the context of full-length
source documents. Moreover, because temporal analysis is crucial to historians, ClioQuery also includes an interactive overview visualization, designed to help users review the frequency of query mentions through time. Together, through these and
other features (Section 7.4), our system offers a query-oriented approach to text ana3

Clio [345] is a common prefix (e.g. ClioVis [48]), implying a connection with history.
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lytics, which allows historians to quickly and easily gather and analyze query mentions
across an archive.
In total, our work offers the following:
• A synthesis of extensive prior research in text analytics (Section 7.2).
In reviewing prior work on interactive analysis of text across time, we found
that many efforts from the NLP, HCI and Visualization communities focus on
offering overviews of corpus contents. Such overviews might help users formulate
queries, but are not designed for mention gathering and analysis, when the user
already knows what to search for.
• An investigation into user needs and requirements (Section 7.3). To
build our tool, we translated prior research on historians’ information-seeking
behavior into concrete guidelines for system design. We also validated and contextualized prior work by conducting five needfinding interviews with historians
and archivists, and by gathering feedback on early prototypes. This process revealed a need for transparency, trustworthiness, context and comprehensiveness
in archival tools, which might inform future work on historical search [311, 310]
and text summarization [82, 248].
• The ClioQuery system (Section 7.4). ClioQuery is an open-source text
analytics system designed for historians, which tests the idea of using text summarization to reduce reading burden and context switching during mention
gathering and analysis. The system also uses linked views, in-text highlighting
and a time series plot to help experts quickly, comprehensively and transparently find and review query mentions across an archive.
• An evaluation of specific ClioQuery features (Sections 7.5 and 7.6). To
test the utility and usability of ClioQuery, we conducted an expert interview
study with five social researchers, who used the system to answer a historical
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question from news archives. After methodically coding qualitative feedback, we
learned that many experts found ClioQuery’s skimmable summaries useful,
because they condensed documents to facilitate quick review of query mentions.
We also learned that linking summary text with underlying source documents
using in-text highlighting was essential, because it offered necessary context for
interpreting summary output.
• An evaluation of ClioQuery in the wild (Section 7.7). To test ClioQuery in a realistic setting, we deployed the system in a field study with two
historians, who used ClioQuery to answer questions from their own research.
In comparing experiences with ClioQuery to prior experiences with keyword
document search systems, one historian explained how ClioQuery reduced
their reading burden, and another explained how text summarization features
facilitated rapid mention gathering and analysis.
We conclude by discussing our findings (Section 7.8), reviewing limitations and future work (Section 7.9), and describing possible applications of features and ideas
from ClioQuery in other query-oriented settings, beyond historical research (Section 7.10).

7.2

Related work

Historians sometimes gather and analyze mentions of specific query words in
archives (Section 7.1). However, much prior work from the HCI, Visualization and
NLP communities focuses on helping users gain high-level overviews of large bodies
of text. We review this overview-oriented literature in Section 7.2.1. In Section 7.2.2,
we also review another literature on search-based systems, which focus on retrieving
text from a corpus in response to a user query. This search-based approach seems
better suited to mention gathering and analysis, as search-based systems can help
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(a) A user investigates Sally Ride by performing mention gathering and analysis using the New York
Times web archive [251], a baseline keyword document search interface (Section 7.2.2.1). They first
(1) click the top headline on the search engine results page (left) in order to (2) open a document in
a new tab (shown on the right) and then (3) scroll down to locate mentions of “Ride” in the linked
news story. The user reads and analyzes these mentions and then (4) context switches to the second
document by clicking the second headline on the results page. This (5) opens a new story in a new
tab. For this second document, they (6) use a search in document feature [70] (i.e. Control+F) to
help locate mentions of “Ride” within the story.
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(b) A user (1) searches for “Ride” using ClioQuery and (2) sets the filter-by-count slider to limit
results to stories with at least two mentions of “Ride”. The user then clicks the expand/collapse
button on two news stories (3 and 4) to review all mentions of Ride from each story in the Document
Feed. They then (5) click one shortened sentence mentioning “Ride” (6) to read it within the context
of the full original document in the linked Document Viewer, with help from automatic in-text
highlighting. The user then prepares to (7) click expand to review additional mentions of Ride in
the next story.

Figure 7.2: Reviewing mentions of U.S. astronaut Sally Ride in The New York Times, using
ClioQuery (bottom) and a keyword document search tool (top).
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historians find and review query mentions in a corpus. Much evidence (Section 7.1
and Table 7.2) also suggests that search-based systems are central to contemporary
historical practice.
In presenting prior work, we emphasize common user interface design patterns
[323], shared among multiple prior systems. Interface design patterns are “concrete
bundles of components” [324] that help a user achieve some task. We say that overview
design patterns help the user survey the contents of archives, and that search design
patterns help the user query for specific selections from a body of text. Table 7.2
offers a summary of major design patterns from prior work. Some individual systems
(e.g. Expedition [310]) may implement both overview and search patterns.
7.2.1
7.2.1.1

Overview design patterns
Word clustering

Because users often can not review every document in a large corpus, many prior
text analytics tools such as Termite [63], TIARA [203], Overview [43], RoseRiver [80],
TextFlow [79] and ConVisIT [162] try to suggest overall themes in a body of text, by
showing lists of thematically-related words from underlying documents. We describe
this approach as the word clustering design pattern.
Some systems which implement the word clustering pattern are based on prior
work from NLP, information retrieval, and text mining, focused on identifying and
representing patterns of co-occurring words using methods such as topic models [38]
and word embeddings [236].4 Researchers in HCI and Visualization extend this work
by considering how to present such patterns in a graphical interface; some systems
show changes in cluster patterns across time [203, 80, 79] (e.g. Figure 7.3a), others
4
The system Themail [335] clusters words by time, instead of by co-occurrence statistics. Because
this system shows lists of related words (related by time period), we say the system implements word
clustering. Similarly, VisGets shows clusters (of document tags) defined by a user’s selection in the
interface [98], which we consider to be a form of clustering.
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do not show time-based topics [63, 43]. Because automatic clusters may not match
a user’s mental model of a corpus, some work investigates human-in-the-loop techniques, which allow users to modify and guide word and document clusters through
a GUI [165, 260, 306, 162].
Word clustering has a clear role in historical research. In query-oriented settings,
clustering methods may help the user formulate queries they had not considered [330].
Moreover, specialized and computationally-oriented digital humanists [240] and historians [128] have used word clusters from topic models for historical literary analysis.
Nevertheless, successful application of topic modeling requires specialized knowledge
and extensive interpretive effort [28, 294], making this method less accessible to a
broader audience of historians. Additionally, many historians approach archives looking for mentions of what Allen and Sieczkiewicz describe as “specific keywords” [8]
rather than looking to explore word cluster overviews from a topic model API. Because we design for historians investigating known query terms (Section 7.1), we do
not employ the word clustering pattern in the ClioQuery interface.
7.2.1.2

Textual summary

Rather than showing lists of related words to offer a corpus overview, a large
body of work on text summarization from NLP [82] instead attempts to create short
paragraphs which convey the most “important” information in a corpus, by selecting a
collection of sentences or sentence fragments from input documents to form an output
summary. (This is sometimes described as extractive summarization [82], because the
output text is extracted from input text.) User-facing systems such as Newsblaster
[233] and NSTM [21] apply this research by showing such textual summaries in a
graphical interface. We say that such tools implement the textual summary design
pattern (Figure 7.3b).
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Like word clusters, traditional text summaries do not seem to help with mention
gathering and analysis. A user can’t turn to a traditional text summary to find
and review query mentions, because “important” sentences selected for inclusion in
summary output may or may not contain a given query word. Moreover, traditional
approaches typically do not explain how “important” information is chosen, which
may be important in the history domain (Figure 7.5 and Section 7.8.2).
However, two ideas from the traditional text summarization literature may help
historians perform mention gathering and analysis. First, work in query-focused summarization tries to identify the most salient information in a corpus, based on a user’s
query [248]. Historians might use such query-focused summaries to review keywords
in text. Query-focused summaries which define all query mentions as important
enough to warrant inclusion in summary output may be especially helpful (see Section 7.3.2.2). Second, work on sentence compression [189, 108, 109] tries to shorten
individual sentences by removing words, usually for the purpose of including more
(shortened) sentences in a fixed-length summary. These methods, or closely-related
sentence fusion techniques [27], might be used to shorten passages containing query
terms, to help users quickly review many mentions of a query in context. We apply
these two ideas from text summarization in ClioQuery (see Section 7.4.3 and 7.4.7).
7.2.1.3

Time series plot

Instead of showing text to summarize corpus contents, time series plots present
the frequency of documents or query-mentions across time to offer a visual (rather
than textual) corpus overview. This pattern is often implemented in text analysis
tools [286, 220, 88, 89] and keyword search systems [310, 225, 253]. We divide time
series visualizations into two groups. One group [235, 311, 225] shows the frequency
of a single query term across time (e.g. Figure 7.3c), often using a line chart. Another
group shows the frequency of multiple terms (e.g. highest-count words) using a stacked
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Figure 7.3: We define five major user interface design patterns from prior work devoted to helping users understand news archives and other corpora (Section 7.2).
Three of the design patterns focus on helping users gain an overview of archive contents (top two rows). Two of the design patterns focus on helping the user to search
for specific documents or passages from a corpus (bottom row). Following Tidwell
[323], this figure presents prototypical wireframes of each design pattern, created by
the authors of this work. Each example above shows a system presenting results
from 129 documents matching the query “NAFTA” on a corpus of New York Times
editorials published between 1988 and 1994.
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area chart [147, 30], and may not require a user-supplied query. While time series
plots alone can not be used for mention gathering and analysis because they do not
show underlying text from a corpus, such visualizations can hint at important events
or changes across documents (e.g. Michel et al. [235]). We implement this design
pattern in ClioQuery (Section 7.4.2).
7.2.2
7.2.2.1

Search design patterns
Keyword document search (baseline)

Traditional keyword document search tools return relevance-ranked lists of documents on a search engine results page (SERP), in response to a free-text query [216].
Because historians often use such tools in practice (Section 7.1), we consider these
systems to be baselines for mention gathering and analysis.5
Although keyword document search tools are widely used (Table 7.2), these systems have clear downsides for finding and reviewing query mentions. First, keyword document search systems impose unnecessary burdens from reading and context
switching. This is described in detail in Section 7.1. Additionally, keyword document
search systems rank documents according to a computational model of relevance,
which may be undesirable for historians as relevance-ranking introduces opaque algorithmic influence over qualitative conclusions (by guiding users towards particular
documents). Section 7.3 describes the importance of neutral and comprehensive review in historical research.
Ranking aside, keyword document search tools may also shape user perceptions
of the contents of the individual documents in an archive, through displaying singledocument summaries (also called query-biased snippets [325]) on the search engine
5
One strand of humanities scholarship critically investigates how widespread adoption of keyword
document search tools might be distorting traditional humanistic research [282, 313, 330].
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Chronicling America
Newspapers.com
New York Times Search
ProQuest

Rel. ranking

Filter by Date

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Known users
I3, I4, I5,P 4, H1
I1,P 1, P 4, H2
I3, I4, I5,P 1,P 5,H1, H2
I1 to I5, P 1, P 3, P 4, P 5, H1, H2

Table 7.2: Example baseline keyword document search systems, featuring relevanceranked search engine results pages and filtering by date; such features are common
in many news archive interfaces [99]. Tables 7.4, 7.6, and 7.7 further describe known
users. Above, we use I1 to I5 to indicate all interviewees.

results page.6 For example, Figure 7.3d displays three sample single-document summaries, showing what a computer deems to be the most important information from
three different search results. Such single-document summaries may be inappropriate
for historical research, as some historians may be skeptical of opaque models which select “important” information for their review (search engines try to include keywords
in snippets, but do not try to explain summaries [77, Section 6.3.1]). Figure 7.5
describes our own experiences attempting to apply similar document summarization
techniques for historians without success.
7.2.2.2

Multi-document snippet

Where keyword document search systems return links to single documents in
response to a user query, other systems return collections of smaller units like paragraphs, sentences or character spans, which are often drawn from multiple documents
(see Figure 7.3e). We observe two different implementations of this multi-document
snippet design pattern in interactive text analytics.
First, multi-document snippet features can be used in word clustering systems
to help the user investigate mentions of particular clustered words in context. For
6

Google sometimes shows complex results snippets on the SERP, using proprietary techniques.
Brin and Page briefly mention the need for such “Result Summarization” in their original paper [46,
Section 6.1].
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example, TIARA [203] allows analysts to review individual words from a cluster in underlying text. However, because TIARA is designed for showing broad themes rather
than for reviewing query mentions, it does not comprehensively show all mentions of
a given word in its multi-document snippet. Instead, TIARA chooses some selection
of mentions for display, optimizing for diversity [203, Section 6]. Such curation may
introduce unwanted algorithmic bias (Section 7.3.2.4), because the system chooses
some but not all query mentions for display.
Additionally, other text analysis systems which are not necessarily focused on clustering sometimes include keyword-in-context (KWIC) views [286, 262], showing each
mention of a query word (or a selection of such mentions) on its own line of text, amid
immediately surrounding tokens or characters (e.g. Figure 7.3e). While this form of
multi-document snippet can be used for mention gathering and analysis, KWIC views
have some limitations for historical research. First, in many cases, historians need
to investigate particular query mentions within the context of full documents (Section 7.3.2.3). While KWIC views may include links to underlying sources, jumping
from KWIC views to documents requires context switching into new windows or tabs
to gather and analyze evidence. We explain why this is undesirable in Section 7.1.
Second, KWIC views always show some number of pixels, characters or words immediately surrounding each query mention. This may result in awkward-sounding or
choppy snippets that do not include the most salient information in source sentences;
evidence suggests that users dislike awkward-sounding snippets [66]. Finally, KWIC
views do not offer a way to keep track of which mentions have been reviewed during
analysis, which may be important in historical research (Sections 7.3.2.2 and 7.4.5).
Noting these shortcomings, it is possible to interpret certain ClioQuery features
(Section 7.4.3 and 7.4.4) as a particular form of KWIC view, addressing some of
these limitations.
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7.3

Current practices, user needs and design requirements

In Section 7.1, we document a common practice of mention gathering and analysis,
in which historians find and then review mentions of specific keywords in newspaper
archives. We then offer evidence which suggests that historians often perform this
work using keyword document search systems, which require the user to undertake
unnecessary reading and context switching. Noting these limitations, we study the
needs of historians (Section 7.3.1) in order to define requirements for a text analytics
system (Section 7.3.2), designed for mention gathering and analysis.
7.3.1

Observing and analyzing user needs

We identified user needs by collecting and analyzing two different sources of data,
described below.
7.3.1.1

Observing needs from existing literature

First, we studied user needs by reviewing a large literature from history, library
science and information science devoted to the systematic study of the digital and
non-digital information-seeking behavior of historians (Table 7.3). This work is largely
unknown in computer science disciplines like NLP, IR, VIS and HCI. In our study, we
seek to translate its descriptive findings—focused on how historians find information—
into actionable design requirements for user-facing software. To identify this literature, we followed citations starting from Allen and Sieczkiewicz’s paper “How Historians use Historical Newspapers” [8], which we first found via a search on Google
Scholar. In total, we reviewed and took notes on six prior studies describing surveys
and interviews with 1002 historians (Table 7.3).
7.3.1.2

Observing needs from interviews and feedback on prototypes

We additionally supplemented, contextualized and validated existing studies by
conducting five of our own one-on-one needfinding interviews (Table 7.4) on Zoom
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Author(s)

Venue

Allen and Sieczkiewicz [8]
Case [51]
Duff and Johnson [95]

Proc. ASIS&T (Info. Science)
The Library Quarterly
The Library Quarterly

Chassanoff [55]
Dalton and Charnigo [81]
Duff, Craig, and Cherry [94]

The American Archivist
College & Research Libraries
The Public Historian

Study type

Participants

Interview
Interview
Interview

8
20
10

Survey
Survey
Survey

86
278
600

Table 7.3: A selection from prior work in library science and information science,
focused on the information-seeking behavior of historians. These papers describe
studies of N = 1002 historians (in total).

video chat over a period of three months.7 All but one interview was 60 minutes
long. (We met with I4 for 30 minutes, due to limited availability.) User interviews
proceeded in two phases. During Phase A, in the initial exploratory stage of our
work, one researcher from our group interviewed I2, I4 and I5, who we recruited
through convenience sampling [124]. The interviewer asked open-ended, exploratory
questions about needs and practices, and solicited feedback on early prototypes. The
researcher also took detailed notes. Later, when we better understood how historians
find information in archives, we began Phase B. During this phase, the same researcher
conducted two one-on-one, video-recorded, semi-structured interviews with I3 and I1,
who also provided feedback on later prototypes. We recruited I3 and I1 via email
outreach.8 The researcher again took detailed notes. We include the interview script
in supplemental material. In total, each of the five interviewees across Phase A and
Phase B reviewed a different iterative prototype. In the interest of space, we only
7

All three of our user studies—needfinding interviews, expert interviews, and field study (Sections
7.3.1, 7.5, and 7.7 respectively)—were approved as exempt from review by our institution’s human
subjects IRB office. All participants received a $50 Amazon gift card for their time.
8

We emailed five PhD students in history at a nearby university. Each student expressed interest
in media, archives or science in describing their work on their department’s web page. We also
emailed all members of the editorial board at a history journal. We do not list the name of the
university or journal to ensure interviewees remain anonymous.
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present feedback on what we consider to be the two most important prototypes, shown
in Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5.
7.3.1.3

Analyzing observations of user needs

Following data collection, one researcher qualitatively analyzed and organized
notes and transcripts to articulate four overall user needs, and translate these needs
into four corresponding design requirements (described in Section 7.3.2). In general,
we found that feedback from needfinding interviews and feedback on early prototypes
was very consistent with findings from prior work. Nevertheless, our own needfinding
interviews helped to contextualize and translate prior descriptive findings on historians’ information-seeking behaviors into actionable guidelines for system design.
ID

Research experience

Library experience

University role

Gender

Field

I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

5-10
0
10-20
10-20
10-20

1-5
20-30
0
10-20
10-20

PhD Candidate
Librarian
Junior Faculty
Archivist
Librarian

Male
Female
Female
Male
Non-binary

History
Lib. Science
Am. Studies
Lib. Science
History

Table 7.4: Interviewees in our needfinding study. We list research experience and
library experience as a range of years. We abbreviate American Studies as Am.
Studies and Library Science as Lib. Science.

7.3.2

Needfinding results and design requirements

Following data collection and data analysis, we defined four design requirements
(R1-R4), based on four user needs. We describe each requirement below.
7.3.2.1

R1: A system should show an overview of change over time

Prior study of the information-seeking behavior of historians emphasizes the theoretical importance of “the dimension of time” [51] in historical research, and also emphasizes historians’ practical need to perform “searching and narrowing by date” [8].
In our needfinding interviews, historians and archivists also stressed the theoretical
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and practical importance of time-based investigation. “Time is always a historian’s
first move,” I3 explained. “It’s about change over time as the fundamental thing.”
I5 noted: “Historians are often trying to find articles within a specific date range and
about a specific topic ... research often starts with a keyword and a date range and a
source or list of sources.” Because historical research involves studying change across
time, I2 explained how time series plots showing the frequency of query words by time
period (see Figure 7.3c) are often useful for gaining a temporal overview of a corpus.
“Bar charts [or line charts] by time are really helpful,” I2 explained, “because news
has these peaks where a topic becomes important and then dies down.” Such charts
“help people trace an idea or series of ideas or terminology over time.” Observing the
centrality of temporal analysis in historical research, we assert a design requirement
(R1): a historical search system should show a navigable overview of change over
time. Showing a temporal “overview first” [153, 308] adapts known best practices for
interactive data analysis to the history domain.
7.3.2.2

R2: A system should help users comprehensively review mentions

Prior work often emphasizes the importance of gathering comprehensive evidence during historical research. “Comprehensiveness is clearly the highest priority
in searching a database,” one study concludes [81], explaining that 70% of 278 survey
respondents would prefer to spend time filtering out irrelevant material than run the
risk that relevant material “might fall through the cracks” in a limited search. Nevertheless, some historians in prior work acknowledge that truly comprehensive search
is an impossible goal. “I never think I’m going to be able to read every record in the
archives,” one reports [95]. “I’m always creating priority orders of what I think is
going to be most useful.”
Our interviewees similarly emphasized the importance of comprehensiveness in
gathering and evaluating historical evidence. “The most important thing for histor-
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Figure 7.4: An early prototype of ClioQuery, displaying and highlighting every
single mention of the query term “Aristide” in New York Times articles mentioning
“Haiti”. “Are we showing too much information in this interface?” one researcher
from our group asked I4, when presenting the prototype. “This is literally every
mention of your query term.” “No this is good,” I4 explained, “because of what I was
calling the type II error concern [i.e. the fear of missing relevant material]. When
I see something that is trying to decide or curate for me that is a worry. That is a
red flag.” However, I4 went on to explain how the interface needed to provide more
context and transparency surrounding highlighted snippets. “With this design you
have to click or read each snippet to see if it is relevant,” he said. “The snippets are
valuable and good but very small and you have to look at the contents of the article.
Sometimes you can eliminate that by just quickly scanning the article title ... there
needs to be a way to provide the information in a more transparent way.” (The search
bar shown at the top is non-functioning mockup; the “0” on the left hand side is a
placeholder.)

ical researchers is to be confident that they are being exhaustive” said I4. “I want to
know I can be confident I have been able to access everything relevant. Did my search
cast a wide enough net?” I4 also praised an early prototype (Figure 7.4) for displaying a very large number of potentially relevant passages. “The biggest fear is Type II
error,” he explained. “In doing searches, am I missing something that is crucial but I
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don’t know because I never looked”? Similarly, I5 explained that it is important to “be
as completist as possible” in historical research. “The thing about historians....they
want to be as comprehensive as possible with their topics.” Citing the importance
of comprehensiveness, I5 expressed deep skepticism about an early prototype which
omitted some information to form a summary (Figure 7.5). However, like some interviewees in prior work, I2 pointed out that truly comprehensive investigation may
not be possible. “Ultimately,” she noted, “there is a limit in terms of time and money
for any given project”. Because historians often search archives for mentions of a
query (Section 7.1), we translate the need for comprehensive archival search into a
second design requirement (R2): a system should help users comprehensively review
all query mentions in a corpus.
7.3.2.3

R3: A system should present as much context as possible

Prior work sometimes emphasizes the importance of context in historical study,
and newspaper archive research. “Building context is the sine qua non [indispensable
condition] of historical research,” Duff and Johnson write [95]. “Without it historians
are unable to understand or interpret the events or activities they are examining.”
These authors explain that that historians (1) need to understand the broader historical context for any specific event, (2) need to understand the broader context
surrounding creation of any given archive record (i.e. in the words of one historian,
“who is writing it and why” [95]) and (3) need to understand the context surrounding
the creation of any given archive record. “You can’t have the specific facts without the
context,” one historian similarly explains, in a separate study [8]. “Where an article
is in the paper, and what surrounds it, matters.” Similarly, historian Adrian Bingham
[36] cautions that “newspapers were materials that we were bought, read and passed
around.” Because keyword search returns news stories “plucked out of their context”,
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he advises that these tools “should be used in conjunction with, rather than replacing,
the careful study of whole newspapers”.
During our needfinding interviews, historians and archivists also repeatedly emphasized the importance of contextual information in archive news search. The job of
a historian is to “put facts in context” I5 said. A historian will need to “contextualize”
facts from a periodical by examining its publishers and audience. Similarly, I4 noted
that “as an archivist I do research to give context to collections.” Finally, I2 stressed
the importance of contextualizing evidence in archive search software. “Who does
the New York Times have writing this?” I2 asked, while examining an early ClioQuery prototype (very similar to Figure 7.5). “Where does each sentence occur in the
document? What section of the newspaper? You need to show more context”. Observing the importance of context in historical research, we assert a design requirement
(R3): a system should present as much context as possible for any given record in an
archive. In this work, we adopt historians’ use of the term context to refer to both
the text surrounding any given sentence or paragraph in an article, and to refer to
the structured (e.g. publication date, headline) and unstructured (e.g. related articles
during time period, other articles on newspaper page) contextual metadata for any
given news story.
7.3.2.4

R4: A system should be as neutral as possible

Prior studies of the information-seeking behavior of historians underscore the need
for trustworthy tools that transparently present digital archival materials in a neutral
manner. For instance, in one study [94], historians report that each digital source must
be “accurate, undistorted and complete,” explaining that each source is “not edited in
some way.” Similarly, in another study [55], a historian explains that direct “access
to the original image of the primary source rather than to a transcribed version” is
important “especially when there is no description of what rules they used to transcribe
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Figure 7.5: An early prototype of ClioQuery, which used traditional, optimizationbased text summarization methods from natural language processing [229] to try
and select the most salient information from a given time period for display (see
Section 7.2.1.2). This prototype selects four most “important” articles (shaded in
light yellow in the feed below), to summarize the hundreds of articles mentioning
the query “Bertrand Aristide” in The New York Times from May 20, ’93 to June
18, ’95 (shown shaded in light yellow in the time series above). I5 strongly disliked
this approach, prompting a shift towards interfaces emphasizing transparency and
trustworthiness. “I need to know what is included and why,” I5 explained. “I need
to know why it is showing this limited view.” I5 continued, “I am wary of algorithms
that choose for me what the important facts are. I am a PhD historian. Leaving stuff
out. We are taught to be critical of that.” Ultimately, I5 noted, “History is written by
the victors. What actually matters is what people choose to put in the timeline.” We
theorize that I5 could not trust the prototype because it seemed to lack the capacity
to select important facts or the integrity to adhere to historical research principles;
prior work in HCI (e.g. SMILY [50]) assumes that in order to earn user trust, a system
must both have the capacity to help the user and the integrity to adhere to principles
which are important in a given domain.
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documents”. This historian reports that they do not trust and can not interpret
electronic transcription, and thus must rely on direct observation of digitized images
to draw conclusions.
In our interviews, historians and archivists similarly described the importance of
transparently presenting digitized archives in a neutral manner. “When I see something that is trying to decide or curate for me that is a worry. That is a red flag,”
I4 explained (see Figure 7.4). Similarly, I2 added, “I think the system should be as
transparent as possible. I need to distinguish between what some primary source is
saying versus what the computer thinks a primary source is saying.” I5 also cited the
importance of transparency and trust in expressing deep skepticism about an early
prototype (see Figure 7.5).
Yet, even as some interviewees stressed the importance of unbiased, transparent
and trustworthy presentation of archive evidence, I3 reported that, in practice, historical researchers do trust ranked results from keyword document search systems. She
explained that many historians might not realize that black-box document rankings
from a keyword document search tool will affect conclusions from archival research.
Nevertheless, because many other historians frequently expressed commitments to
direct and neutral observation of archive evidence, in designing new archive tools, we
assert a design requirement (R4): search software should show archive evidence in a
maximally transparent and trustworthy manner.

7.4

System

We designed and implemented ClioQuery via iterative prototyping [127], while
studying the needs and practices of historical researchers (R1-R4, see Section 7.3).
We hypothesize that ClioQuery’s novel combination of query-focused text summarization, linked views, in-text highlighting, and history tracking can help experts
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quickly, comprehensively and transparently gather and analyze the comprehensive set
of all query mentions in a news archive, to help answer historical questions.
7.4.1

High-level system description

The ClioQuery web interface presents results from a Boolean search [216, Chapter 1], which returns the unranked set of documents mentioning a query term in a
corpus. (We say a document or passage mentions Q if it contains an exact string
match for the query term Q. The exact string match is called a query mention. Section 7.9 discusses possible extensions to exact string matching.) When a user enters
a single-word query Q into the search bar at the top of the interface (Figure 7.1A),
ClioQuery identifies all documents mentioning Q and presents the documents using
three linked views [49]. First, ClioQuery includes a Time Series View, showing
a graphical overview of the count of documents mentioning the query by year (Figure
7.1D). Second, ClioQuery includes a Document Feed view, presenting all query
mentions from across all documents in a single scrollable window (Figure 7.1H). Finally, ClioQuery includes a Document Viewer, which shows the full text of a
single document from the corpus, with individual query mentions from the document
highlighted in context (Figure 7.1I). ClioQuery also includes a filtering system
to help users narrow the set of query mentions shown in the interface (Figure 7.1B,
C and F), and a history tracking system to automatically monitor and display
reading history during comprehensive search (Figure 7.1G). All features in the interface also follow a coordinated color coding scheme. For instance, the user’s query
word is always displayed using the purple query color

in the Document Feed and

Document Viewer, and the Time Series View also uses a purple line to represent query
frequency (Figure 7.1D). We consider the color-coded bolding of query terms to be
one form of automatic in-text highlighting [141] throughout the ClioQuery interface. Automatic in-text highlighting draws user attention to some word, phrase
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or passage in text by automatically setting the text’s foreground color, background
color or decoration (e.g. bolding). The Appendix describes our process for selecting
a colorblind safe and print-friendly palette. It also provides additional engineering
details about our implementation of ClioQuery.
7.4.2

Overview first: a Time Series View (R1)

Because change across time is central to historical research (R1), ClioQuery presents
a navigable Time Series View (Figure 7.1D) showing query frequency by year across
a corpus. Displaying such an “overview first” [308, 153] is a known best practice in
interactive data analysis. In ClioQuery’s Time Series View, the x-axis represents
time and the y-axis represents the count of documents mentioning a user’s query during a given year (Section 7.2.1.3 describes similar plots in other systems). If a user
also enters a subquery (Section 7.4.6), ClioQuery’s Time Series View also shows the
annual count of documents mentioning both the query and subquery. In Figure 7.1D,
ClioQuery displays one line showing the count of documents mentioning the query
term in the purple query color, and another line showing the count of documents mentioning the subquery term (as well as the query term) in the green subquery color
. ClioQuery’s time series plot also shows a single rug point (small vertical line)
for each document mentioning the query, just beneath the temporal x-axis (Figure
7.1E). Such rug points allow the user to easily preview and navigate to individual
news stories (we describe these interactions in detail in the Appendix).
7.4.3

A Document Feed for comprehensive search (R2)

During needfinding, we found that experts often emphasized the importance of
gathering comprehensive evidence (Section 7.3.2.2), and also often search for specific
query terms in news archives (Section 7.1). We thus designed ClioQuery’s Document Feed to help such users easily gather and analyze the comprehensive set of every
single mention of a query term in a collection of news stories (R2). We assume the
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user is working with a small corpus (or small set of documents from a larger corpus),
where such comprehensive review is possible. (This assumption is appropriate for
our use case; for instance, Black reviews roughly 500 documents to analyze the racial
history of “watermelon” [37] and MacNamara reviews 605 documents to analyze “race
suicide” [213].)
After a user issues a query Q, ClioQuery populates the Document Feed to show a
comprehensive, skimmable, summary of the query across the corpus (Figure 7.1J). To
create the summary, ClioQuery shortens each document mentioning Q and then
displays shortened documents in chronological order. To shorten each document,
ClioQuery first selects all sentences mentioning Q within the document, and then
shortens each sentence by removing words (see Section 7.4.7.1), without removing the
query. ClioQuery also automatically highlights the query word in the purple query
color within each shortened sentence. By shortening, highlighting and presenting
all sentences mentioning Q in this manner, ClioQuery creates a summary of all
mentions of a query across a corpus, in a single view, in a visually consistent format
designed for skimming (Figure 7.6).
Note that by default, ClioQuery displays a single shortened sentence from each
document beneath the document’s headline (Section 7.4.7.4 describes how the sentence is chosen). To see all sentences mentioning Q within a document, the user can
click an “expand” button. The user can also click a star to bookmark a document in
the red bookmark color .
ClioQuery’s Document Feed is designed to directly address two of the limitations of baseline keyword document search systems, described in Section 7.1. First,
by summarizing documents mentioning Q, ClioQuery is able to fit more query
mentions in limited screen space, reducing the need for context switching across individual windows or tabs. For instance, in Figure 7.1, the Document Feed saves the user
from having to open 239 separate documents during comprehensive review. Second,
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… that "he runs great risk not only to himself, but to his institution and his country" if he
continues to defy the United Nations. During the evening rush hour here on Monday, Reynold
Georges, a former Senator who leads a small opposition party, was shot as he was driving on
Route Delmas, one of the capital's main thoroughfares. Mr. Georges was in hiding today, but
his wife said "men in uniform" riding in the back of a pickup truck drew up alongside him and
fired two bursts from automatic weapons, striking him once in the back. The attack came
shortly after Mr. Georges, who initially supported the military coup in 1991 that overthrew the
Rev. Jean-Bertrand Aristide, the elected President, gave a television interview in which he said
it was imperative that General Cedras give up power, even if it meant "taking him in chains"
out of Haiti. Hours earlier, American officials said, a police and paramilitary force attacked a
crowd waiting in line outside a downtown movie theater used to process the application of
Haitians seeking refuge in the United States. Several applicants were forced …

…. Reynold Georges a former Senator … was shot ….
Mr Georges was in hiding today….
Georges … said it was imperative … Cedras give up power
Maximum 60 characters

Figure 7.6: ClioQuery’s Document Feed uses text simplification methods from natural language processing in conjunction with color-coded, automatic, in-text highlighting, in order to summarize query mentions in a visually consistent format designed
for skimming. Here one portion of one document (top of stack, left) containing three
mentions of the query term Q=“Georges” has been shortened into a summary of
“Georges” (right). To create this summary, ClioQuery extracts each of the three
sentences mentioning “Georges” and simplifies them to render shorter sentences that
are fewer than 60 characters long. In this figure, for illustration, spans of tokens
from one source document included in the summary are shown with italicized and
underlined text. In typical use of ClioQuery there are often hundreds or thousands
of documents containing Q (shown as document stack, above left).

Text to read
All documents with Reagan and Duarte
All mentions of (i.e. sentences with) Reagan or Duarte
All shortened mentions of Reagan or Duarte

Number of
222,544
49,382
28,859

tokens
tokens
tokens
tokens

Table 7.5: This table shows (from top to bottom) the count of tokens in 239 documents
containing containing the words Reagan and Duarte (Figure 7.1), the count of tokens
in all sentences mentioning Reagan or Duarte within such documents, and the count
of tokens after ClioQuery applies sentence simplification. Sentence simplification
removes 87.0% of tokens from all documents, and removes 41.6% of tokens from all
sentences. Counts are from the Salvador corpus (see Appendix).

by selecting sentences mentioning the query from documents, and removing tokens
from those sentences, ClioQuery reduces the user’s reading burden. For instance,
in Figure 7.1, the user has queried for documents mentioning Reagan and Duarte
(in this example, Reagan is a subquery; subqueries are described in detail in Section
7.4.6). By selecting and simplifying sentences, ClioQuery removes 87.0% of the tokens in all documents mentioning these two words (Table 7.5). We include a detailed
description of ClioQuery’s text simplification techniques in Section 7.4.7.
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7.4.4

A linked Document Viewer for necessary context (R3, R4)

Because historians need to evaluate evidence in context without black-box algorithmic influence (R3, R4), we anticipated that ClioQuery users would need to
quickly review shortened sentences from the Document Feed within the context of
underlying news articles. Therefore ClioQuery’s Document Feed is closely linked
with a corresponding Document Viewer, which shows the complete text of a single selected document from the corpus (Figure 7.1I). After a user clicks a shortened
sentence in the Document Feed, the Document Viewer updates to show the entire document mentioning the sentence. ClioQuery also automatically scrolls the document
so that the (just clicked) simplified sentence is visible on screen.
ClioQuery also makes it easy for users to locate simplified sentences, by using automatic in-text highlighting to further link the Document Feed and Document
Viewer. All simplified sentences in the Document Feed are shown with yellow background highlighting

in the Document Viewer. Additionally, if a user hovers over

a sentence in the Document Feed or Document Viewer, the mention is highlighted
in dark yellow hover color

in each component (shown in Figure 7.1J and 7.1K).

We hypothesize that linking between shortened text and full documents helps build
user trust for summaries, because it helps experts transparently see and understand
how shortened mentions are drawn from underlying text. This feature is inspired by
CommunityClick [171].
7.4.5

Color-coded history tracking for systematic review (R2)

Some historical researchers emphasize the importance of comprehensively examining all available evidence during research (R2). To support historians in this work,
ClioQuery keeps track of which documents the analyst clicks in the Document
Feed and opens in the Document Viewer. ClioQuery also keeps track of bookmarked news stories (Figure 7.1J), and displays a simple stacked horizontal bar chart
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(Figure 7.1G) showing the proportions and counts of read, unread and bookmarked
documents. The bar chart uses the read , unread , and bookmarked

color scheme

employed across the color-coordinated interface. (ClioQuery considers all documents to be either read but not bookmarked, unread or bookmarked. We do not
allow intersection between these sets.) For instance, Figure 7.1G shows 5 read, 89
unread and 5 bookmarked documents. The user can click check marks (Figure 7.1G)
to show or hide documents in each category.
ClioQuery’s Document Feed and Time Series View use the same color scheme
to help users quickly identify opened and unopened documents. Stories that a user
has already clicked appear with grey read text in the Document Feed, and their
corresponding rug points are shown in grey in the Time Series View. For instance,
in Figure 7.1, the user has read the story published on Jan. 9, 1985. The story is
greyed out in the Document Feed, and its corresponding rug point is shown in grey
beneath the time series plot. Similarly, there are five red rug points in Figure 7.1E,
because the user has bookmarked five documents.
Note that ClioQuery’s history tracking is query-dependent; tracking resets each
time a user issues a new query, unlike the history tracking mechanism in some prior
work [169, Section 6]. Such query-dependent tracking is appropriate for ClioQuery,
because the system is designed to help historians review all mentions of some specific
keyword in a corpus. We hypothesize that this feature offers experts assurance they
have comprehensively reviewed all mentions of a given query, and leave exploration
of other forms of history tracking for future work.
7.4.6

Filter instead of rank, to avoid confounds (R4)

Some prior text analysis systems designed for historians (e.g. Expedition [310])
attempt to answer keyword queries by ranking documents to direct users towards
most-relevant news articles. Because such ranked retrieval might introduce unwanted
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algorithmic influence over the expert search process (R4), ClioQuery instead responds to queries with Boolean search, which returns the unranked set of all documents mentioning a query term. (The Document Feed shows such documents in
chronological order.) ClioQuery then allows users to narrow down unranked search
results with a filtering system, consisting of three filter controls.
The filter-by-date control selects documents by time period. After users select
a start date and end date from date pickers at the top of the interface (Figure 7.1B),
ClioQuery updates to show only those documents mentioning the query published
during the selected interval. (Historians are often interested in specific time periods;
see Section 7.3.) In Figure 7.1B, the user has filtered to documents published in
1983–1985.
The filter-by-subquery control allows users to select documents that mention
some additional word, called a subquery. For instance, after a user queries for the Salvadoran leader “Duarte” they might wish to further narrow results to understand the
relationship between “Duarte” and his ally U.S. President Ronald Reagan. To investigate this question, the user can enter the subquery “Reagan” to select all documents
mentioning the word “Duarte” which also mention the query word “Reagan” (Figure
7.1C). We included this feature because complex Boolean queries are often popular
with experts [216, Section 1.4]. More complex Boolean expressions are possible in
future work.
The filter-by-count control filters results based on the the number of times a
query term is mentioned in a document. When a user adjusts the filter-by-count
slider to some value K ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, all components of the interface update to
show only those documents with K or more mentions. In cases where a user has set
a subquery, the filter-by-count control allows the user to select documents with K
or more mentions of the subquery. For instance, in Figure 7.1F, the user filters out
documents which contain fewer than three mentions of the subquery “Reagan”.
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ClioQuery also helps users quickly see the count of query terms within documents using square-shaped, query-colored count markers, shown beside each document headline. Count markers use brightness to encode the count of a query term
within a document. For instance, count markers for documents with more mentions
of a query term have a darker purple color than count markers for documents with
fewer mentions. If a user enters a subquery, count markers show the count of the
subquery within each document, using shades of the subquery color (as in Figure
7.1F and 7.1H). This feature is inspired by TileBars [150].
7.4.7
7.4.7.1

Sentence simplification to help summarize a query
Overview of sentence simplification in ClioQuery

ClioQuery’s Document Feed displays a query-focused summary of a user’s query
and subquery, by first extracting and then simplifying sentences mentioning query (or
subquery) words. To simplify sentences, we turn to sentence compression techniques
from the text summarization literature in NLP (introduced in Section 7.2.1.2). These
methods try to summarize naturally occurring input sentences by removing words,
to create shorter and well-formed output sentences, which contain the most salient
information from the input. (A well-formed sentence is one that sounds natural,
rather than garbled or choppy [298].) In particular, we turn to a specific class of
sentence compression methods, which can ensure that simplified sentences both (A)
fit within limited screen space in a user interface and (B) mention the user’s query
term or subquery term. Such methods are appropriate for ClioQuery because each
line in the Document Feed has a fixed width, and must include some mention of the
user’s query or subquery.
More concretely, we use a query-focused clause deletion [143, 140] method to
shorten sentences in cases when a user has entered a query (Section 7.4.7.2), and
also use relationship span extraction [139] in cases when a user has entered both a
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query and subquery (Section 7.4.7.3). We also employ a final fallback approach, character windowing, when it is not possible to shorten a sentence using other techniques
(Section 7.4.7.2). In the next sections, we describe each sentence shortening method
in greater detail, and then conclude by describing how ClioQuery handles cases
when more than one technique might be used to shorten a given sentence (Section
7.4.7.4).
7.4.7.2

Query-focused clause deletion, and character windowing

ClioQuery’s Document Feed requires shortened sentences that mention Q and
fit within available screen space. We assume that such shortenings should also be
well-formed and contain the most salient information from longer source sentences.
Prior research in IR suggests that users prefer well-formed snippets [66], and prior
work in sentence compression [189, 107, 109] strives for both well-formedness and
salience. We also assume that methods for constructing shortenings must run with
low latency, which is known to be important in user-facing analytics systems [205].
Different sentence shortening techniques might optimize for and manage tradeoffs
between such requirements. But in this work we turn to a simple query-focused
clause deletion method to meet such criteria, allowing us to focus on how to apply
text summarization methods in user interfaces for historical research.
Query-focused clause deletion exploits the fact that natural language sentences are
sequences of words, which exhibit hierarchical and nested grammatical structure [32].
For instance, the sequence “She swims in the pool” can be divided into interrelated
word groups, with specific grammatical relationships; the words “in the pool” form
a prepositional phrase that modifies the verb “swims.” To represent such linguistic
structure, clause deletion employs a dependency parse tree [259] grammatical formalism. A dependency parse is a directed tree graph with one vertex for each word in
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the sentence, along with a latent root vertex.9 Each subtree in the parse corresponds
to a constituent subsequence in the sentence. The sentence simplification literature
sometimes describes such subtrees as clauses [108]. Figure 7.7a shows an example
dependency parse.
Sentence simplification via clause deletion shortens sentences by iteratively deleting clauses from a dependency parse.10 Figure 7.7 shows how one sentence is shortened
by iteratively deleting two clauses. Unlike sentence compression techniques which
consider individual tokens for removal (e.g. Filippova et al. [109]), deleting clauses
naturally identifies and removes groups of related words. For example, a single deletion could remove the prepositional phrase “after the election,” or a much longer word
group with more modifiers and embedded clauses: “after the previous election last
year, which went poorly.” Shortening sentences via clause deletion also makes it easy
to ensure that output sentences must include Q; clauses that contain query mentions
are not allowed to be removed during deletion.11
To try and create well-formed output sentences, ClioQuery turns to prior work
on clause deletion [143, Section 6], which has found that in general removing more
clauses from an input sentence makes it less likely that the resulting output sentence
will be well-formed. Thus, to shorten an input sentence, ClioQuery’s clause deletion first identifies those candidate output shortenings that can be constructed by
removing at most K clauses from the input (without removing Q), and are also short
enough to fit in one line of text within the Document Feed. Because in practice it is
9

We use the UD (v1) dependency formalism [259]; other related formalisms allow for non-tree
parses [296]. Eisenstein [100, Chapter 11] offers a broad introduction to dependencies. We perform
dependency parsing using Stanford CoreNLP [217, 57].
10

Tokens from the remaining tree are then printed in left-to-right order, based on their position
in the original sentence.
11

It is also possible to enforce such query constraints using integer linear programming (ILP).
However, ILP-based sentence compression techniques (e.g. Clarke and Lapata [67]) are NP-hard
and have been shown to be orders of magnitude slower than other iterative approaches to queryfocused sentence compression [140].
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(a) An untyped dependency parse tree of an input sentence mentioning Q=“Reagan.”
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(b) To simplify the sentence, ClioQuery first removes the clause (subtree) “Like Mr.
Conable.”
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(c) In this step, ClioQuery removes another clause that does not contain Q.

Figure 7.7: Sentence simplification via query-focused clause deletion [140, 143]. ClioQuery removes two subtrees from a dependency parse across two steps to simplify
the input sentence (7.7a) into the output sentence (7.7c).

often possible to dramatically shorten an English news sentence by removing only one
or two large clauses (for example, a lengthy relative clause, such as “Reagan met with
the envoy who was sent by the ...”), ClioQuery only considers shortenings which
can be constructed by removing 0 < K ≤ 2 deletions.12
To try and ensure that output shortenings include the most salient information
from input sentences, ClioQuery then returns the candidate output shortening with
the highest tf-idf score [216]. Tf-idf scores are often used in extractive sentence
compression [67, 108] and text summarization [82] to identify salient information for
inclusion in summary output; the metric identifies words which occur with unusual
frequency (relative to the overall corpus), which is an important signal of salience
12

In addition to encouraging well-formed output, this strict limit ensures low latency for the user.
For a sentence M words long, the worst case for performance is a tree where all words are leaf
vertexes, resulting in M + M (M − 1)/2 possible outputs of K = 1 or 2 deletions. But in typical
trees, there are far fewer possible deletions because: (1) the query word and all its ancestors are not
allowed to be deleted, (2) after the first deletion of a clause length C (i.e., the size of the deleted
subtree) only M − C candidates remain for the second deletion, and (3) if ClioQuery finds any
candidate shortenings using K=1, it won’t search for candidates using K=2, as shortenings which
remove fewer clauses are more likely to be well-formed. We do not consider cases where K = 0, as
most unshortened news sentences are too long to fit within the Document Viewer.
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in summarization [249]. The Appendix includes details of how we compute td-idf
in ClioQuery to identify words which occur frequently in documents mentioning a
query.
In some cases, there is no way to shorten a sentence by removing one or two clauses
while ensuring that that output sentence mentions Q and will fit in the Document
Feed. In these circumstances, ClioQuery resorts to shortening the sentence by
extracting the span of N characters to the left and right of Q in the sentence, where
we maximize N under the constraint that the resulting character span will both fit
in Document Feed and respect word boundaries. We use this character windowing
method only as a last resort because it may cut off syntactic constituents (e.g. show
only a portion of a prepositional phrase), which may create awkward-sounding output.
Section 7.4.7.4 describes how often ClioQuery uses this fallback, during an example
run of ClioQuery.
In the future, it might be possible to shorten more sentences with query-focused
clause deletion by considering candidate output shortenings that are created using
more than K = 2 deletions. (Prior work on query-focused clause deletion does not yet
offer an efficient solution for considering such candidates [143].) Because the number
of candidates grows with K, developing algorithms which efficiently search over possible outputs or learn greedy deletion policies based on data (e.g. with reinforcement
learning) might offer useful starting points.
7.4.7.3

Relationship span extraction

ClioQuery users who search for a query term Q can also filter query results
by a subquery. When a user enters both a query and a subquery term, we assume
that they are broadly interested in how these two terms are related in the corpus.
For instance, a user might query for the Salvadoran leader Q=“Duarte” and apply
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Figure 7.8: Sentence simplification via relationship span extraction [139]. This
method predicts the probability that the span of tokens between the query and subquery words in a given sentence s will sound natural as a shorter and standalone
sentence. (If the predicted probability is high, the sentence can likely be shortened
to the span of tokens.) This figure shows the predicted probability that the token
span between the query Duarte and the subquery Reagan will sound natural as
a shortened sentence, when extracted from the longer sentence shown in Figure 7.1
(letter K). Seven words from s are not shown in the diagram above.

a subquery for the then U.S. President “Reagan,” in order to understand Duarte’s
relationship to Reagan (Figure 7.1).
To meet this information need, ClioQuery attempts to simplify long and complex sentences mentioning both the query and subquery terms into short sentences
which concisely describe the relationship between the query and subquery. We describe the process of shortening sentences in this manner as relationship span extraction [139], because each shortened sentence is a token span (i.e. sequence of tokens)
extracted from a longer sentence. For instance, in Figure 7.1, we extract the span
“Reagan sent congratulations to Mr. Duarte” from the longer sentence “President
Reagan sent congratulations to Mr. Duarte and Ambassador Thomas R. Pickering
pledged United States support for further meetings.”
Relationship span extraction employs logistic regression to determine which sentences can be shortened to express relationships. It extracts a vector x of linguistic
features from two input query words and input sentence s (e.g. is there a verb token
between query words in s?) and then passes the dot product of x and a learned weight
vector θ through a logistic function σ to return a predicted probability that the token
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span between the query and subquery will sound natural when removed from the
sentence (Figure 7.8). The method is supervised using a sentence compression corpus
[107]. In ClioQuery we shorten a sentence s to a relationship span if the predicted
probability that the span sounds natural is greater than a threshold T = 0.5.13 We
implement with Scikit-learn [272].
7.4.7.4

Choosing among possible sentence shortening methods

The previous sections describe three different sentence shortening techniques,
which are applied in the ClioQuery interface. Below, we describe how ClioQuery chooses to apply the three different methods.
After a user enters a query Q, for each document mentioning Q, ClioQuery’s
Document Feed displays the first sentence within the document mentioning Q that
can be shortened via query-focused clause deletion. If no such sentence exists, ClioQuery resorts to shortening the first sentence mentioning Q via character windowing.
(Character windowing is only used as a last resort because it does not attempt to
create well-formed output containing salient words from the input.)
In cases when a user has entered both a query and subquery, for each document
mentioning the query or subquery, ClioQuery will attempt to display the first
sentence in the document that can be shorted via relationship span extraction. This
is because we assume the user is interested in the relationship between the query
and subquery. If there is no sentence that can be shortened via relationship span
extraction, ClioQuery will display the first sentence that can be shortened via
query-focused clause deletion. If no sentence can be shortened via clause deletion,
it will resort to shortening the first sentence mentioning the query or subquery via
character windowing.
13

Setting a lower threshold T might increase the total number of shortened sentences, at the cost
of creating fewer well-formed extractions (and vice versa).
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In Figure 7.1, ClioQuery uses relationship span extraction to shorten and display
some sentence from 31 out of 239 documents which mention “Duarte” and “Reagan”.
It uses query-focused clause deletion to shorten and display some sentence from 85
documents, and it resorts to character windowing for the remaining 123 documents.
ClioQuery also allows the user to click “expand” to see all sentences mentioning
the query within the document (Section 7.4.3). In this case, ClioQuery will first
attempt to shorten each sentence mentioning Q via query-focused clause deletion,
before resorting to shortening the sentence with character windowing. If the user
has also set a subquery (in addition to Q), ClioQuery will first try to shorten each
sentence mentioning the query and subquery using relationship span extraction (and
then attempt clause deletion, and character windowing).

7.5

Expert interview study procedure

After analyzing user needs (Section 7.3) and designing the ClioQuery system
based on such needs (Section 7.4), we conducted an interview study over Zoom video
chat to test ClioQuery with historians and archivists, who used the system to
investigate questions from news archives.
7.5.1

Recruitment, participants and corpora

We recruited five participants from two universities in the U.S., by emailing students, faculty and staff listed on history and library department web pages. All
participants had advanced degrees (master’s or PhD) in history or library science,
much like the expected users of our system. We summarize the backgrounds of participants in Table 7.6. Interviewees from our needfinding study (Section 7.3) did not
participate in our expert interview study, to avoid what Sedlmair et al. describe as
a potential form of bias [302]. Each participant in the interview study had an established research or curatorial interest in some topic related to late 20th century or early
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ID

Research experience

Library experience

University role

Gender

Topic

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

6
5
4
20
0

0
0
0
0
3

PhD candidate
PhD candidate
PhD candidate
Instructor/researcher
History librarian

Male
Male
Female
Female
Male

Iraq
Zimbabwe
combat
wages
copyright

Table 7.6: Interview study participants. We report history and library experience in
years.

21st century history, which we express as a single topic word (see Table 7.6). We identified this designated topic word based on each participant’s publication record and
professional web presence. Before each interview, we then loaded ClioQuery with
a corpus of New York Times (NYT) editorials14 published between 1987-2007 [292]
mentioning the designated topic word.
7.5.2

Data collection

To administer the study, one researcher from our group conducted five, one-onone, sixty-minute interviews over Zoom video chat. (See supplemental materials for a
detailed script.) During each interview, the researcher asked each participant to brainstorm and then articulate a high-level research question, based on the participant’s
prior work (10 minutes). They then introduced the participant to ClioQuery via
a tutorial (7 minutes), asked them to investigate their research question using ClioQuery (30 minutes) and concluded with a semi-structured interview (13 minutes).
Throughout, the researcher observed and recorded participant reactions and invited
participants to think-aloud [257] as they used the system. If a participant offered
feedback on some portion of the interface during their investigation (e.g. offered detailed feedback on the Time Series View), the researcher did not ask about this topic
again during the semi-structured interview.
14

Social researchers sometimes study editorials to better understand media sources [60, 209].
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7.5.3

Thematic coding

The researcher who conducted the interviews analyzed automatic Zoom transcriptions for each of the video recordings, and corrected transcription errors. The
researcher then extracted 183 quotes from across five interview transcripts. Each
quote consisted of a few sentences on a focused topic, along with the preceding question or comment to provide context (e.g. a quote might discuss the Document Feed).
The researcher attempted to extract as many quotes as possible, excluding irrelevant
quotes (e.g. tutorial instructions).
The researcher then developed a codebook of six high-level codes (described in
Section 7.6), by grouping and re-grouping the 183 quotes to identify common themes,
much like the codebook-based approach described in Miles, Huberman and Saldaña
[237, Chp. 4].15 After each assigning each quote to exactly one of the six codes,
the researcher shared the codebook with an undergraduate coder with training and
experience in qualitative coding, who was not involved with the development of ClioQuery. The second coder independently assigned codes to the same quotes, using
the codebook. The second coder was also invited to add new codes to the codebook
if needed, but reported that no new codes were necessary. (Thus we did not modify
the codebook.) We include a copy of the codebook in supplemental materials.
Following independent coding of each of the 183 quotes, the two coders met for
1 hour over Zoom video chat to discuss 41 disagreements, and attempted to reach
consensus via discussion. In 21 cases, the two coders were able to reach agreement
regarding the appropriate code. In 20 cases, the coders determined that disagreement
reflected genuine ambiguity in qualitative data, and agreed to disagree.
McDonald et al. [228, Section 2.2] use the term reliability to describe the extent
to which coders reach the same result from independent work, and use the term
15

Miles, Huberman and Saldaña [237, Chp. 4] describe assigning codes in two phases; we assign
codes in a single phase.
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agreement to describe the extent to which coders reach consensus after discussion.
Adopting this terminology, we measure the reliability of the two coders by computing
a Cohen’s κ = 0.724 (using the R psych 2.0 package [283]), and we measure the
agreement of the two coders by computing a κ = 0.855.

7.6

Expert interview study results

In this section, we describe the six themes that emerged from qualitative coding.
7.6.1

ClioQuery helps with historical sensemaking

While using ClioQuery, each of the five participants formed a question related
to their research (Table 7.6) and then collected and interpreted evidence to start to
answer their question, in a process Dalton and Charnigo [81] describe as historical
sensemaking. We observed that ClioQuery helped historians in this process, offering
partial validation for our hypothesis that ClioQuery features can aid historians in
their work (Section 7.4).
For instance, as part of his research, P1 studies New York Times news coverage from journalists embedded with United States military units in the Iraqi city
of Fallujah during the second U.S.–Iraq war. From prior study, P1 understood that
embedded U.S. journalists often published news stories reflecting the perspectives of
U.S. military leaders. But while examining mentions of “Fallujah” in New York Times
editorials using the ClioQuery interface, P1 expressed surprise when finding a more
nuanced perspective from the opinion desk. “I didn’t see nearly as much of the sort
of sensational depiction of Fallujah, and the militants in Fallujah [in editorials] that
I expect from embedded journalists [in news stories] ...” he reported.
Similarly, P2 used ClioQuery to find confirming evidence of shifting U.S. perspectives towards Robert Mugabe. As P2 expected, early New York Times editorials
from the corpus praised Q=“Mugabe” as a liberator, but then began to criticize “him
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as a bad statesman, as a tyrant and a dictator.” P3 was likewise able to partially
answer a research question with ClioQuery. She explained that while she had “a
deep knowledge of [women in combat]. I don’t have a deep knowledge of what the
[NYT] editorial board has to say about it.” Using ClioQuery, she found evidence of
editorials using “the gendered trope that women are supposed to be wives and mothers.”
P5 also discovered an unexpected connection with musical copyright, while researching a hypothesis surrounding literary copyright. “The parity [with the music service]
Napster that’s that’s really interesting ... That’s not something I thought about ... I
was thinking ... definitely more in literary items because that’s what I deal with.”

7.6.2

ClioQuery offers overviews and context

Participants offered detailed feedback on ClioQuery features during interviews,
which often matched our design goals for particular components of the interface. To
begin, three participants reported that ClioQuery’s Time Series View offered
a useful overview of the entire corpus, by directing their attention to salient time
periods. P1 said the Time Series View was an “easy way of visualizing” corpus trends,
and P5 suggested that the Time Series View might be helpful “when students are kind
of in that exploratory phase ... as a way of ... coming up with research questions.”
P4 offered similar feedback. “I really like this,” she said. “This looks really functional
and really useful. I like how there is quite a lot of information packed in.”
P1, P2 and P5 reported that the Document Feed was a useful feature of ClioQuery, because it helped summarize query mentions. The Document Feed “condenses all of the essential information and sort of leaves out all the extra stuff,” said
P1. Said P2, “I found [the Document Feed] useful, especially the expand button. If I
click expand I can see a rundown of the mentions right after the title without seeing
the article.” P5 reported using the Document Feed to “do some ... simple kind of
topic modeling in my own head ... just to see if I could pull out any ... themes there.”
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P5 added that, “having this here [i.e. Document Feed] is really helpful to kind of see
what they’re talking about.” P3 and P4 discussed the Document Feed while describing the importance of context in historical research; we include their feedback on this
feature in Section 7.6.4.
Several participants also reported that the Document Viewer helped during
their research. For instance, P3 reported that automatic in-text highlighting in the
feed was very helpful. “I’m a visual person. So I’m looking for the words. I like that
they’re in purple and green ... the words that you’ve given me the pop out ... and I
can see if it’s a pro or con article pretty quickly just from that.” P2 said he used the
Document Viewer to “provide detail.”
P1, P2 and P5 noted that ClioQuery’s linked Document Feed and Document Viewer served complementary purposes. They described how the Document Feed provided a summary of the query term, while the Document Viewer provided necessary and complementary details. “You need both [the Document Feed and
Viewer],” said P2. “With just the Document Feed I won’t be able to get the full picture
of the story. And with just the Document Viewer I will not be able to trace the mentions quite comprehensively and specifically.” P2 then added, “as a researcher, it’s
important to see things in detail. If you just conclude from what you see in the Document Feed you are not going to get an objective picture of the context of the story line.
But if you see the Document Feed, see the mentions, see what they imply, and then
you want to understand the context of the story you are going to get to the Document
Viewer.” P1 said, “I like having both the Document Feed and the Document Viewer,
side by side. [The Document Viewer helps with] reading for more depth when I want
more depth and [the Document Feed] helps with ... quick scans pretty easy.” Similarly,
P5 explained, “I see [the Document Feed and Viewer] working together really well ...
I start by looking at the feed to kind of pick out the articles that would want to kind
of dive into deeper and then I go into the Document Viewer.”
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P4 and P5 specifically mentioned that complementary linked views from the Document Feed and Document Viewer helped with mention gathering and analysis, as
compared to a baseline keyword document search system. “A lot of a lot of databases
that we work with, do something similar to this [i.e. the Document Feed],” said P5,
while describing a search engine results page. “But you often then have to click on
the article to go into the article to get to that reading ... here it is nice that it was
just kind of next to it and you can scroll through it.” Similarly, P4 described the
difficulties of context switching between documents from the Google search engine
results page. “Obviously, it’s is a time saver” she said, comparing ClioQuery to the
keyword document search system. “You can tell ... just using the editorials at one
newspaper.”
Two participants relied on ClioQuery’s filtering system to investigate their
research topics. P1 investigated the NYT editorial board’s discussion of the query
term “Fallujah” using the filter-by-subquery feature (e.g. searching for “Fallujah” and
“resistance” or “Fallujah” and “terrorist”). “It’s pretty interesting to me that I get three
hits with the words Fallujah and resistance and only one with the word terrorist,” he
said. “That would suggest a certain orientation from the editorial board that will be
unexpected.” P2 found the filter-by-count feature very helpful. “Oh, this is good,” he
said, while testing out the slider. “It gets us through to the most important, the most
critical pieces that we want to read.”

7.6.3

Comprehensive review has high costs

During needfinding, interviewees emphasized the importance of comprehensively
reviewing all available evidence. However, to our surprise, during the expert interview
study, P4 explicitly disavowed an obligation to search comprehensively. “I don’t feel
like I have an obligation to look at everything,” she said. “I have an obligation to
get an overview and I think you know, with a completely unscientific measure of, oh,
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I think I’ve got enough now.” Similarly, P1 commented that, “I don’t think anyone
actually does it [search comprehensively].” He went on “A lot of people pretend they
do it ... [but] in terms of like visiting archives ... everyone’s skimming ... they already
know what they’re looking for and they’re just trying to find it.” P2 pointed out that
comprehensive manual review was desirable but ultimately had high costs. “I am not
saying we should get rid of personal scrutiny, the way you do it yourself. [But] you
want to save time. If you do it [i.e. read] one-by-one it wastes too much time.” We
discuss ambiguity surrounding comprehensive review in Section 7.8.
7.6.4

Context is crucial, so some are wary of summarization

Like during needfinding (Section 7.3.2.3), participants often emphasized the importance of context in historical research, using the word context both to describe
metatextual information (e.g. stories printed beside an individual article on a sheet of
newsprint, or information about a publisher) as well as textual information (e.g. information described throughout an article, providing context for an individual fact). For
instance, P3 described extensive research to prepare for oral history interviews in order to “get that context to be able to ask them the questions that I asked them.” P2 also
reported that context is “very important” for historians, as it “helps you understand
why things are what they are.”
Some users’ emphasis on context informed their feedback on the Document Feed.
While P1, P2 and P5 found the Document Feed useful (Section 7.6.2), P3 and P4
expressed reservations, because they felt they needed more context to reach conclusions. P3 took the more extreme position. “For me, I don’t know if [the Document
Feed] is necessary,” she said. “As a history scholar, you can’t take things out of context. You need to know the bigger context.” On the other hand, P4 reported that she
would need more context (i.e. longer extractions from news stories) before the feature
would be useful. “The more context I can take in within as compact a time frame
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and compact a format, but sufficiently informative [the better]” she said. “But I think
these [shortened sentences in the Document Feed] might have to be longer for that to
work.”

7.6.5

Some report tradeoffs between neutral review and limited time

During needfinding and prototyping, interviewees often stressed the importance
of avoiding possible bias from software in historical research. But during our expert
interview study, P4 reported that she relied on black-box relevance models to direct
her attention while searching archives. “I do try to use the chronological sorting
[when using ProQuest],” said P4. “But it is ... too much to wade through. If your
corpus is reasonably big then you have to have a relevance kind of algorithm in there.
Otherwise, it’s just going to be too frustrating.” P4 also recognized that reliance on
ranking introduces confounds. “I think it would be appropriate to make people look
at all of the irrelevant stuff,” she said. “So they realize the algorithm is pulling the
relevant stuff for you ... but you can’t make the search s*** for people just to sort of
make that point.”
On the other hand, P5 liked how ClioQuery used filtering to avoid potential
bias. “I think it’s better that its just showing everything,” he explained. “I prefer
having everything there to kind of whittle down ... as opposed to having certain things
like cherry-picked ... I guess it’s never super clear to me why certain things might be
moved to the top of results ... it raises questions about how things are ordered and
how they’re brought to light.”
As I3 predicted (Section 7.3.2.4), P1 described relying on the search function of
the New York Times website [251], without understanding how the site was ranking
search results by relevance. “I wasn’t super aware of how they were pulling up articles
for me ... They rank it in terms of views right?” he said. He added, “I just don’t, you
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know, have the knowledge of how to navigate these ... search engines well enough.”
We discuss heterogenous feedback on algorithmic bias in history in Section 7.8.3.
7.6.6

Access, integrity and integration in current practices

Many participants commented on the importance of access, integrity and integration in describing their current practices with newspaper archives (see also Section
7.9). P1 reported gathering news articles on U.S.-Iraqi relations from around the
web “for years” by using search engines like Google or the New York Times website
[251], saving these articles to the Internet Archive [71] and then organizing this collection using the software program Omeka [74]. This participant pointed out that
ClioQuery “assumes you have found all the stuff you want to work with,” which is
not true for his current research. P2 said that he had to rely on physical archives of
print newspapers in Zimbabwe, which required burdensome international travel. P3
said that she rarely used newspapers in her own research, because many newspaper
archives are often inaccessible behind paywalls, and P4 emphasized the need for better
optical character recognition technology to improve search over printed newspapers.
P5 reported that he “used Zotero a lot” to store and organize archival sources; he
liked that Zotero is open-source and integrates with Microsoft Word.

7.7

Field study

In their review of design study methodology, Sedlmair et al. emphasize the importance of deploying a designed solution “in the wild” to test if new software helps
“real users” solve “real problems” with “real data” [302]. Thus, we deployed ClioQuery over the web in a field study for two historians, who used the tool to answer
questions from their own research. Unlike in the expert interview study, during the
field study, historians investigated questions over multiple meetings, and tried to reach
substantive rather than preliminary conclusions. We believe that this evaluation of-
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fers more realistic but also less uniform feedback than the one-hour expert interviews
described in Section 7.5.
7.7.1

Procedure

We recruited two historians, H1 and H2 (Table 7.7) through convenience sampling [124]. H1 and H2 did not participate in the initial design or development of
ClioQuery, to avoid what Sedlmair et al. [302] describe as a potential source of
bias. During the field study, one member of our research team conducted three oneon-one meetings with each historian over Zoom video chat. The first meeting was
30 minutes long and the subsequent meetings were 60 to 70 minutes long, with 1 to
3 weeks between each meeting. Each meeting in the three meeting sequence had a
distinct focus. During the first meeting, the researcher presented a tutorial of the
software, described the field study process, and invited the historian to describe a
question related to their research. After the first meeting, a member of our research
team gathered the data needed to answer the historian’s research question and loaded
it into ClioQuery (the Appendix describes this data gathering). During the second
meeting, each historian learned to use the ClioQuery software, and performed a
preliminary exploration of the data. Then, during the final meeting, each historian
investigated some specific query by analyzing the comprehensive set of all mentions
using the Document Feed and Document Viewer. During each meeting, the researcher
observed each historian and invited the historian to think aloud [257] as they used
ID

Research experience

Library experience

Academic role

Gender

Research area

H1
H2

5
25

0
0

PhD student
Tenured faculty

Male
Female

Media and society
Space exploration

Table 7.7: Historians in the field study. History and library experience are listed in
years.
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the system. The researcher also asked the historian to describe their findings, and
explain how ClioQuery helped or did not help answer their research question.
7.7.2

ClioQuery helps experts investigate by skimming

During the field study, H1 and H2 each used ClioQuery to reach substantive
historical conclusions, offering additional evidence for our hypothesis (Section 7.4)
that ClioQuery can help experts answer research questions from news archives.
H1 used ClioQuery to verify a well-known claim from Herman and Chomsky,
who argue that for-profit news organizations in the United States shape public opinion
towards the interests of political and economic elites [155]. To offer evidence for this
theory, in their work, Herman and Chomsky assert that The New York Times wrote
five articles in February and March of 1984 describing the Salvadoran army as a
protector of El Salvador’s election. To verify this result, H1 searched a New York
Times corpus (see Appendix) for the query “election” and then used the filter-by-date
feature to select articles from February and March of 1984. H1 then used the filterby-subquery feature to identify those query results which contained the subquery
“army” and then systematically reviewed all 32 matching documents, through what
H1 described as “skimming highlighted parts” in the Document Viewer. By using
ClioQuery in this manner, H1 said that they were “able to find what might be the
five articles” Herman and Chomsky used to partially support their conclusions. H1
explained, “The tool is great for exactly this.”
H1 found ClioQuery’s in-text highlighting helpful for their research task, drawing a comparison with a baseline keyword document search system (Section 7.2.2.1).
“I like how you have the bold highlighted and colored words in the text itself,” they
said. “That is the advantage that this interface has over the New York Times website.” H1 also explained how such highlighting reduced reading burden, compared to
keyword document search, which allowed him to skim relevant documents. “What I
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need to know is the army described as a protector of the election [in an article],” he
said. “I don’t need to read every word of the article to find that out. I can look at
the paragraphs where they are describing the army and I see what they are saying in
those paragraphs. That is pretty useful.”
H2 chose to use ClioQuery to study how the United States media represented
female astronauts Svetlana Savitskaya and Sally Ride in the early 1980s, to gather
evidence for an upcoming book about gender and space exploration. To investigate,
H2 used ClioQuery’s Document Feed and Document Viewer to review portrayal
of Sally Ride in The New York Times. H2 queried for the word “Ride” and then
scrolled through the Document Feed to skim over mentions of Ride in the 63 matching
documents, sometimes also clicking to open individual news stories in the Document
Viewer. “I have some hypotheses that I was able to develop very quickly through the
experience of using this [system],” H2 reported. “One is that Ride was presented to
the American public [in The New York Times] ... first as a woman and second as a
scientist”. H2 asked us to continue to provide access after the study, so she could
continue researching her book using the tool.
ClioQuery’s Document Feed was particularly helpful for H2, who found that
query-focused summarization offered an advantage over a baseline keyword document
search system. Ride was a PhD astrophysicist turned astronaut, and H2 wanted to
understand how the media portrayed her scientific credentials. The Document Feed
helped H2 quickly review this information. “[Here] she’s called a flight engineer,”
H2 said, pointing to the Document Feed. “I can see this already [without opening
the document].” H2 then scrolled through the Document Feed to find shortened
sentences where Sally Ride was described with her academic title (Dr. Ride), and
sentences where Ride was described (or not described) as a physicist. H2 explained
that she could identify this information “just doing the quick scan [in the Document
Feed]”. She went on to explain how she would normally research this question with
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The New York Times archive by opening and reading individual news stories using
a web browser. “The question is,” she said, “what can I do here [with ClioQuery]
that I can’t do there [i.e. on The New York Times website]?” H2 continued, “It’s
exploring the left hand Document Feed here. This is awesome ... I am liking these
short contextual pieces [i.e. shortened sentences]”. We illustrate this comparison in
Figure 7.2; by using ClioQuery, H2 was able to easily gather and analyze mentions
of Ride across the corpus.

7.8
7.8.1

Discussion
New features and directions for text analysis

Much prior work in interactive text analysis focuses on helping users gain overviews
of corpora that are too large to read (Section 7.2). For instance, systems and frameworks from the Visualization and HCI community such as TIARA [203], TextFlow
[79], Termite [63], Overview [43], ParallelTopics [92], RoseRiver [80], ConVisIT [162]
and Vis-Kt [260] from venues such as TiiS, IEEE TVCG, IEEE VAST and AVI focus on helping users explore overall themes in corpora by interacting with clusters of
words and documents.
But because historians often need to gather and analyze mentions of specific query
words in large archives, ClioQuery instead applies text summarization technologies
developed within NLP venues such as ACL and EMNLP to show skimmable summaries of a query term across a corpus. The system then presents such summaries
using linked views and in-text highlighting, to help users easily review summary text
in underlying documents. During expert interview and field study evaluations, many
historians said that they found such features helpful for archival research. They reported skimming over query mentions in the Document Feed to gain a sense of a
query’s use across a corpus, and then reading highlighted mentions in the Document
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Viewer for more context and detail. Several specifically mentioned that these components helped with mention gathering and analysis.
This query-oriented approach suggests new directions for interactive text analytics, where ideas and features from ClioQuery might be applied in new queryoriented systems, or might be applied to extend existing overview-oriented tools. For
instance, users might formulate a query using overview-oriented features such as word
clusters, and then investigate this query using a ClioQuery-style summary and fulltext view.
Prior research in interactive text analytics suggests the need for such an approach.
For instance, reflecting on the development of Overview [320], author Jonathan Stray
notes that users often “knew what they were looking for in advance,” which stands
“in contrast to the large research literature concerned with ‘exploring’ a document
set”. Similarly, reflecting on the development of Jigsaw [126], Görg et al. describe the
importance of helping users review underlying documents. They write that “interactive visualization...cannot replace the reading of reports”. Such conclusions from prior
work seem to reinforce our findings, suggesting a role for query-focused summarization
and linked full-text views in interactive text analysis.
7.8.2

User feedback on summarization has implications for NLP

ClioQuery applies particular ideas from query-focused summarization in NLP
for interactive text analysis. However, building and evaluating a user-facing summarization system for historians forced us to reexamine several core assumptions from
the literature on text summarization. In particular, early versions of ClioQuery applied standard optimization-based summarization methods [229] to select “important”
information from a corpus, much like prior temporally-oriented language engineering
systems such as HistDiv [311], TimeMine [8] and TimeExplorer [225], which each
automatically identify relevant information, based on a query.
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However, during needfinding and prototyping, we found that some historians and
archivists strongly disliked this approach. Experts reported that they needed to
understand why the computer was showing particular summaries, before they could
actually draw conclusions from the output (see Figure 7.4). Based on this feedback,
in later versions of ClioQuery, we stopped trying to extract “important” mentions
of a query term in search results. Instead, we decided to shorten and present every
single sentence mentioning a user’s query in the Document Feed (see Figure 7.4), and
allow users to easily examine such shortenings in context in the Document Viewer.
During our expert interview and field study and evaluations, we found that this
approach was more successful. We hypothesize that experts liked this format, because
they could understand why ClioQuery showed query shortenings, and thus use
ClioQuery output in their research.
Our experiences might have implications for NLP, where research in summarization typically focuses on generating summaries which best match “gold” references
[82, 248], without worrying about how to explain how summaries are formed. In
particular, much recent work on abstractive summarization in NLP [291, 156] seeks
to generate summary passages that do not occur in the input text. Because such
abstractive output can not be checked against underlying sources, and because such
methods also currently suffer from frequent factual errors [191], much more research
towards trustworthy abstraction may be required, before these approaches might be
applied towards social research.
7.8.3

Supporting comprehensive and unbiased analysis

During needfinding interviews, historians and archivists often emphasized the importance of directly and comprehensively examining all evidence relevant to a given
research question, without allowing black-box algorithms to influence their conclusions. We thus designed ClioQuery to help users keep track of which query men-
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tions they have reviewed in a corpus, without potential bias from algorithmic ranking.
Yet feedback on these aspects of ClioQuery was mixed (Section 7.6.3 and 7.6.5).
While some appreciated how ClioQuery used filters instead of ranking to narrow
down search results, others reported that truly forgoing algorithmic curation required
the researcher to spend too much time reading irrelevant documents. For instance,
some users admitted that they often no have choice but to trust computer models
of relevance to find evidence in archives, because keyword search often turns up far
more documents than they can possibly review.
Why did some users express deep commitment to full manual review of evidence
during needfinding interviews, while other users admit that they had to trust search
engines to select evidence during system evaluation? There seem to be at least two
possibilities. One possibility is that historians and archivists might express commitment to comprehensive review when describing their ideal practices, but remember
the limitations of this ideal when faced with a real task during system evaluation.
(Some approaches to needfinding in HCI emphasize the limits of user interviews [41]).
Another possibility is that there is simply some variation in our users’ commitment
to comprehensiveness. Some but not all historians may feel required to comprehensively review all evidence during research, possibly based on intellectual background
or subfield.
Future researchers might resolve the contradiction between experts’ stated commitments to comprehensive review and the realities of inevitable tradeoffs between
recall and time [277, Fig. 6] with improved user interfaces. Specifically, systems might
transparently show which documents are selected or hidden by an algorithm, and allow users to easily override and investigate any document ranking decisions from a
machine. Research on tools for visually and interactively refining search results [300]
might offer a useful starting point.
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7.9

Limitations and future work

Because it was difficult and expensive to recruit and interview highly-trained experts, in this study we report results from in-depth meetings with a small sample of
humanists. While such one-on-one interviews provided rich feedback, the opinions of
our participants likely only approximate the true requirements of all historians and
archivists. In the future, we thus plan to take steps to facilitate adoption, in order to
learn more about user needs. In particular, we found that historians have to collect,
organize and sometimes digitize news stories, before they are ready to gather and
analyze query mentions (Section 7.6.6). We thus plan to add features for importing
news stories into ClioQuery from existing tools like Zotero and the Internet Archive.
Additionally, throughout this work, we assume that query mentions are defined by
exact string matches. This simplifying assumption allows us to focus on user experience and interaction, but has clear limitations. For instance, authors sometimes refer
to “Reagan” using the nickname “Dutch”. Automatically detecting such aliases (and
other deviations from exact string matching) will be important for future work.

7.10

Conclusion

In this study, we considered how to design an interactive text analytics system
to help historians in their practice of gathering and analyzing mentions of a free-text
query in a newspaper archive. To create the system, we first studied the needs of
historians and found that analyzing change across time, undertaking comprehensive
review of evidence, evaluating contextual information and conducting neutral observation are each central to the practice of historical research.
We then designed the ClioQuery system based on such findings. ClioQuery uses
methods from NLP to create a skimmable summary of the comprehensive set of all
mentions of a user’s query term in an archive. The system also uses linked views and
automatic in-text highlighting to show summary text within underlying source doc-
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uments, to facilitate review of query mentions in context. Moreover, because change
across time is central to historical research, ClioQuery includes a navigable time series visualization to offer an overview of temporal trends in query frequency. Finally,
ClioQuery also tries to engender trust by avoiding potential sources of unwanted
algorithmic bias. For instance, the system offers filtering features to narrow results in
a neutral manner, instead of ranking results with black-box algorithms (which might
influence research).
We tested such features in two separate user studies with historians, where we
found that ClioQuery’s approach to organizing and presenting query mentions could
help users answer real questions from news archives. Many historians reported that
ClioQuery’s Document Feed facilitated rapid analysis of query mentions, and that
ClioQuery’s linked Document Viewer offered complementary context and detail.
Such findings suggest possible new features and directions for user-facing language
systems, particularly in query-oriented settings. Where much prior work in interactive
text analytics focuses on providing corpus overviews, ClioQuery instead focuses on
helping users gather and analyze query mentions, through skimmable query-oriented
summaries linked with a full-text view of underlying text. This same feature set
might be used to extend existing overview-oriented tools (e.g. Themail [335]), or
in new systems for query-oriented corpus analysis. For instance, some marketing
applications suggest notable keywords from user comments in online forums [125,
Section 4.1]. ClioQuery features might thus be applied to help marketers gather
and analyze mentions of such keywords, or to help other users investigate other queries
in other domains.
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PART IV: CONCLUSION

CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Conclusion
This study defines and introduces lexical corpus analysis, in which people formulate and answer qualitative research questions by (1) reviewing a corpus vocabulary,
and (2) examining items from that vocabulary in context. For instance, traditional
concordances are one particular tool for lexical corpus analysis, because they present
a unigram vocabulary and help users review items from that vocabulary amid immediately surrounding text. However, throughout this thesis, we argue that there
are many other possible approaches to lexical investigation (e.g. Figure 1.5). For
example, like a traditional concordance, a ConceptMap interface (Chapter 3) both
defines a corpus lexicon and presents items from that lexicon in context, in order to
help people make sense of text.
We propose that there are three fundamental research questions underlying such
lexically-oriented corpus investigation:
R1: How can lexical systems represent a corpus vocabulary to reflect human mental and linguistic models of a domain?
R2: How might lexical systems show query terms in context, to best satisfy user
search need?
R3: How can we build new lexical systems for specific user groups?
We investigate these questions in Part I through Part III of this thesis, where we consider and evaluate possible solutions in terms of metrics like computational efficiency,
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usability and domain independence, which we argue are crucial to user-facing corpus
investigation (Section 1.5).
Together, our study defines and introduces lexical corpus analysis, provides a
collection of new NLP methods to facilitate lexical corpus analysis, and offers two
investigations into specific lexical systems created to assist particular user groups.
In computational evaluations, we demonstrate the ways in which our proposed NLP
methods offer advantages over baseline techniques (e.g. lower latency, Chapter 5);
and in human evaluations, we demonstrate the ways in which new lexical interfaces
offer both quantitatively measurable (e.g. faster task completion, Chapter 6) and
qualitative benefits (e.g. comprehensive presentation of evidence, Chapter 7).
Yet while we make measurable progress towards addressing R1, R2 and R3, our
work is plainly incomplete. In the next sections, we describe both the limits of our
efforts, and our planned steps towards addressing those limits in future research. We
then conclude by reviewing broad lessons from our experiences with user-facing NLP.

8.1

Future work towards representing the lexicon

In the first chapter of this work, we argue that gaps between machine representations of a corpus vocabulary and human mental models of a lexicon hinder the
effectiveness of tools for lexical corpus analysis. We then ask how systems might
represent a corpus lexicon to better reflect the ways that people think, talk and write
about the terms and concepts in a domain. In Part I, we offer a partial answer to this
question through the NPFST method, which efficiently extracts important multiword
phrases across heterogeneous corpora. Yet while NPFST offers improvements over a
bag of unigrams, our effort plainly falls short of our distant goal of machines which
can mirror human mental models of a corpus vocabulary.
One particular gap in our representation of a corpus lexicon stands out as most
in need of immediate future attention. Throughout this thesis, we typically assume
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that each lexical item or concept in a corpus is defined by a particular string. We
then assume that only passages which contain the string mention the lexical item.
For instance, in Chapter 3, we assume that only those sentences which contain the
exact string “President Clinton” mention the once U.S. leader. While this simplifying
assumption offers advantages,1 we believe that systems which rely on exact string
matching will violate user expectations in two important ways, necessitating further
work.
First, exact string matching will introduce false positives, in which the user is
shown passages that do not actually mention their lexical query. Some false positives will arise from entities with the same name. For instance, the query “Jamaica”
may refer to the Caribbean nation “Jamaica” or the New York City neighborhood of
“Jamaica” Queens. Other false positives will arise from less concrete queries such as
“peace treaty,” which may refer either to the general idea of a peace treaty, or to a
specific peace treaty during a specific conflict. Such false positives may mislead the
user (e.g. a ClioQuery summary might describe events in the wrong “Jamaica”), or
require the user to take on the unnecessary burden of reviewing irrelevant evidence.
Exact string matching will also introduce false negatives, in which a system will
not show the user passages which do in fact mention their query. For instance, the
concept “Bill Clinton” may be referenced via the strings “President Clinton,” “U.S.
leader” or “White House” (as in “White House strategy”). But passages containing
such query mentions would not be identified with exact string matching techniques.
This limitation in recall is especially important in fields like history, which emphasize
comprehensive review of all available evidence (Chapter 7).
1

Exact string matching allows us to focus on specific research objectives (e.g. designing a text
analytics system for historians, Chapter 7), ensures interpretable output (a person can understand
why a computer believes a given passage references a lexical item), and is clearly sufficient to help
some users in some circumstances (e.g. journalists, Chapter 7).
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It it likely possible to apply existing work in NLP to partially address such shortcomings. Most obviously, future research might employ tools and methods for resolving coreference, which seek to identify token spans that refer to the same entity across
one or more documents. (Eisenstein [100] offers an introduction to this well-studied
area.) For example, coreference resolution methods might help detect that the spans
“President Aristide” and “Haitian leader” each refer to the once Haitian President (in
a particular news article), or help with the challenging task of distinguishing between
occurrences of identical strings that reference different entities (e.g. occurrences of
“John Smith”, which refer to different people [15, Sec. 6]).
Other closely-related work may also help address false negatives. For instance,
work on entity linking [305] tries to identify spans of text which mention known
named entities listed in a knowledge base (KB). Future lexical systems might build
on or apply this work to help identify mentions of some free-text queries.2 For example, if a user queries for “Clinton,” a lexical system might use entity linking techniques
to identify spans which refer to the “U.S. leader”. Work concerned with cataloging
[238] and detecting [149, 288] lexical relations like hypernyms, or identifying word
senses [246] might also be applied in similar circumstances. A user searching for
mentions of the word “general” might wish to see passages which include the hypernym “commander”; and a user reviewing mentions of “Obama” might be interested in
passages containing certain senses of the phrase “White House” (e.g. a “White House
strategy”).
Yet while prior study offers tools, methods and ways of thinking which could extend our work, we expect that applying this existing knowledge towards user-facing
lexical systems will present new research challenges, related to broad and unsolved
questions in NLP. For instance, many current methods for coreference resolution
2

Other lexical queries (e.g. “peace treaty”) will be insufficiently concrete to be listed in a KB.
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rely on domain-specific supervision. Applying such supervised techniques in generalpurpose corpus analysis tools (e.g. for eighteenth-century court records, Chapter 2),
would present a challenging domain adaptation problem. Similarly, much work on
entity linking assumes access to a complete KB. But knowledge bases will not cover
all areas that a user wishes to explore; in our work on Rookie (Chapter 6), we
found that Wikipedia did not contain entries for many prominent politicians in a local news corpus. Therefore, we expect that applying entity linking methods towards
lexical corpus analysis would require adapting research focused on creating knowledge
bases, possibly using distantly supervised [239] or cold start [20, Sec. 6.5] techniques,
intended for settings with limited supervision. Finally, from an HCI perspective, applying any predictive method in a user-facing system will open questions surrounding
how to set and meet user expectations for an intelligent interface. How to best design
intelligent user-facing systems is a subject of ongoing research [10].

8.2

Future work towards showing lexical items in context

In Part II, we consider how to show lexical items in context in order to satisfy
user search need. While our work offers measurable advantages over baselines (e.g.
higher yield or lower latency, Chapters 3 and 5), our limited efforts still have clear
shortcomings which might be addressed in future research.
Reconsidering extractive and single-sentence summarization
Most immediately, much of our work in Part II focuses on single-sentence, extractive summarization; we try to create query-focused summaries by selecting and
shortening individual sentences (e.g. Chapter 7). This single-sentence and extractive
orientation allows us to simplify and thus make progress on new tools for lexical corpus analysis. But the approach has limitations. In some cases, salient information
may be scattered or repeated across multiple sentences from one or more documents,
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or expressed with unnecessary verbosity. Therefore, in the future, we might investigate sentence fusion methods [27] which seek to synthesize salient phrases from
across multiple sentences to create a new single summary sentence. We might also
investigate similarly abstractive techniques for paraphrasing [118] wordy portions of
source documents, to help make better use of a summary budget. However, because
these approaches risk confusing or misleading the user (see Section 1.5 and Chapter
7), future research might focus on developing accurate, trustworthy and interpretable
abstractive techniques.
Developing corpus resources
Our work in Part II is also hindered by a lack of corpus resources, which are often central to advances in NLP. Ideally, we would like to have a large, multi-domain
dataset of queries, documents and reference summaries, constructed to reflect a user’s
information need.3 Yet historically, NLP has created few annotated resources for
query-focused, multi-document summarization [268], perhaps because constructing
such corpora can be expensive and difficult. (We describe our own experiences in
Chapter 3). Given such challenges, future research might focus on creative and automatic methods for constructing evaluation corpora, much like recent work towards
creating resources for traditional, single-document summarization [132, 156]. Alternately, future work might focus on adapting existing datasets for our lexically-oriented
setting (as in Chapter 5). Regardless of how we construct corpus resources, we expect
that evaluating machine-generated text against any sort of reference summary will
require attention and effort; there is much active research into automatic metrics for
text generation tasks [52], such as summarization.
3
Kryscinski et al. [191, Sec. 3] suggest expressing the user’s need as a question. They also point
out the importance of minimizing noise in creating corpus resources for summarization.
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Moving past a binary definition of salience
Throughout our work, we imagine that the user wishes to review mentions of
Q in context. Therefore, we assume that including Q in summary output is sufficient
for presenting the most salient information in passages or documents. In Chapter 4,
which focuses on single-sentence summarization, we say that this assumption imposes
a binary definition of salience (also called “importance”).
This binary definition has obvious shortcomings. For instance, a user reviewing
mentions of Q =“Aristide” might also wish to see information about related concepts,
such as General Raoul Cedras. (Cedras lead a coup against Aristide in 1991, see
Chapter 6). In theory, work from query-focused or multi-document summarization
[82] might help identify such query-related related concepts using patterns in word
frequencies [249, 83, 135]. Therefore, in the future, equipped with corpus resources,
we might experiment with applying such methods in our lexical setting, in order to
expand our binary definition of salience.
Using language models to reduce reliance on supervision
In this work, we use natural supervision and human annotation to try and identify well-formed summary output (e.g. Chapter 3 or Chapter 4). This reliance on
supervision makes it harder for future researchers to build on our work. For instance,
our supervised method for creating ConceptMaps (Chapter 3) likely could not be
used to build different kinds of lexical interfaces. Moreover, our annotated dataset
from Chapter 4 likely does not cover many aspects of how people perceive shortened
English sentences, and could not be applied to shorten sentences in other languages.4
4

We do try our best to mitigate the risk of overfitting to supervision. In Chapter 3, we test our
approach on multiple kinds of text, to try and reduce the risk that our headline-supervised method
only works on news stories. Similarly, in Chapter 4, our work is motivated by a belief that modeling
human cognitive processes can be used to create NLP methods which are less tied to training data.
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Given these limitations, we believe that future research should explore language
modeling to predict well-formedness. A language model (LM) assigns a probability
to a sequence of tokens [100, Chp. 6]. Prior study from Lau et al. [195] suggests that
LM predictions correlate with human sentence-level judgments of well-formedness.
Therefore, in the future, LMs might be used to identify well-formed summaries, much
like how work in MT (e.g. Koehn et al. [190]) uses language models to identify more
and less fluid translations.5 The chief advantage of this approach is that LMs learn
parameters from unlabeled text, and thus do not require specialized supervision;
LM-based approaches could be trained on any corpus that a user wishes to explore.
Future LM-based techniques might also leverage a large body of engineering-oriented
(e.g. KenLM [148] or RoBERTa [204]) and experimental work [59, 177] on language
modeling, in service of specialized user-facing systems.
Nevertheless, exploring LM-based approaches to predicting well-formedness would
present research challenges. To begin, language models may have many parameters,
which will have to be stored and updated using compute resources. Moreover, current state-of-the-art neural language models such as BERT [87] require access to a
specialized GPU. Future research might consider how to best use such large language models in computationally-limited settings (e.g. a laptop with a single CPU).
KenLM’s efficient implementation of a traditional N -gram language model [148], and
current study focusing on reducing the size of large pretrained language models such
as BERT [287, Section 6.2] may suggest possible paths forward.
Yet applying LMs to predict well-formedness also presents algorithmic challenges.
If every word within K tokens of an occurrence of Q may appear in a summary, then
there are 22K possible ways to represent a single occurrence of Q in context. (Any word
within the 2K window may be included or not-included in the output.) Searching this
5

Using LMs for summarization is not new. For instance, Clarke and Lapata [67] use language
models for sentence compression.
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large space to find the most well-formed extractions (according to a LM) presents a
research challenge. Approaches to decoding from machine translation [250] and work
on applying optimization techniques towards text summarization [224, 202] may offer
useful starting points.
Finally, note that while we expect that LMs will prove useful for predicting wellformedness, linguists and cognitive scientists do disagree about the extent to which
probabilistic methods can explain or predict human linguistic behavior. Both Chater
and Manning [56] and Lau et al. [195] each describe these debates. Within NLP, recent
successes of language modeling for downstream tasks have inspired a corresponding
literature focused on identifying shortcuts or heuristics underlying apparent linguistic
reasoning. Rogers et al. [287] offer a partial review of this work, focusing on BERT.
Ultimately, limits of language modeling in representing human linguistic behavior
could imply corresponding limits in the use of language models to predict summary
well-formedness.
Considering multi-sentence properties of output summaries
Finally, future work might consider other multi-sentence properties of output summaries. For instance, systems might take care to include important background information from one sentence in order to frame foreground events in another sentence;
such as mentioning the fact that “Cedras took power” before mentioning that “Aristide
fled” (Chapter 6). NLP offers a number of different ways to represent such discourse
phenomena [100, Chp. 16], which might be explored in future work. Formalizing and
accounting for such discourse structures would likely prove challenging, but offers the
potential to improve summary output.
Attention to complex semantic relationships between sentences, such as the relationships described in MacCartney and Manning [210], might also be helpful for
showing query mentions in context. For instance, in Chapter 3, we discuss how a
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summary which asserts that a couple has divorced should not waste budget informing readers that the couple once married. In this case, determining that one textual
unit entails another (i.e. if one unit is true, the other must be true [210]) allows
some sentences to be omitted from a summary. Similarly, if a summary presents an
apparent contradiction (e.g. asserting that both Aristide and Cedras hold power in
Haiti), it may have to also include other supporting information to resolve and explain
the inconsistency. Thus, research on identifying and representing complex semantic
relations between sentences should be explored in future research.

8.3
8.3.1

Future work towards user-facing lexical systems
Needfinding from text at scale

In Part III of this work, we argue for the importance of researching the needs of
individual user groups to design new systems for lexical corpus analysis. We then
demonstrate the importance of such user research in Chapter 7, by conducting and
analyzing user interviews for our ClioQuery software. In our work on ClioQuery,
interviews helped us correct a (deeply flawed) initial system design, provided nuanced
insights into how historians search, and revealed limitations of current summarization
methods in NLP. Yet while one-on-one interviews proved valuable, we still observed
well-known limitations in this traditional HCI research technique:
• Because we had to schedule, conduct and code each meeting with an individual
participant, collecting qualitative user data for ClioQuery was time-intensive.
Developers of future lexical systems who meet with users would incur similar
time costs.
• Because we could only conduct a small number of interviews, we ran the risk of
drawing conclusions from what Shneiderman [309] describes as a “small samples
of users who offer biased perceptions or reports.” While speaking with a few
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participants selected via non-probabilistic sampling provided rich and openended feedback, findings from our ClioQuery user studies may not generalize
beyond our small sample.
• Because our meetings were only one hour long, we could only discuss limited
topics during limited time with experts. Manual data gathering thus imposed
limits in the coverage of our data.
• Perhaps because interviews relied on self-reported descriptions of historical research practices, we observed some puzzling inconsistencies in expert feedback.
Some participants told us that social researchers should never draw conclusions
based on curated evidence from opaque software. But others admitted that
in practice they do trust ranking results from black-box search engines. This
inconsistency might reflect a known limitation of interview-based methods. As
Blomberg and Burrell [41] note, “what people say they do and what they actually do are frequently quite different.”
Noting such strengths and limitations, we propose that interviews offer just one particular way of “studying people to identify their unmet needs [269],” a process known
in the HCI literature as needfinding.6 We then propose a broader study of NLP-based
needfinding in future work.
Our planned research begins from the observation that people use text to express
their frustrations, desires, goals, practices and reasoning across heterogeneous digital
platforms such as social networks, collaborative workspaces and free-text surveys.
In the future, HCI researchers, software organizations and technology entrepreneurs
might use insights gleaned from analyzing this text data with NLP methods to enrich
understanding of users at scale.
6

Stanford engineer Robert McKim is said to have first coined this term in the 1970s [269].
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NLP offers many possible advantages for needfinding:
• NLP methods might draw insights from large datasets, to achieve broad coverage. For instance, NLP approaches might help identify rare user experiences
or long-tail use cases, which might not be detected in small ethnographic or interview studies, due to limited manual data gathering. Prior work has already
started to explore this idea. For instance, Schaffhausen [293] offers a dissertation focused on analyzing large numbers of need statements. Similarly, Griffin
and Hauser [131] try to estimate gaps in coverage by modeling the probability
that a given customer voices a given need during an interview.
• NLP offers the possibility of quantitative measurement of user requirements.
For example, NLP might might help researchers reason more accurately about
the incidence of particular use cases, which could help prioritize the application
of limited design or engineering resources. Estimating the incidence of user
requirements from small, traditional interview datasets would likely be very
noisy.
• NLP methods might lower the costs of interview-based needfinding research.
For instance, one frequently-cited study from Griffin and Hauser [131] found
that 20 to 30 one-hour interviews coded by four to six analysts were needed to
identify 90 to 95 percent of customer needs (for a given product). The authors
also estimate the financial costs of an interview at around $1000 to $2000 (at a
U.S. company, in 1993). Reducing the costs of needfinding could enable faster
iteration and time to market.
• Finally, NLP methods scale to large datasets. Therefore, like traditional survey
research, NLP might mitigate some threats to validity from a small sample size.
Yet while computational methods for analyzing text data offer exciting possibilities, in many ways applying NLP methods to perform needfinding extends existing re200

search traditions in HCI.7 For instance, motivated by inevitable gaps between human
words and actions, some HCI researchers already turn to ethnographic needfinding
techniques to gain insights about users, via digital and non-digital observational data
like field notes, video recordings, social network structures, blogs, sensors, social media posts and computer logs [41, 244, 263]. NLP methods for analyzing user-generated
text can be thought of as a way of supporting these existing needfinding practices at
scale.8 Similarly, NLP can be thought of as a particular tool for mixed methods HCI
research [334], which seeks to combine the strengths of qualitative and quantitative
inquiry [76].
Of course, like any research technique, NLP needfinding methods would also have
downsides and limitations. First, users who comment about needs and practices on
any particular channel (e.g. on Reddit.com), may not represent the broader user population. Thus, like traditional interview research, NLP-based needfinding may suffer
from threats to validity from sample bias. Second, while it might be possible to
design around limitations of predictive text processing [10], HCI practitioners may
still be skeptical of NLP methods, which might limit adoption. Limited evidence
already suggests that some practitioners may not trust qualitative conclusions from
automated systems [174], and may dislike the idea of replacing a traditional codebook
with a machine-generated schema [218]. Third, NLP methods may also miss extralinguistic information such as gesture or tone of voice available in interviews, which
may be important for understanding some user perspectives. Moreover, unlike traditional interview respondents, users who contribute to large corpora (e.g. by posting
on Reddit) likely could not provide consent to participate in a needfinding study.
7

Thanks to Jed Brubaker and Morgan Klaus Scheuerman for helpful pointers in this area.

8

During our own work on ClioQuery, we gathered helpful observational data by reading through
descriptions of search behavior from social science papers discovered via the JSTOR search engine,
a language technology. We consider this to be a form of NLP-based observational needfinding.
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Finally, and perhaps most importantly, traditional ethnography has a well-established
code of ethics and well-developed theory on the epistemic limits of direct observation,
particularly across cultures (see Blomberg and Burrell [41]). In much the same way
that traditional ethnographers outside HCI sometimes grossly misunderstand their
subjects, it seems likely that computational tools for large-scale analysis of digital
text will sometimes grossly misrepresent user needs and practices. For instance, NLP
tools might only infer user needs expressed in dominant dialects [39], and thus unexpectedly ignore feedback from marginalized user groups. Thus while NLP methods do
have much to offer, responsible technical development will also require corresponding
theory describing the proper interpretation and use of new sources of information,
much like the existing body of research surrounding established interview, survey or
observational techniques [86].
In this a feature request?

Yes

189 posts labeled so far

No

Figure 8.1: A user labels social media posts describing feature requests.

8.3.2

A hypothetical case study in needfinding from text

One possible NLP-based approach to needfinding might focus on tools for humanin-the-loop sensemaking and corpus analysis, much like efforts described throughout
this work. For instance, imagine an entrepreneurial software developer looking to create a new note-taking app for tablets. The developer might start off with a suspicion
that there are gaps in the market for note-taking software, but might not understand
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the exact limitations of existing solutions. To investigate, the developer might begin
by performing supervised document-level classification to find a set of posts which describe feature requests (Figure 8.1) on subreddits devoted to existing note taking tools
(such as the subreddits r/Notability, r/OneNote and r/Evernote on Reddit.com).
Corpus

Document Class

Top Terms

r/Evernote

Feature request

Cornell

r/Goodnotes

Use case

Apple pencil

r/Notability

Other post

vendor lock-in

r/OneNote

math equations
export markdown

Snippets (showing 34 posts)
How can I make my own template default?
I am migrating to Notability from Goodnotes and Noteshelf (I
need the voice recording feature). I have my own template
that I want to use a default ... I searched online on how to
import templates and the official answer is that I have to copy
paste the template into every single new page? ... is there
really no Cornell type default template with dotted lines built
in?? This is essential for me.
Cornell notes
Cornell Notes Template integration

Figure 8.2: A user employs NLP methods to identify design gaps in current note
taking applications. After training a supervised (Figure 8.1) 2-way classifier, the user
clicks to select documents included in a (predicted) class called “Feature request”(s).
On click, the application automatically populates a Top Terms list. The user selects the top term “Cornell,” and the snippets populate (right) to show mentions of
“Cornell” in context.

After identifying a set of posts which describe feature requests using a supervised
classifier, the developer might investigate this new dataset using a lexically-oriented
interface much like Rookie. For example, the imagined interface in Figure 8.2 ranks
the corpus or subcorpus vocabulary according to a word importance score to create a
list of top terms (e.g. top terms by word count, from posts describing feature requests).
After observing top terms, the developer might discover that feature requests for
note taking apps often contain the unigram “Cornell”. The user might then click
to read snippets from posts that mention “Cornell,” and learn that some people use
the “Cornell” method to take notes [270, Chp. 10]. They might also learn that
some existing note taking apps have poor support for the Cornell method. Equipped
with preliminary evidence of a design gap, the developer might then proceed with
more traditional user testing, prototyping and market research for an app devoted
to Cornell-style note taking. This example shows one way in which NLP might be
applied to support needfinding in HCI.
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8.4

Final remarks: conclusions from user-facing NLP

This thesis adopts a user-centered view of natural language processing. We develop
NLP methods and NLP systems designed for specific user groups, while soliciting user
feedback to guide our work. This user-centered vantage point is somewhat unusual in
the field. Much work in NLP focuses on developing or investigating language technologies using automatic metrics, while often overlooking how people might actually apply
conclusions from NLP research in user-facing settings. While abstracting away from
users is sometimes appropriate,9 our work suggests that the practice of methodically
investigating the needs of specific classes of users, and the practice of methodically
testing applications built for particular use cases, has much to offer NLP. We detail
broad lessons from our work below.
User interfaces shape, constrain and reveal NLP problems
People interact with language technologies via specific user interfaces, which in
turn are employed in specific contexts. Throughout our study, we have often found
that the details of how such interfaces actually work, and the details of what people
actually expect them to do, often shape and constrain natural language processing
problems. For instance in Chapter 3, we consider ConceptMap interfaces, which
have a particular visual format. Because ConceptMaps require descriptions of
relationships for display on a directed graph, our work on ConceptMaps lead us to
investigate (and make progress towards) NLP methods for summarizing relationships.
In this case, the visual format of the ConceptMap interface helped define and
9

There are many good reasons to sometimes ignore users in NLP research. Most importantly, automatic evaluation (e.g. F1 scores, Chapter 5) or simplified human evaluation (e.g. Likert judgements,
Chapter 3) may help improve language technologies, which might later be deployed in user-facing
systems. In such cases, slow and expensive holistic evaluation (e.g. evaluating a finished application
with a user study) may by unnecessary. See Eisenstein’s related discussion of intrinsic and extrinsic
evaluation [100, Sec. 6.4 and 14.6].
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shape a natural language processing problem; the interface was not a mere vehicle for
applying existing NLP techniques.
Working with users can help refine brittle NLP tasks
Based on our experiences, we believe that studying user-facing systems often reveals new NLP problems, because NLP tasks10 often encode assumptions which are
poorly matched to particular user-facing settings. For example, while working on
Rookie (Chapter 6), we found that summary quality was far less important than
system speed. Rookie is effective in part because it can quickly update summaries in
response to mouse gestures. Yet work on the traditional summarization task typically
ignores system latency, and instead evaluates with the recall-based ROUGE metric
against “gold” references [82]. Therefore, progress on summarization (as measured by
ROUGE), might not help Rookie users in their work answering questions from news
archives.
Our experiences with Rookie were consistent with other findings from our work.
In Chapter 5, we found that standard approaches to the sentence compression task
could not be applied in interfaces which accept user queries, and are poorly suited
to settings (e.g. journalism) where practitioners do not have access to specialized
hardware like GPUs. Likewise, in our work on ConceptMaps, we found that existing
research on the relation extraction task was poorly suited to helping people investigate
connections between concepts in a corpus. These experiences suggest that testing
language technologies with actual users can refine and sharpen NLP research, by
revealing hidden assumptions in brittle NLP tasks.
10

We say that a task is defined by a set of corpora, a set of shared human or automatic evaluation
metrics, and a set of assumptions about possible solutions. For instance, the extractive sentence
compression task (Chapter 5) is devoted to shortening sentences by removing words, using statistical
and neural NLP techniques. NLP researchers who study extractive compression have agreed to
measure possible approaches using token-level F1 scores, as well as human readability and importance
judgments. They train and evaluate their work using a benchmark corpus [107].
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Ignoring users risks developing language technologies no one wants
Finally, in much the same way that developers should undertake user testing to
mitigate the risk of building software no one wants [112], we propose that NLP researchers should investigate user needs to reduce the risk of developing NLP methods
that no one will use.11 This is most clear to us from our work on ClioQuery (Chapter 7), where testing summarization methods with historians revealed problematic
assumptions underlying extensive research on summarization techniques (see Section
7.8). Understanding and investigating what at least some group of people want from
a particular language technology might help mitigate the risk of conducting timeconsuming research based on unreasonable assumptions that will hinder adoption.
Final remarks
This chapter details future work towards lexical corpus analysis, and sketches
broader lessons from our study of user-facing natural language processing. In total,
we hope that our current and planned work can serve as a case study in user-facing
NLP, and enable powerful new tools for user-facing corpus analysis.

11

However, in some cases, researching user needs may not be necessary. For example, it seems
very likely that some users would want real-time machine translation, with the fluency of faithfulness
of expert human translators. It seems safe to strive for such technology, without first conducting a
needfinding study.
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